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Abstract

This thesis describes a number of new data mining algorithms which were
the result of our research into the enforcement of monotony restrictions
when learning (mostly non-parametric) models from data.

Not only can judicious use of domain knowledge improve the predictive
accuracy of data mining algorithms but also, crucially, models that are con-
sistent with the knowledge of domain experts will be accepted and adopted
much earlier than models that are not. Unfortunately, domain knowledge
that is most of times available is often informal and poorly structured, which
makes its use in practice fraught with difficulty.

The knowledge of the existence an ascending or descending relationship
between predictor variables and the variable to predict represents a notable
exception. Moreover, in many applications domain experts can specify such
monotonic relationships with relative ease and reliability based on their
knowledge and experience. It is known, for instance, that smoking and
being overweight increase the risk of cardiovascular disease (an increasing
relationship); on the other hand, it is likely that a higher income reduces
the probability of default on a loan (a decreasing relationship).

The experiments described in this thesis show that the predictive power
of our new data mining algorithms is comparable to, or sometimes even
better than, that of their non-monotonic counterparts. This is obtained
at a limited additional computational cost. All in all, it is possible to
conclude that enforcing monotony restrictions when applicable is practically
achievable and has an advantageous effect on the quality of the models
produced.

v





Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal nieuwe data mining algoritmen die
zijn voortgekomen uit ons onderzoek naar het afdwingen van monotonie-
restricties bij het – veelal niet-parametrisch – leren van modellen uit data.

Het oordeelkundig gebruik van domeinkennis kan de voorspelkracht van
data mining algoritmen verbeteren, maar ten minste zo belangrijk is dat
modellen die in overeenstemming zijn met de kennis van domeindeskundigen
veel eerder geaccepteerd en gebruikt zullen worden dan modellen die hiermee
in tegenspraak zijn. Helaas is beschikbare domeinkennis vaak informeel en
slecht gestructureerd waardoor zij moeilijk gebruikt kan worden.

Kennis van een stijgend of dalend verband tussen voorspellende variabe-
len en de te voorspellen variabele vormt hierop een positieve uitzondering.
Bovendien geldt voor veel toepassingsgebieden dat domeindeskundigen op
grond van hun kennis en ervaring dergelijke monotone verbanden relatief
eenvoudig en betrouwbaar kunnen specificeren. Zo is het bijvoorbeeld bek-
end dat roken en overgewicht de kans op hart- en vaatziekten vergroot (een
stijgend verband) terwijl een hoger beschikbaar inkomen de kans op wan-
betaling bij een lening zal verkleinen (een dalend verband).

De experimenten die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven tonen aan dat
de voorspelkracht van onze nieuwe data mining algoritmen vergelijkbaar is
met, of soms zelfs beter is dan de voorspelkracht van hun niet-monotone
tegenhangers. Dit gaat slechts ten koste van een beperkte hoeveelheid extra
rekenwerk. Al met al mogen we concluderen dat het afdwingen van voorhan-
den monotonie-restricties praktisch haalbaar is, en een gunstig effect heeft
op de kwaliteit van de geproduceerde modellen.





Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of predictive data mining is to determine the value of a target
output for a given population. One way to tackle this kind of problem is
represented by supervised pattern recognition.

Assuming the existence of a functional relationship between the domain
of the predictors (the feature space X ) and the domain of the target attribute
(the target space Y), a supervised pattern recognition algorithm observes the
training data set (the training phase) in order to learn from the examples
it comprises a model which approximates the unknown functional relation
also for individuals not included in the training data set (the training data
set usually does not cover the whole population). The learning process can
be seen as that of choosing a function (a hypothesis)

h : X → Y

from a fixed class of functions H (the hypothesis space) which best fits the
training data set according to a given criterion.

Without assumptions about the nature of the functional relation being
approximated, an inductive learning task cannot be solved exactly because
unseen individuals might have an arbitrary output value. Such assumptions
represent the algorithm’s inductive bias [83] and are based on the available
prior domain knowledge, that is the auxiliary information about the learning
task which can be used to guide the learning process [110]. Not only does
domain knowledge provide inductive bias, but it can also facilitate other
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aspects of an inductive learning task such as the preprocessing of training
examples, the initiation of the hypothesis space, the initiation of the start
point of the convergence, the direction of convergence etc. To sum it up,
prior domain knowledge is valuable to be incorporated into a predictive
algorithm. Unfortunately, though, domain knowledge is primarily informal
and ill structured, which usually makes its exploitation in inductive learning
systems challenging.

A common form of prior knowledge which is frequently available in many
application areas is represented by the monotonicity, either increasing or
decreasing, of the relation between the target variable and the predictor
variables. This kind of prior knowledge is usually easy to obtain in a reliable
way and is based on the intuition and experience of domain experts. It is
known, for instance, that smoking and being overweight increase the risk
of cardiovascular disease (a monotonically increasing relationship); on the
other hand, it is likely that a higher income reduces the probability of default
on a loan (a monotonically decreasing relationship); this a-priori knowledge
about the qualitative form of the model being learned should be built into
the estimation technique. Such qualitative features do not necessarily lead
to better rates of convergence but help in the interpretation of the obtained
curves [57]. Another example of monotonicity constraints in medicine can
be found in [95].

1.1 The Need for Monotonicity

The need to integrate monotonicity in the results produced by a data mining
algorithm can arise for many different reasons.

1.1.1 Monotonicity as a Property of the Target Function

In many cases, monotonicity represents a property of the target function
being learned which is a consequence of intrinsic characteristics of the mod-
elled phenomenon or whose presence can be assumed based on common
sense or experience.

In economic and financial applications involving demand, supply, and
pricing, monotonic functions are very common. Economic theory states
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that, caeteris paribus, people tend to buy less of a product if its price in-
creases; as a consequence, price elasticity of demand should be negative.
The strength of this relationship and the precise functional form are how-
ever rarely dictated by economic theory. The usual assumption that such
relationships are linear are imposed mostly for reasons of mathematical
convenience. Other well-known examples from economics are the positive
dependence of labour wages on age and on education [85] and the so-called
hedonic price models, where the price of a consumer good depends on a set
of characteristics for which a valuation exists [58]. In house pricing, for in-
stance, the price of a house increases with the house area and decreases with
the distance to the city centre. Gamarnik [52] gives an example in option
pricing where the price of an American call option is an increasing func-
tion of the duration and the price of the underlying asset and a decreasing
function of the strike price.

Hellerstein [61] describes a statistical approach to diagnosing perfor-
mance problems of computer systems which exploits knowledge of mono-
tonic relationships such as the fact that paging delays increase with the
number of logged-on users.

Karpf [70] makes a strong case for the incorporation of monotonicity
constraints in inductive modelling of legal systems for the development of
example-based expert systems for administrative judgements. He analysed
four legal decision support systems in the area of administrative law which
were constructed by learning from formalised (parts of) cases from the prac-
tice of administration. The inductive systems discussed however lacked the
possibility to enforce monotonicity constraints, and this was identified as
a serious legal and technical shortcoming since most of the factors in the
analysed systems are, in fact, monotonic.

An example of monotonicity constraints in operations research can be
found in [80].

We end this section with an example from computer science. Record
matching is the task of identifying records that match the same real-world
entity. Each pair of records can be represented as a vector of similarity
measures between them (e.g. each measuring the similarity between the
two records on their corresponding fields); it stands to reason that if a
pair of records (r1, s1) matches and another pair (r2, s2) scores at least
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as high on all similarity measures, then that pair should match as well.
Chaudhuri et al. [25] empirically observed that a monotonicity property is
indeed satisfied in most record matching scenarios. The same argument can
be used to require that scoring functions for top-k selection queries in data
bases should be monotonic [26].

1.1.2 Monotonicity as a Requirement for the Learned
Model

In many cases, monotonicity is not just an intrinsic property of the tar-
get concept being learned but a property that the predictive algorithm is
required to enforce. Predictions which do not respect the expected mono-
tonicity condition are likely to be rejected by a human expert evaluating
them.

For instance, when the results of a predictive algorithm are used to make
critical choices such as acceptance/rejection decisions, it may be required
that the algorithm return monotonic predictions for reasons of fairness or
liability [37]. An example would be a model used by a university to support
its admission process by ranking applicants. It would be strange if, given
two applicants a and b, a scored at least as well as b on all admission
criteria but a were ranked less favourably than b and, consequently, had their
application rejected. Such a non-monotonic admission rule would clearly
be unacceptable. Similar considerations also apply to most other selection
procedures, such as job selection and credit loan approval.

Another reason that might lead to the rejection of the results of a pre-
dictive algorithm is its lack of understandability or justifiability, for human
decision makers require in general that a model be easy to understand and
will not accept predictions returned by black box models such as neural net-
works or very complex decision trees [29]. Monotonicity constraints often
play a big role in the acceptability of automatically-generated predictions.

For instance, Pazzani et al. report in [88] on the evaluation of the po-
tential for monotonicity constraints to bias machine learning algorithms in
order to learn rules which are both accurate and meaningful. They employ
the focl algorithm, which is an extension of the purely inductive foil algo-
rithm. While the latter generates rules exclusively from the training data,
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the former also uses domain knowledge to generate additional specifications
but then selects one hypothesis among all of these candidate specifications
based on performance over the data. Two data sets from the problems of
screening for dementia and assessing the risk of mental retardation were
collected and a rule learning system with and without monotonicity con-
straints was run on each. An example of monotonicity constraint given by
the authors is that the probability that a patient is mentally impaired de-
pends positively on the number of errors made in recalling their address; the
threshold which best distinguishes positive examples from negative exam-
ples according to the information gain criterion is selected. Rules learned
with monotonicity constraints were at least as accurate as those learned
without such constraints. More crucially, the authors also show that rules
learned with monotonicity constraints were significantly more acceptable to
medical experts than rules learned without such restrictions. They argue
that one factor influencing the acceptability of learned knowledge is consis-
tency with existing medical knowledge; they also show that most existing
knowledge discovery algorithms typically violate such knowledge, resulting
in concepts which are not coherent when taken in the larger context of other
related problems.

Finally, also in risk analysis it is often required that predictions be mono-
tonic with respect to the decision variables involved.

1.1.3 Monotonicity as Prior Knowledge for Probability
Estimation

Quantifying a Bayesian network, namely assessing the probability distri-
butions for each of the network’s variables conditional on their direct pre-
decessors in the network’s directed graph, can be easy in domains where
large data collections are available. On the other hand, when the amount
of data available is not very large, the subsets from which probabilities are
estimated can be empty or too small to allow for meaningful values, so the
probabilities estimates obtained are deemed as unreliable. Therefore, when
this happens, it is commonplace not to use the data available at all but,
instead, to rely on the knowledge and experience of domain experts as the
source of probabilistic estimation information.
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Human experts tend to feel uncomfortable expressing their knowledge
and experience in terms of probabilities and tend to provide imperfectly cal-
ibrated assessments. On the other hand, they are typically able to express
probabilistic information of a semi-numerical or qualitative nature with rel-
ative conviction and clarity and with less cognitive effort; for example, they
often can easily indicate which of two probabilities is smaller [32]. In ad-
dition to requiring less cognitive effort and time to gather, such relative
judgements tend to be more reliable and more properly calibrated than di-
rect numerical assessments [82]. Based the above observations, Helsper et
al. designed in [41, 62] a method for obtaining the probabilities required
for a Bayesian network which combined the qualitative information about
probabilities obtained from domain experts with the numerical information
available.

Feelders et al. demonstrate in [43] that expert knowledge about the
signs of the influences between the variables in a Bayesian network can be
used to improve the probability estimates computed from small samples of
data from every-day problem solving in the domain. They also show how
these signs impose order constraints on the probabilities required for the
network. Druzdzel et al. propose in [32] a method for the elicitation of
probabilities from a domain expert which is non-invasive and which accom-
modates whatever probabilistic information the expert is willing or capable
to state. In their approach, all available information, whether qualitative
or quantitative in nature, is expressed in a canonical form consisting of
inequalities expressing monotonicity constraints on the hyperspace of pos-
sible joint probability distributions. This information is then used to derive
second-order probability distributions over the desired probabilities.

1.2 Research Motivation and Goals

Besides being easier to understand and more consistent with the prior
knowledge of domain experts, monotonic models ofter outperform better
their non-monotonic counterparts when monotonicity is a valid assumption
for the populations to which they are applied. For instance, Velikova et al.
show in [29] that monotonic decision trees derived from the relabelled data
perform better compared to those derived from the raw data. This is mainly
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due to the fact that monotonic models have a tendency to suppress over-
fitting [29]. Moreover, enforcing monotonicity removes noise and resolves
inconsistencies, which also may result in better predictive accuracy [84,98].

The frequency with which monotonicity constraints occur in problems
addressed with data mining and machine learning and the ease and re-
liability with which such constraints can be elicited have prompted the
development of learning algorithms capable of enforcing such constraints
in a justified manner. Examples can be found in the fields of instance-
based classification [21, 24, 34, 35, 72, 76, 77, 96], rough-set-based classifica-
tion [17, 53, 55, 56, 71], classification trees [14, 29, 37, 40, 90, 91, 105], neural
networks [4,98,99,108], Bayesian networks [2,41–44,62,106], and rule learn-
ing [30,73,84].

The goal of our research was studying the incorporation of monotonic-
ity constraints into new algorithms aimed at performing various types of
predictive data mining tasks and resulted in the algorithms illustrated in
this thesis, which are all based on monotonicity-preserving models derived
from labelled data in a non-parametric fashion. Parametric models assume
a particular functional form beforehand and are completely specified by a
set of parameters; the objective of training in this case is to find appropri-
ate values for the parameters by optimising a loss function on the training
data; non-parametric models, on the other hands, do not assume a fixed
functional form. Either approach has a drawback to it: the price to pay
for parametric fitting is the chance of severe misspecification resulting in
too high a model bias, while non-parametric models may result in more
variable estimates especially for small sample sizes. We have opted for the
non-parametric approach for the two reasons. Firstly, parametric models
might be too restricted or too low-dimensional to fit unexpected features;
on the contrary, by not projecting the observed data into a Procrustean bed
of a fixed parametrisation (e.g. by fitting a linear model to the data), non-
parametric models offer greater flexibility. Secondly, we wanted to avoid
making assumptions about the function being learned other than mono-
tonicity as they might be wrong or hard to justify and might reduce the
support of problems that our research would be applicable to.

The main criterion used to evaluate our work was the quality of the
models produced by our algorithms; on the other hand, it was important
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to determine the quality of the algorithms developed in terms of efficiency.
Therefore, the algorithms were applied to both ad-hoc generated artificial
data sets and real-world data sets (see appendix A for details on the latter)
in order to compare the out-of-sample predictive performance to that of
other relevant data mining algorithms, either monotonicity preserving or
not. The goal was to ensure we were not obtaining monotonic models at
the expense of predictive accuracy. If a monotonic model is really required,
then a small increase of the error might be acceptable, but clearly this
should be within reasonable limits. On the other hand, if the problem is
really monotonic, then we might even expect an improvement predictive
performance.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Although it revolves around three algorithms which were the result of
our research and which have been the subject of peer-reviewed publica-
tions [10–13], this thesis does not merely consist of a collection of separate
publications; instead, it includes three main chapters, each devoted to one
of the algorithms. Each of these main chapters begins with an introduc-
tion which establishes the main ideas behind the algorithm it discusses; the
chapter then proceeds with a presentation of related earlier work, followed
by a detailed description of the algorithm; finally, the chapter ends with an
empirical evaluation of the algorithm, followed by conclusions and ideas for
future work.

The following is a list of the chapters comprising this thesis together
with a summary of their contents:

• In Chapter 2 common notation and some basic concepts and defini-
tions, especially about monotonicity and probabilities, are introduced.
We also introduce the statistical problem of the isotonic regression
and the algorithm we have actually employed in our research, for the
isotonic regression lies at the heart of the algorithms presented in this
thesis.

• In Chapter 3 the moca monotonic classification algorithm is intro-
duced, which attempts to minimise the mean absolute prediction er-
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ror for classification problems with ordered class labels. The algo-
rithm first learns a classifier with minimum mean absolute error (see
equation 2.3.7) on the training sample; it then uses an interpolation
scheme to predict the class label for attribute vectors not present in
the training data. We compare moca to the related osdl algorithm,
both on artificial and real-world data sets, and show that moca often
outperforms osdl with respect to mean absolute prediction error.

• In Chapter 4 we present an algorithm for instance ranking called mira,
which learns a monotonic ranking function based on the posterior
class probabilities of a set of labelled training examples; monotonicity
is enforced by applying the isotonic regression to the basic proba-
bility estimates, and these new estimates are combined with logistic
regression in an attempt to remove unwanted rank equalities. An in-
terpolation scheme is then used to rank new data points. Through
experiments we show that mira produces ranking functions having
predictive performance comparable to that of a state-of-the-art in-
stance ranking algorithm, which makes mira a valuable alternative
when monotonicity is desired or mandatory.

• In Chapter 5 we propose two algorithms which exploit monotonicity
constraints for active learning in ordinal classification in two different
settings. The basis of our methods is the observation that if the class
label of an object is given, then monotonicity constraints may allow
us to infer the labels of other objects; for instance, from knowing
that loan applicant a is rejected, it can be inferred that all applicants
that score worse than a on all criteria should be rejected as well.
We also propose two heuristics to determine good query points; these
heuristics make a selection based on the potential of a point to allow
the labels of other points to be inferred. The introduced algorithms,
each implemented with the proposed heuristics, evaluated on artificial
and real-world data sets to study their performance. Empirical results
show that exploitation of monotonicity constraints can be beneficial
to active learning.

• Finally, in Chapter 6 we draw conclusions on our research, summarise
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the contributions it has made, and discuss possible future develop-
ments in the work that we have done.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter we introduce some common notation and a few basic con-
cepts and definitions which are used throughout this thesis. Moreover, we
introduce the statistical problem of the isotonic regression and describe the
algorithm we employed to solve it, for the isotonic regression lies at the
heart of some of the algorithms presented in this thesis.

2.1 Definitions and Notation

2.1.1 Topology

Definition 1 (Partial Order). A binary relation ≤ defined on a non-empty
set P is called a partial order if the following three conditions are satisfied
for all a, b, c ∈ P :

1 ) a ≤ a (reflexivity)
2 ) if a ≤ b and b ≤ a, then a = b (antisymmetry)
3 ) if a ≤ b and b ≤ c, then a ≤ c (transitivity)

A partially-ordered set (or, briefly, a poset) consists of a set P together with
a partial order defined on it. Formally, a partially-ordered set is defined as
an ordered pair

X = (P,≤),

where P is called the ground set of X and ≤ is the partial order of X.
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Notation. For the sake of convenience, in this thesis a poset X = (P,≤)

shall simply be referred to by specifying its ground set P when its ordering
relation needs not be specified; moreover, especially in order to distinguish
it from the partial order of another poset, we shall sometimes denote the
order relation of the poset as ≤P .

Definition 2 (Inverse Order). The inverse or dual of a partial order relation
≤ on a non-empty set P is the binary relation ≥ on P defined as

a ≥ b ⇐⇒ a ≤ b.

The inverse of a partial order relation is reflexive, transitive, and anti-
symmetric; therefore, it is also a partial order relation.

Definition 3 (Dual Poset). The (order) inverse or (order) dual of a partially-
ordered set X = (P,≤) is the poset having P as its ground set and the
inverse of ≤ as its order relation, namely

X ′ = (P,≥).

Definition 4 (Strict Partial Order). A binary relation < defined on a non-
empty set P is called a strict partial order if the following three conditions
are satisfied for all a, b, c ∈ P :

1’ ) ¬(a < a) (irreflexivity)
2’ ) if a < b, then ¬(b < a) (asymmetry)
3’ ) if a < b and b < c, then a < c (transitivity)

A strictly-ordered set consists of a set P together with a strict order defined
on it and is denoted as (P,<).

There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between non-strict and strict partial
orders. In fact, if ≤ is a partial order, then the corresponding strict partial
order < is the reflexive reduction ≤ −{(x, x) | x ∈ P}, namely

(a < b) ⇔ (a ≤ b and a 
= b) .
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Vice versa, given a strict partial order <, the corresponding non-strict par-
tial order ≤ is the reflexive closure < ∪{(x, x) | x ∈ P}, namely

(a ≤ b) ⇔ (a < b or a = b) .

Definition 5 (Comparable Pair). Given a poset (P,≤), (a, b) ∈ P × P is
called a comparable pair if

a ≤ b or b ≤ a.

Otherwise, (a, b) is called an incomparable pair.

Definition 6 (Transitive Closure). The transitive closure of a binary rela-
tion R on a set X is the transitive relation R+ on X such that R+ contains
R and R+ is minimal with respect to the inclusion relationship.

The transitive closure of a binary relation R always exists; it is R itself
if it is transitive, otherwise it is a different relation.

Definition 7 (Transitive Reduction). The transitive reduction of a binary
relation R on a set X is a minimal relation R′ on X such that the transitive
closure of R′ coincides with the transitive closure of R.

If the transitive closure of R is antisymmetric and finite, then R′ ex-
ists and is unique. On the other hand, existence or uniqueness are not
guaranteed in general.

Definition 8 (Covering Relation). Given a poset (P,≤) and the reflexive
reduction < of ≤, the covering relation of P is the binary relation � defined
as:

a� b
DEF⇐⇒ a < b ∧ � c ∈ P : a < c < b.

The covering relation of a partially-ordered set (P,≤) is therefore the
binary relation holding between comparable pairs that are immediate neigh-
bours. Moreover, if P is finite, then it can be proved that the covering
relation coincides with the transitive reduction of ≤. Covering relations
form the basis for a useful graphical representation of the partial order they
originate from.
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Definition 9 (Order Graph). The order graph of a poset (P,≤) is the
directed graph D = (V,A) where

1 ) V = P

2 ) a ∈ A ⇐⇒ a = (x, y) ∧ x� y

Fig. 2.1 depicts the order graph for a poset (P,≤), where P = {a, b, c, d, e}
and � = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (c, e)}.

ca e

d

b

Figure 2.1: Order graph for a poset (P,≤), where P = {a, b, c, d, e} and � =
{(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (c, e)}.

Definition 10 (Total Order). A binary relation defined on a non-empty
set P is called a total order and usually denoted as ≤ if the following three
conditions are satisfied for all a, b, c ∈ P :

1 ) a ≤ b or b ≤ a (totality)
2 ) if a ≤ b and b ≤ a, then a = b (antisymmetry)
3 ) if a ≤ b and b ≤ c, then a ≤ c (transitivity)

A set paired with a total order is called a totally, a linearly ordered set or a
chain. At the opposite extreme, a poset in which no two distinct elements
are comparable is called an antichain.

Totality, which indicates the fact that any pair of elements in P is under
the relation, implies reflexivity; therefore, a total order is also a partial
order. As a consequence, all definitions and notations concerning partially-
ordered sets also apply to total orders and to totally-ordered sets. For
instance, the definition of a strict total order is analogous to Definition 4.
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Definition 11 (Upper Set). An upper set of a poset (P,≤) is a set U ⊆ P

with the property that, for every x, y ∈ P , if x ∈ U and x ≤ y then y ∈ U .
The definition of a lower set is given dually.

Notation. We shall denote the collections of all upper sets and of all lower
sets of a poset (P,≤) as UP and LP respectively.

Definition 12 (Upset). Given a poset (P,≤) and a subset A ⊂ P , the
upset of A is the upper set ↑A = {x ∈ P | ∃a ∈ A : a ≤ x}. The definition
of the downset ↓A of A is given dually.

Notation. If A = {a}, then we denote the upset of a as

↑a = {x ∈ P | a ≤ x} .

The notation for the downset ↓a of a is given dually. Moreover, we shall
write u(a) to denote the cardinality of ↑ a and d(a) to denote the cardinality
of ↓a.

Proposition 1 (Properties of Upper and Lower Sets). Given a poset (P,≤),
the following properties are true for all x, x′ ∈ P , A,B ⊆ P :

1. P is an upper set (resp. a lower set) of itself.
2. The complement of an upper set of P is a lower set, and vice versa.
3. The intersection and the union of upper sets (resp. lower sets) of P

is an upper set (resp. a lower set).
4. ↑A and ↓A are, respectively the smallest upper set and lower set of P

containing A.
5. If A =↑A, then A is an upper set of P , while if A =↓A, then A is a

lower set of P .
6. If A ⊆ B, then ↓A ⊆↓B, and ↑A ⊆↑B.
7. If x ≤ x′, then ↓x ⊆↓x′, ↑x′ ⊆↑x.

Definition 13 (Isotonic Function). A function f between two partially-
ordered sets (P,≤) and (Q,≤) is isotonic if

a ≤P b =⇒ f(a) ≤Q f(b). (2.1.1)
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Definition 14 (Antitonic Function). A function f between two partially-
ordered sets (P,≤) and (Q,≤) is antitonic if

a ≤P b =⇒ f(a) ≥Q f(b). (2.1.2)

Definition 15 (Monotonic Function). An isotonic or antitonic function is
called monotonic.

2.2 Probability Theory and Statistics

Notation. Given a random variable X, its probability distribution shall be
denoted as

PX , (2.2.1)

and the values of its cumulative distribution function (cdf) as

FX(x), ∀x ∈ R. (2.2.2)

Notation. Given a discrete random variable Y , the values of its probability
mass function (pmf) we shall denoted as

pY (y), ∀y ∈ R. (2.2.3)

Proposition 2. Given a discrete random variable Y with support RY =

{yi}, then for all x ∈ R

FY (x) =
∑
yi≤x

pY (yi). (2.2.4)

In particular, FY (x) = 0 if x < y1, and FY (x) = 1 if card(RY ) = q and
yq ≤ y.
On the other hand,

PY (yi) = FY (yi)− FY (y
−
i ) =

⎧⎨
⎩FY (yi), if i = 1;

FY (yi)− FY (yi−1) otherwise.
(2.2.5)

where FY (y
−
i ) = limy→y−i

FY (y).
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Proposition 2 describes the one-to-one correspondence between the prob-
ability mass function and the cumulative distribution function of a discrete
random variable Y : the knowledge of one allows to determine the values of
the other. Moreover, equation (2.2.4) shows that the cumulative distribu-
tion function of a simple random variable Y with support RY = {yi}ki=1 is
a step function comprising k + 1 steps delimited by the points comprising
RY always taking value 0 on the first step and value 1 on the last step.

Definition 16. Given a random variable X, m ∈ R is a median of the
probability distribution PX if

P (X ≥ m) ≥ 1

2
, P (X ≤ m) ≥ 1

2
. (2.2.6)

Notation. Any (discrete) probability distribution has at least one median,
but there may be more than one median. Nonetheless, we shall informally
refer to ‘the median’ and denote one of the medians as

MedX .

A simple way to characterise all the medians of a distribution is provided
by the following proposition. [77]

Proposition 3. Given a random variable X with probability distribution
P , m ∈ R, then

m is a median of P ⇐⇒ m ∈ [m�,mu]. (2.2.7)

where m� = argminm P (X ≤ m) ≥ 1
2 , and mu = argmaxm P (X ≥ m) ≥ 1

2 .

In the case of a discrete random variable X, the interval in (2.2.7) re-
duces to the (ordered) set {m�,m� + 1, . . . ,mu}.

Proposition 4. Given a discrete random variable Y , m ∈ R is a median
of the probability distribution PY if

FY (m− 1) ≤ 1

2
, FY (m) ≥ 1

2
. (2.2.8)
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Definition 17. Given a discrete random variable Y , m ∈ R is a mode of
the discrete probability distribution PY if

m = argmax
x∈R

pY (x).

Notation. The mode of a discrete probability function is not necessarily
unique as it may take the same maximum value at several points. Nonethe-
less, we shall informally refer to ‘the mode’ and denote one of the modes
as

ModY .

Notation. Given a discrete random variable Y with support RY = {yi},
a random vector X, the values of the conditional probability distribution
(also called the posterior distribution) PY |X=x shall also be denoted as

Pi(x), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. (2.2.9)

The values of the steps 2 to k of the cdf FY |X=x shall be denoted as

Fi(x). (2.2.10)

The conditional expectation E(Y |X) of Y given the event X = x shall be
denoted as

EY (x). (2.2.11)

Finally, given m ∈ R, the notations

MedY |X (2.2.12)

and
ModY |X (2.2.13)

shall indicate the a median and the mode of the conditional probability
distribution of Y given the event X = x respectively.
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2.3 Statistical Decision Theory

Given a set A of possible actions, statistical decision theory [16, 87] is con-
cerned with deciding which action a ∈ A to take in the presence of statistical
knowledge which allows to reduce the uncertainties involved in making this
decision. The consequences of the decision taken depend on an unknown
state of nature

θ ∈ Θ.

A first source of information used by statistical decision theory θ is
represented by how probable the various values of θ are deemed to be; these
prior probabilities are usually based on past experience, and their density,
which can be either discrete or continuous, shall be denoted as

π(θ).

Another source of information on θ is represented by the outcome of
the statistical investigation performed on a population, which is described
by the random vector X taking values on the feature space X , in order to
estimate the conditional density

f(x | θ).

Moreover, statistical decision theory also takes into account knowledge
of the possible consequences of the decision to be taken. This information
is quantified in terms of the loss that would be incurred for each possible
decision and for the various possible values of θ: if action al is taken and θl

is the true state of nature, then a loss

L(θl, al)

is incurred. Hence, it is assumed that a loss function L(θ, a) is defined for
all tuples (θ, a) ∈ Θ×A.

Due to the presence of uncertainty, the actual loss is not entirely certain
at the time when the decision is made. Therefore, the action taken is the
action a which is “optimal” with respect to the “expected” loss of making a
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decision is considered. As a first step towards formally defining this expected
loss, it is necessary to establish a way to map an observation x of X to an
action a which is appropriate for it.

Definition 18 (Decision Rule). A decision rule δ is a function

δ : X → A. (2.3.1)

If x is the observed value of the sample information, then δ(x) represents
the action that is taken.

We seek to evaluate, for a given x, how much we would “expect” to lose
by performing action δ(x) for each of the possible unknown states of nature
θ.

Definition 19 (Conditional Risk Function). The conditional risk function
for a decision rule δ is the real-valued function Rδ(x) : Θ → R defined by

Rδ(x) = Eθ|X(L[θ, δ(x)]). (2.3.2)

For all x, the value Rδ(x) is called the risk for δ(x).

Notation. When the decision rule a risk function refers to is clear from the
context, the superscript δ shall be omitted.

It is desirable to use a decision rule δ for which the risk is small. This
choice, though, has to be made individually for each observation x that the
risk is computed for.

In problems in which the state of nature θ consists of a real number
dependent on X and the output of the decision function δ is an estimate θ̂

of θ, a popular choice for the loss function is represented by the quadratic
or squared loss function

L2(θ, θ̂) = (θ − θ̂)2, (2.3.3)

and the risk for choosing θ̂ is the mean squared error

MSE = Eθ|X([θ − θ̂]2). (2.3.4)
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The mean squared error is minimised by the conditional expectation E(θ|X)

[23].

A generalisation of the squared-error loss which is of interest in estima-
tion problems is the weighted quadratic or squared loss function

Lw
2 (θ, θ̂) = w(θ)(θ − θ̂)2, (2.3.5)

This loss has the attractive feature of allowing the squared error, (θ − θ̂)2,
to be weighted by a positive-valued function of θ. This reflects the fact that
a given error in an estimation problem often varies in severity according to
what the real value of θ happens to be.

Another loss function which can adopted to solve estimation problems
is represented by the L1 loss function or absolute error, which is defined as

L1(θ, θ̂) = |θ − θ̂|. (2.3.6)

In this case, the risk of θ̂ is the mean absolute error

MAE = Eθ|X(|θ − θ̂|), (2.3.7)

which is minimised by any conditional median m ∈ Medθ|X [23].

Finally, another loss function mainly used when θ is discrete is repre-
sented by the zero-one loss function:

L0−1(θ, θ̂) = I(θ, θ̂), (2.3.8)

where I(x, y) is the indicator function. This loss function assigns a loss
of 0 for correct estimates and a loss of 1 to any kind of estimation error
regardless of the value predicted, for all errors are deemed equally costly.

Notation (Loss Matrix). If the state of nature takes k distinct values θi,
the loss function used can be most conveniently represented as a loss matrix

Λ = ‖λi,j‖, (2.3.9)
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where λi,j = L(θi, θj), and the loss for choosing θj for an observation x is

Rj(x) =

k∑
i=1

λi,jPi(x). (2.3.10)

For instance, using the notation above, the loss matrix for the zero-one
loss is

λi,j =

⎧⎨
⎩0, if i = j

1, otherwise.
i, j = 1, . . . , k, (2.3.11)

and, applying (2.3.11) in (2.3.10), the risk associated with choosing θj for
x is

Rj
0−1(x) =

∑
i �=j

Pi(x) = 1− Pj(x). (2.3.12)

R0−1 is minimised by choosing for x the value θj for which 1− Pj(x) is
minimal, namely the value for which Pj(x) is maximal. In other words, the
optimal choice is represented by the conditional mode ModΘ|X.

A way to choose a decision rule which does not depend on the decision
made for a given observation x is represented by considering the expected
loss with respect to the prior distribution on X.

Definition 20. The Bayes risk of a decision rule δ is defined as

Rδ = EX(Rδ(x)). (2.3.13)

In case of a loss function expressed as a loss matrix Λ = ‖λi,j‖, the
Bayes risk becomes

RΛ = EX(Rj(x)) =

∫
X

k∑
i=1

λi,jPi(x)PX(x)dx. (2.3.14)

Since the Bayes risk is a number, one can simply seek a decision rule
which minimises it.

Definition 21 (The Minimal Bayes Risk Principle). Given two decision
rules δ1 and δ2, δ1 is preferred to δ2 if

Rδ1 < Rδ2 .
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A decision rule δ∗ is called a minimal risk Bayes decision rule if

δ∗ = argmin
δ

Rδ.

The quantity R∗ is called the Bayes risk.

In case of a loss function expressed as a loss matrix Λ = ‖λi,j‖, the
minimal risk Bayes allocation rule δ∗ corresponds to choosing for an object
x the state of nature θi for which the risk Rc(x) =

∑k
i=1 λi,jPi(x) is minimal.

2.4 Pattern Recognition

In machine learning, pattern recognition is the problem of assigning a label
to an input value. In the following we introduce the generic type of pattern
recognition problem addressed by the algorithms described in this thesis.

2.4.1 Supervised Pattern Recognition

A supervised pattern recognition algorithm assumes the availability of a set
of labelled data (the training data set S), which in this thesis shall consist
of a number of labelled examples (x, y), where

• x is a vector of descriptive features, independent attributes, explana-
tory variables or predictors —quantifiable properties which together
constitute all known characteristics describing an instance— taking
values in a p-dimensional feature or input space X =

∏p
j=1Xj .

• y is the label of x, also called the target, response, or dependent at-
tribute, taking values in the target or output space Y .

Assuming the existence of a functional relationship between the feature
space and the target space, a supervised pattern recognition algorithm ob-
serves the training data set (the training phase) in order to learn from the
examples it comprises a model which approximates the unknown functional
relation also for individuals not included in the training data set (the train-
ing data set usually does not cover the whole population). The learning
process can be seen as one of choosing a function (a hypothesis)

h : X → Y (2.4.1)
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from a fixed class of functions H (the hypothesis space) which best fits the
training data set according to a given criterion.

The training data set that the algorithms described in this thesis learn
from is assumed to be a finite multiset

S = (SD,mS).

comprising N training examples, whose underlying set of elements is the
set of distinct training examples observed in S

SD = {(di)}mi=1 = {(xi, yi)}mi=1,

and
mS : SD → N∗

is the multiplicity function of the elements of S.
We have chosen this rather general representation in order to deal with

the situation where there are training examples consisting of identical fea-
ture vectors but having different class labels. This phenomenon occurs
frequently in real-world applications and for different reasons (e.g. clerical
errors, disagreement among experts on how to label a given individual, the
existence of a latent variable), and the algorithms presented in this thesis
are able to deal with it.

Notation. We shall sometimes denote a training data set as

S = (SD, GS),

where GS represents the graph of its multiplicity function, that is

{(a,mS(a)) : a ∈ SD} .

Notation. We shall denote the set of distinct feature vectors x occurring
in a training data set S as

SX = {xj}nj=1.

Moreover, for each x ∈ SX and y ∈ Y, we shall denote the number of
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occurrences of x in S as
n(x),

and the number of occurrences of x in S with label equal to y as

n(x, y).

It be should noted that, since the pattern recognition algorithms de-
scribed in this thesis operate in a supervised setting, the adjective super-
vised shall sometimes be omitted in the following.

2.4.2 Empirical Risk Minimization

Because of the uncertainty due for example to the presence of noise in the
data, the relation between a feature vector x and its label y is not modelled
as a deterministic function. Instead, the training data set is assumed to
be a sample drawn from the random vector (X, Y ) having joint probability
distribution PX,Y , and y is the value of a random variable Y on Y with
posterior distribution PY |X.

Once a loss function L measuring how different the prediction ŷ = h(x)

returned by a hypothesis h is from the true label y has been chosen, a
supervised pattern recognition algorithm chooses the hypothesis h∗ ∈ H for
which the Bayesian risk (2.3.13) Rh is minimal, that is:

h∗ = argmin
h∈H

Rh.

In general, Rh cannot be computed because the distribution PX,Y is
unknown to the learning algorithm. However, an approximation called the
empirical risk can be computed by averaging the loss function on the train-
ing data set:

Rh
emp =

1

N

N∑
i=1

L(h(xi), yi (xi, yi) ∈ S. (2.4.2)

The choice of a loss function depends on many factors, including the
type of label being predicted. In the case of the squared loss function, we
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have the empirical squared risk

N∑
i=1

(yi − h(xi))
2 (xi, yi) ∈ S, (2.4.3)

and in the case of the L1 loss function we have the empirical absolute risk

N∑
i=1

|yi − h(xi)| (xi, yi) ∈ S. (2.4.4)

Definition 22 (Empirical Risk Minimisation (ERM) Principle). Given a
hypothesis space H and a training sample S, choose a hypothesis ĥ which
minimises the empirical risk:

ĥ = argmin
h∈H

Rh
emp. (2.4.5)

Therefore, the learning strategy defined by the ERM principle consists
of solving the optimization problem (2.4.5).

2.4.3 Monotonic Pattern Recognition

The pattern recognition algorithms presented in this thesis assume the ex-
istence of a partial order ≤X on the feature space X and of a total order
≤Y on the output space Y. Moreover, they assume that the unknown func-
tional relationship between X and Y is monotonic, so their goal is to learn a
monotonic or monotonicity-preserving hypothesis h : X → Y , namely such
that

x ≤X x′ ⇒ h(x) ≤Y h(x′) ∀x,x′ ∈ X . (2.4.6)

Informally speaking, the learned hypothesis returns predictions in which a
lower ordered input is not allowed to have a higher label.

In many applications, the order on X is derived from knowledge of the
signs of the influences of the features Xi on Y as follows. An attribute Xi

has a positive influence on the class label Y if observing a higher value for
Xi makes higher values for Y more likely [107]. For example, we might
expect a greater risk of diabetes in persons with a higher body mass index.
A negative influence is defined analogously: the larger the value of Xi, the
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smaller the value of Y is likely to be.
Without loss of generality, we shall assume in this thesis that all influ-

ences are positive, for a negative influence from Xi on Y can be turned into
a positive one simply by reversing the order on Xi.

As an example, we list in table 2.1 the signs of the influences of the
descriptive features on the target attribute Price for the Windsor Housing
data set, which is one the data sets used to test the accuracy of our al-
gorithms (see appendix A for more information on this and on the other
real-world data sets used in our experiments). The attributes of the data
set are defined as follows [3]:

• Price of the house in Canadian dollars;
• DRV = 1 if the house has a driveway;
• REC = 1 if the house has a recreational room;
• FFIN = 1 if the house has a full and finished basement;
• GHW = 1 if the house uses gas for hot water heating;
• CA = 1 if there is a central air conditioning;
• GAR shows the number of garage places;
• REG = 1 if the house in located in a preferred neighbourhood of the

city, that is Riverside or South Windsor;
• LOT is a continuous variable showing the lot size of the property in

square feet;
• BDMS is the number of bedrooms;
• FB is the number of full bathrooms (i.e. including, at least, a toilet,

sink, and bathtub);
• STY represents the number of storeys, excluding the basement.

The above considerations on the influences of each feature on the target
variable typically translate into the product order on X induced by the total
order on each Xi, that is

x ≤ x′ ⇔ xi ≤ x′i ∀i = 1, . . . , p. (2.4.7)

Anyway, it should be pointed out that the algorithms illustrated in this
thesis are not at all limited in their application to this type of order; instead,
they can be applied in the presence of any arbitrary partial order on X .
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Attribute Type Sign

Price Real Target
DRV Binary +
REC Binary +
FFIN Binary +
GHW Binary +
CA Binary +
GAR Integer +
REG Binary +
LOT Numeric +
BDMS Integer +
FB Integer +
STY Integer +

Table 2.1: Signs of the influences of the descriptive features on the target attribute
Price for the monotonic Windsor Housing data set.

Finally, it should be noted that in the presence of a monotonic functional
relationship between feature vectors and labels, it makes sense to choose a
loss function which incurs a higher cost for those misclassifications that are
“far” from the true label than for those that are “close”. Examples of well-
known loss function which are suitable candidates are the L1 loss function
and the squared loss function; on the other hand, the widely used 0/1 loss
function, is not a suitable choice in this case because it does not satisfy this
property.

2.4.4 Monotonicity Violations

Oftentimes, in spite of the assumption that the functional relationship be-
tween X and Y is monotonic, the training data set is not monotonic. This
situation can be formalised as follows.

Definition 23 (Monotonicity Violation, Inconsistent Data Set). If the func-
tional relationship between X and Y is isotonic, given a training data set S,
(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ SD are a non-monotonic pair or a monotonicity violation if

x ≤X x′ ∧ y >Y y′ or x′ ≤X x ∧ y′ >Y y. (2.4.8)
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S is called an inconsistent (labelled) data set.

As an example, let us consider a training data set consisting of five
distinct observations, each described by a two-dimensional real vector xi

and having an integer-valued label yi ranging from 1 to 3. The feature
vectors are ordered according to the product order induced by the standard
ordering of real numbers, and the labels are totally ordered according to the
standard ordering of integer numbers. The order graph for the attribute
vectors comprising the data set is depicted in figure 2.2, with the observed
class labels given inside the nodes; it is easy to see that only five of the
ordered pairs of feature vectors which can be formed are comparable.

Because the feature space is ordered according to the product order, the
vectors which are comparable with a given vector are the vectors correspond-
ing to points situated in the first and the third quadrants of a Cartesian
plane centred in that point; the incomparable feature vectors, on the other
hand, are those situated in the second and in the fourth quadrants. For
instance, x0 and x1 are comparable because x1

0 ≤ x1
1 and x2

0 ≤ x2
1, while x0

and x3 are incomparable because x1
0 ≥ x1

1 but x2
0 ≤ x2

1.

The same visual clue can be used to determine the upset and downset
of a feature vector as they correspond to the points in the first and third
quadrant respectively. In our example, the upset of x0 is ↑ x0 = {x1}
because the value of each coordinate of x1 is greater than or equal to the
corresponding value for x0; similarly, the downset of x0 is ↓x0 = {x2}.

Finally, if the assumption is made that there exists an isotonic functional
relationship between attribute vectors and labels, then this data set is in-
consistent. In fact, (x0, y0), (x1, y1) constitutes a monotonicity violation
because x0 ≤ x1 but y0 = 2 < 1 = y1.

It should be noted that the algorithms presented in this thesis are ca-
pable of returning monotonicity-preserving predictions even when trained
on an inconsistent data set without the need to remove beforehand the
monotonicity violations it contains.
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x4
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Figure 2.2: Order graph for a labelled data set where feature vectors are ordered
according to the product order on the feature space. Each node represents a
distinct observation; class label are given inside the nodes.
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Figure 2.3: Visual clue to determine the feature vectors comparable and incompa-
rable with and the upset and downset of a feature vector when the feature space
ordered according to the product order.
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2.5 The Isotonic Regression

In this section, we introduce the problem of the isotonic regression, which
lies at the heart of the algorithms presented in this thesis. It should be
noted that all the results and algorithms we introduce are already known
and have been proved. Nonetheless, we discuss them in some detail because
of their importance to our work.

Regression is an example of the more general problem of pattern recog-
nition in which a real-valued output is assigned to a given input value. It
is concerned with the fitting of curves or functions to a set of points (x, y)

or, more generally, to the joint distribution of a random vector (X, Y ) [94].
The function chosen to fit the points or the joint distribution is called a
regression function ; it can be used in many ways, such as for prediction,
for studying the degree of association between the explanatory variable X

and the dependent variable Y , or for providing new insights into the phe-
nomenon which generated the data.

In many situations, one might strongly believe that the underlying re-
gression function has a particular shape or form which can be characterised
by certain order restrictions, and, consequently, it is natural to restrict the
selection of the regression function to an appropriate class of functions. In
the presence of a monotonic relationship between the descriptive variables
and the dependent variable, the class of regression functions shall be that
of isotonic functions.

The monotonic function which best fits the data can then be chosen
by using some measure of quality of the fit such as least squares or least
absolute deviations, which correspond to minimising the mean squared error
and the mean absolute error respectively. As explained in section 2.4.3, the
choice of the squared error or of the absolute error as the loss function to
minimise is most appropriate in the presence of monotonicity constraints.

In the case of (restricted) least squares and of isotonic regression func-
tions, we have the following optimisation problem.

Definition 24 (Isotonic Regression). Let Z = {zi}ni=1 be a non-empty,
partially-ordered set, g be a function on Z, and W = {wi}n1=1 a set of
weights with wi associated to zi for all i = 1, . . . , n. The isotonic regression
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of g (with respect to the partial order ≤Z and to the weights W ) is the real
function g∗ on Z which minimises the sum

n∑
i=1

wi [f(zi)− g(zi)]
2 (2.5.1)

in the class of isotonic functions f on Z. The antitonic regression of g is
defined as the function which minimises (2.5.1) within the class of antitonic
functions.

Typically, for all i = 1, . . . , n the value g(zi) represents the estimate of
the value of an unknown, real-valued isotonic function defined on Z and wi

a quantitative indication of the precision of this estimate.
Because an antitonic function can be easily turned into an isotonic func-

tion (e.g. by multiplying it by −1), we shall restrict our attention without
loss of generality to the problem of computing the isotonic regression. More-
over, due to the following proposition, we shall speak in the following of the
isotonic regression.

Proposition 5 (Spouge et al. [100]). There always exists a unique isotonic
regression g∗.

Computing the isotonic regression corresponds to solving the quadratic
programming problem having objective function (2.5.1) and linear con-
straints corresponding to the comparable pairs in Z.

It should be noted that if g is already isotonic or if all of the elements
of Z are incomparable, then the trivial solution

∀x ∈ Z : g∗(x) = g(x)

is the unique solution to equation (2.5.1).
Various dedicated algorithms, often restricted to a particular type of

order, have been proposed to solve this optimisation problem.
The Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV ) [7] can be applied if Z is linearly

ordered. This algorithm has a time complexity that is linear in the size of
the set of constants. (See for instance [1].)

The minimum lower sets (mls) algorithm [19] allows to compute the
exact solution to the isotonic regression problem for an arbitrary partial
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order. Although extremely inefficient, this algorithm is very simple and,
therefore, suited to formulating small examples giving insights into the na-
ture of the solution to the isotonic regression problem. This is the reason
why we discuss this algorithm in section 2.5.1.

The algorithm which we have adopted in our research to compute the
isotonic regression and which we call the Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm is
described in section 2.5.2; the description provided is based on the work
by Spouge et al. [100]. It represents a generalisation of the algorithm pre-
sented by Maxwell and Muckstadt in [81] solving a scheduling problem in
economics. Spouge et al. have proved that Maxwell and Muckstadt’s al-
gorithm is incorrect but that, nonetheless, the divide-and-conquer strategy
it is based on can be used to compute the isotonic regression by solving at
most n maximal-flow problems to find minimum cuts instead of maximum
cuts as originally suggested by Maxwell and Muckstadt. This technique was
introduced by Picard in [89].

The divide-and-conquer algorithm has the best time complexity known
for an exact solution to the isotonic regression problem for an arbitrary
partial order, namely O(n4). Spouge et al. [100] have shown that if Z

is a subset of the Euclidean plane with product ordering induced by the
Euclidean distance on each dimension, then the isotonic regression problem
can be solved in O(n3) time; moreover, they have proved that if the two
dimensional set is restricted to a grid (that is, if all points have integer
coordinates), the time complexity can be further reduced to O(n2).

Notation. Given a real-valued function f defined on the set Z and a real
number c, we shall denote the set of points x ∈ Z such that f(x) = c as

[f = c].

Moreover, we shall denote the set of points x ∈ Z such that f(x) ≤ c as

[f ≤ c],

and we shall use a similar notation for the other possible order relations.
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On the other hand, the notation

f ≡ c

shall denote the fact that f is a constant function with constant value c.
Finally, the notation

f ≤ c

shall denote the fact that for all points x ∈ Z, f(x) ≤ c, and likewise for
the other possible order relations.

Definition 25 (Level Set). A subset B of Z is a level set if and only if
there exist a lower set L and an upper set U such that B = L ∩ U .

Proposition 6 (Robertson [94]). A subset B of Z is a level set if and only
if there exist an isotonic function f on Z and a real number c such that
B = [f = c].

Definition 26 (Weighted Average). Given a real-valued function f , a pos-
itive weight function w, and a subset S of the domain of f , we define the
weighted average of S as

Avf (S) =

∑
z∈S w(z)f(z)∑

z∈S w(z)
. (2.5.2)

Proposition 7 (Robertson [94]). For any real number c such that the set
[g∗ = c] is non-empty

Avg([g∗ = c]) = c (2.5.3)

Proposition 7 reduces the problem of computing g∗ to finding sets on
which g∗ is constant, i.e its level sets.

Proposition 8 (Robertson [94]). For every z ∈ Z, the isotonic regression
of g is given by

g∗(z) = min
L∈LZ :z∈L

max
U∈UZ :z∈U

Avg(L ∩ U). (2.5.4)

The isotonic regression with respect to a partial order is equivalent to
the antitonic regression with respect to the inverse order. By considering
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the inverse order, lower sets and upper sets are interchanged; therefore, the
antitonic regression can be characterized as follows.

Proposition 9 (Robertson [94]). For every z ∈ Z, the antitonic regression
of g is given by

g∗(z) = max
L∈LZ :z∈L

min
U∈UZ :z∈U

Avg(L ∩ U). (2.5.5)

2.5.1 The Minimum Lower Set Algorithm

Notation. For all non-empty, disjoint subsets A and B of Z, the notation

A+B

shall be used to denote A ∪B.

Definition 27. A real function M defined on the non-empty subsets of Z
is a Cauchy mean value function if, for all non-empty subsets A,B of Z,
M(A+B) is between M(A) and M(B).

Definition 28. M is a strict Cauchy mean value function if it is a Cauchy
mean value function and has the additional property for all non-empty
subsets A,B of Z

M(A) < M(B) ⇒ M(A) < M(A+B) < M(B). (2.5.6)

The weighted average (2.5.2) is an example of a strict Cauchy mean
value function.

Proposition 10. If M is a strict Cauchy mean value function, then for all
non-empty subsets A,B of Z

1. M(A+B) ≤ M(A) ⇒ M(B) ≤ M(A+B)

2. M(A+B) ≥ M(A) ⇒ M(B) ≥ M(A+B)

Proposition 11 (Robertson [94]). The union B of all lower sets of Z of
minimum average

B =
⋃

{A ∈ LZ | A = argminL∈LZ
Avg(L)} (2.5.7)
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is the largest lower set of Z of minimum average.

Let us denote as B1 the set defined in equation (2.5.7). This set is the
level set on which g∗ assumes its smallest value, and, because of proposi-
tion 7, it follows that

∀x ∈ B1 : g
∗(x) = Avg(B1) = min{Avg(L) | L ∈ LZ}.

Now let us consider the averages of level sets of the form L∩Bc
1 for all L ∈ L,

namely the level sets consisting of lower sets of Z with B1 subtracted. Let us
select again the largest of these level sets of minimum average B2 = L2∩Bc

1.
B2 is the level set on which g∗ assumes its smallest value:

∀x ∈ B2 : g
∗(x) = Avg(B2).

This process is continued until Z is exhausted.
This is the idea on which the Minimum Lower Set (mls) algorithm,

which is illustrated in Algorithm 1, is based. The algorithm removes mono-
tonicity violations by averaging over suitably-chosen subsets B ⊂ Z; as a
consequence, it partitions the set Z into a number of blocks on which the
isotonic regression is constant. At each iteration, a lower set with minimum
weighted average is selected; if multiple lower sets attain the same mini-
mum, then any of them can be considered. In Algorithm 1 the largest one
is taken, which is obtained by taking the union of all minimum lower sets.

If we consider the blocks in the order in which they are selected by the
mls algorithm, then it is clear that

Avg(Bi) ≤ Avg(Bi+1),

since otherwise
Avg(Bi ∪Bi+1) < Avg(Bi),

which would contradict the assumption made that Bi is a minimum lower
set at step i.

The mls algorithm can be adjusted to compute the antitonic regression
by considering the collection UZ of all upper sets of Z with respect to ≤
rather than the collection LZ of all lower sets with respect to ≤.
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What limits the applicability of this algorithm is the high computational
cost of the generation of lower sets, which is exponential in the size of Z [43].

Algorithm 1 MinimumLowerSets(Z, ≤, g(z), w(z))

1: L ← Collection of all lower sets of (Z,≤)
2: repeat
3: B ← ⋃{A ∈ L | Avg(A) = minL∈L Avg(L)}
4: for all z ∈ B do
5: g∗(z) ← Avg(B)
6: end for
7: for all L ∈ L do
8: L ← L \B
9: end for

10: Z ← Z \B
11: until Z = ∅
12: return g∗

2.5.2 The Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm

As we mentioned at the end of the previous section, the complexity of
determining the set LZ of all lower sets of Z makes the adoption of the mls

algorithm impracticable in real-world situations. A more viable alternative
is represented by the divide-and-conquer algorithm, which we introduce in
this section. Our discussion in based on the description provided by Spouge
et al. in [100].

Proposition 12. If f is any isotonic function on Z, then for any real
number a, [f < a] is a lower set of Z, and [f > a] is an upper set of Z.

Notation. Given a real-valued function f defined on the set Z, and a subset
S ⊆ Z, the notation

(f |S)∗

shall denote the isotonic regression of f restricted to S, which is distinct
from the restriction of the isotonic regression of f to S

f∗|S .
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Definition 29 (Complementary Pair). A complementary pair (L,U) of Z
is a partition of Z such that U is an upper set and, consequently, L is a
lower set. (L,U) is trivial if either L or U is empty.

Definition 30 (Projection Pair). A projection pair of Z for the function g

is a non-trivial complementary pair (L,U) such that

∃ cLU ∈ R : (g|L)∗ ≤ cLU ≤ (g|U )∗.

Theorem 1. If (L,U) is a projection pair for g, then

g∗|L = (g|L)∗, g∗|U = (g|U )∗. (2.5.8)

Proof. If we define

g∗LU =

{
(g|L)∗, if x ∈ L

(g|U )∗, if x ∈ U

then g∗LU is isotonic. In fact, if x, x′ ∈ L, then

x ≤ x′ =⇒ g∗LU (x) = (g|L)∗(x) ≤ (g|L)∗(x′) = g∗LU (x
′).

The same is true if x, x′ ∈ U . On the other hand, if x ∈ L and x′ ∈ U and,
therefore, x ≤ x′, then

g∗LU (x) = (g|L)∗(x) ≤ cLU ≤ (g|U )∗(x′) = g∗LU (x
′).

As a consequence,

‖g−g∗‖2Z = ‖g−g∗‖2L+‖g−g∗‖2U ≥ ‖g−g∗LU‖2L+‖g−g∗LU‖2U = ‖g−g∗LU‖2Z ,

where the inequalities are a consequence of the fact that g∗LU corresponds
to the isotonic regression of g restricted to L and U respectively. From the
uniqueness of g∗, it then follows that g∗ = g∗LU .

Theorem 1 shows that the problem of computing the isotonic regression
g∗ of a given function g on Z can be reduced to that of finding a projection
pair (L,U) for g as the restriction of g∗ to L and U is equal to the isotonic
regression of g restricted to L and U respectively. We would like to be
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able to repeat this decomposition in a recursive manner with a reduction
in size and complexity at each division until the problem of computing the
regression becomes trivial on the pieces. In the following we show how this
is possible.

Definition 31 (Maximal Upper Set). Û ∈ UZ is a maximal upper set for
b ∈ R if

Û = argmax
U∈UZ

sb(U), (2.5.9)

where
sb(A) =

∑
x∈A

sb(x), A ⊆ Z, (2.5.10)

and
sb(x) = w(x)[g(x)− b], x ∈ Z. (2.5.11)

The definition of a minimal lower set follows dually.

Lemma 1. For any real number c, the following implications are true:

[g∗ ≤ c] 
= ∅ =⇒ Avg([g∗ ≤ c]) ≤ c (2.5.12)

[g∗ ≥ c] 
= ∅ =⇒ Avg([g∗ ≥ c]) ≥ c (2.5.13)

Proof. The set [g∗ ≤ c] can be decomposed as

[g∗ ≤ c] = ∪y∈Yc [g
∗ = y], (2.5.14)

with
Yc = {y ≤ c | [g∗ = y] 
= ∅} = g∗(Z) ∩ [− inf, c].

Being a subset of the real line, the elements of Yc can be sorted as

y1 ≤ y2 ≤ . . . ym = c.

Therefore, from proposition 7 and from the fact that Avg is a strict Cauchy
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mean value function, it follows that

Avg([g
∗ ≤ c]) = Avg(∪y∈Yc′ [g

∗ = y])

= Avg ([g
∗ = y1] + [g∗ = y2] + · · ·+ [g∗ = ym−1] + [g∗ = ym])

= Avg (([g
∗ = y1] + [g∗ = y2] + · · ·+ [g∗ = ym−1]) + [g∗ = ym])

≤ Avg([g
∗ = ym]) = Avg([g

∗ = c]) = c.

The second implication follows by duality.

Definition 32 (Maximal Complementary Pair). A complementary pair
(L,U) of Z is called maximal for b ∈ R if U is a maximal upper set (or,
equivalently, if L is a minimal lower set) for b.

Theorem 2. For a non-empty subset X of Z and for b ∈ R, the following
implications are true:

X is a maximal upper set for b =⇒ ∀x ∈ X : b ≤ (g|X)∗(x) (2.5.15)

X is a minimal lower set for b =⇒ ∀x ∈ X : (g|X)∗(x) ≤ b (2.5.16)

Proof. Let us suppose that X is a maximal upper set

u = min(g |X)∗.

Because X can be partitioned as

X = [(g |X)∗ ≤ u] ∪ [(g |X)∗ > u],

and because X is a maximal upper set, it follows that

sb([(g |X)∗ > u]) ≤ sb(X) = sb([(g |X)∗ ≤ u]) + sb([(g |X)∗ > u]),

and, as a consequence,

0 ≤ sb([(g |X)∗ ≤ u]).

Therefore, from the definition of sb, it follows that

b ≤ Avg([(g |X)∗ ≤ u]).
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From lemma 1, we finally obtain that

b ≤ Avg([(g |X)∗ ≤ u]) ≤ u ≤ (g |X)∗.

The second implication follows by duality.

Corollary 1. Every non-trivial maximal complementary pair (L,U) for
b ∈ R is a projection pair for g, with cLU = b.

Proof. Because L and U are respectively a minimal lower set and a maximal
upper set for b and are both non-empty, from theorem 2 it follows that

(g |L)∗ ≤ b ≤ (g |U )∗.

Therefore, (L,U) is a projection pair for g.

Theorem 3. For b = Avg(Z), the following implications are true:

∅ is a maximal upper set for b =⇒ g∗ ≡ b (2.5.17)

∅ is a minimal lower set for b =⇒ g∗ ≡ b (2.5.18)

Proof. First of all, it should be noted that, since b = Avg(Z), we have
sb(Z) = 0, as

sb(Z) =
∑
x∈Z

w(x)[g(x)−Avg(Z)] = (2.5.19)

=
∑
x∈Z

w(x)g(x)−
∑

x∈Z w(x)g(x)∑
x∈Z w(x)

∑
x∈Z

w(x) = 0. (2.5.20)

Moreover,
sb(∅) = 0.

If ∅ is a maximal upper set for Avg(Z), then Z is a maximal upper set for
Avg(Z) too, and, because of inequality (2.5.15),

b ≤ g∗.

On the other hand, the fact that ∅ is a maximal upper set for Avg(Z)

implies that Z is a minimal lower set for Avg(Z); as a consequence, because
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of inequality (2.5.16),
g∗ ≤ b.

Therefore,
g∗ ≡ b.

Implication (2.5.18) follows by duality.

The above properties lead to the recursive procedure IR to compute the
isotonic regression illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 IR(Z, ≤, g(·), w(·))
1: (L,U) ← FindMaximalComplementaryPair(Z, ≤, g(·), w(·))
2: if L = ∅ or U = ∅ then
3: return Avg(Z)
4: else
5: return ( IR(L, ≤, g|L(·), w|L(·)) , IR(U , ≤, g|U (·), w|U (·) )
6: end if

At each step, a maximal projection pair for Avg(Z) is computed by
procedure FindMaximalComplementaryPair, which is illustrated in Al-
gorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 FindMaximalComplementaryPair(Z, ≤, g(·), w(·))
1: Construct the following network N = (V,A):

Vertices : ∀x ∈ Z add a corresponding vertex x to V
Source and Sink : add a source vertex s and a sink vertex t to V
Edges : ∀x, y ∈ Z, if x ≤ y then add to A a directed edge x → y with
capacity c(x, y) = ∞
Capacity : compute Avg(Z); ∀x compute a(x) = sAv g(Z)(x) (see equa-
tion 2.5.11)
Max Flow In: ∀x ∈ Z : a(x) > 0 add to A an edge s → x with capacity
c(s, x) = a(x)
Max Flow Out : ∀x ∈ Z : a(x) < 0 add to A an edge x → t with capacity
c(x, t) = −a(x)

2: Solve the maximum-flow problem on the network N to find the mini-
mum s− t cut C = (S, T )

3: return (T − t, S − s)

Algorithm 3 consists of Picard’s maximal closure algorithm [89]. Picard
showed that a maximal upper set can be obtained from a minimum s − t
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cut in a network N = (V,A) constructed as illustrated. The minimum s− t

cut required at step 2 can be computed by using a standard maximum flow
algorithms such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [28], which is the algorithm
we adopted in the implementation we have used in our research.

Given the O(n3) time complexity of minimum s− t cut algorithms, the
overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n4). This upper bound on the
time complexity is the best known for an exact solution to the isotonic
regression problem for an arbitrary partial order. However, there are a few
special cases worth mentioning:

• If Z is already isotonic, then the algorithm’s time complexity is O(n2).
Each time Algorithm 3 is executed, it is not possible to find a path
from the source s to the sink t; both concluding there is no path and
then enumerating which elements belong to L or to U can be done in
O(n) time.

• If each split between L and U is evenly balanced, then the algorithm’s
time complexity is O(n3 log(n)). As the size of the graphs constructed
halves during each iteration, the sum over all constructed graphs
viewed in time is 1·n3+2·(12n)3+4·(14n)3+· · ·+n·( 1nn)3 = log(n)n3,
resulting in a total running time of O(n3 log(n)).

• If Z is antitonic, then the time complexity is O(n3). It is still necessary
to calculate the minimum s− t cut, but there is no recursion.

All of the aforementioned cases are likely to occur during some of the
algorithm’s recursions in (parts of) real-world data sets; therefore, the al-
gorithm’s actual running time can be expected to be better than the O(n4)

upper bound.
As an illustration of Algorithm 2, in the following section we shall apply

it to computing the isotonic regression of the real-valued function g. First,
though, let us introduce the following definition and notation.

Definition 33 (Path in a Directed Graph). Given a directed graph G =

(V,E), v, v′ ∈ V , a path of length k from vertex v to vertex v′ is a sequence
of vertices

p = 〈v0, v1, . . . , vk〉

such that (vi−1, vi) ∈ E for i = 1 . . . n.
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Notation. Given a directed graph G = (V,E), we shall denote the set of
all paths between two vertices v, v′ ∈ V as

v�
G
v′.

2.5.3 Example

Let us apply Algorithm 2 to computing the isotonic regression of a real-
valued function g on the poset

Z = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.

The order graph for Z is given in Figure 2.4; in it, each node is labelled
with the value of g at the point that the node represents.

2

2

1

1 3

x1

x2

x3

x4 x5

Figure 2.4: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. Order graph for the domain
Z = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} of a real-valued function g labelled with the values of the
function. The monotonicity violations in the graph of g shall be resolved by the
algorithm.

It should be noted that the graph of g is inconsistent because of the
following three monotonicity violations (see definition 23):

1. (x1, 2), (x3, 1)

2. (x2, 2), (x3, 1)
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3. (x2, 2), (x4, 1)

These violations shall be resolved by the algorithm.
We begin by determining the first maximal complementary pair. In

order to do so, we compute the values required to build the flow network of
step 1 of algorithm 3:

Avg(Z) =
2 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 3

5
= 1.8

a(x1) = w(x1)[g(x1)− Avg(Z)] = 1 · [2− 1.8] = 0.2

a(x2) = w(x2)[g(x2)− Avg(Z)] = 1 · [2− 1.8] = 0.2

a(x3) = w(x3)[g(x3)− Avg(Z)] = 1 · [1− 1.8] = −0.8

a(x4) = w(x4)[g(x4)− Avg(Z)] = 1 · [1− 1.8] = −0.8

a(x5) = w(x5)[g(x5)− Avg(Z)] = 1 · [3− 1.8] = 1.2

Figure 2.5 shows the first iteration of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm ap-
plied to the whole of Z. The top side represents the initial residual network
Rf , with the augmenting path p1 found in it shaded. It coincides with the
input network N and all edges are labelled with their capacity because the
initial flow f is equal to 0 on all of them; edges with residual capacity equal
to 0 are not shown, which is a convention we shall follow in the remainder
of this example. The bottom side shows the new flow f1 = f ↑ fp1 resulting
from augmenting f by fp1 .

Figure 2.6 shows the second and final iteration of the Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm applied to Z. The top side represents the new residual network
Rf1 with the augmenting path p2 found in it shaded. The bottom side shows
the new flow f2 = f1 ↑ fp2 . Because there are no other augmenting paths,
f2 is a maximum-flow for the network. According to the Ford-Fulkerson
theorem [28], the associated s− t cut (S, T ) is minimum and is given by

S = {v ∈ V | ∃ p ∈ s �
Rf2

v} = {s, x5}

T = V − S = {x1, x2, x3, x4, t}

Algorithm 3 therefore returns the cut consisting of the sets of vertices
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x1
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0.2/0.8
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p1 = {s, x1, x3, t}, cp1 = 0.2

Figure 2.5: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. First iteration of the Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm applied to the set Z = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
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Figure 2.6: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. Second iteration of the Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm applied to the set Z = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
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L = {x1, x2, x3, x4} and U = {x5}. Since both L and U are non-empty, step
5 of algorithm 2 is performed; the execution of algorithm 3 on U returns
the solution Avg(U) = 3.

Figure 2.7 shows the first iteration of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm ap-
plied to Z ′ = L = {x1, x2, x3, x4}. The top side represents the initial
residual network R′

f with the augmenting path p′1 found in it shaded. The
bottom side shows the new flow f ′

1 = f ′ ↑ f ′
p′1

.
Figure 2.8 shows the second and final iteration of the Ford-Fulkerson

algorithm applied to Z ′. The top side represents the new residual network
Rf ′1 with the augmenting path p′2 shaded. The bottom side shows the new
flow f ′

2 = f ′
1 ↑ fp′2 which results from augmenting f ′

1 by fp′2 .
There no other augmenting paths, and f ′

2 is a maximum-flow for the
network. The associated s− t cut (S′, T ′) is given by

S′ = {s}
T ′ = V ′ − S′ = {x1, x2, x3, x4, t}

Algorithm 3 returns the two sets L′ = {x1, x2, x3, x4} and U ′ = ∅.
As a consequence, the execution of algorithm 2 on L returns the solution
Avg(Z

′) = 1.5.
The final solution returned by Algorithm 2 is the tuple

g∗ = (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 3).

Figure 2.9 shows the order graph for Z labelled with the values of the
isotonic regression g∗.
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Figure 2.7: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. First iteration of the Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm applied to the set Z ′ = {x1, x2, x3, x4}.
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Figure 2.8: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. Second iteration of the Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm applied to the set Z ′ = {x1, x2, x3, x4}.
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Figure 2.9: Divide-and-conquer algorithm example. Order graph made consistent
after performing the isotonic regression.





Chapter 3

Monotonic Classification with
moca

In this chapter we present the MOnotonic Classification Algorithm (moca),
a non-parametric classification algorithm for problems in which there exists
a monotonicity relationship between the descriptive attributes and the class
label. During the training phase, moca computes monotonic estimates of
the posterior class probabilities for the training sample. An interpolation
scheme guaranteed to preserve the monotonicity property is used to ex-
tended the posterior distributions estimated for the training sample to new,
unlabelled observation, which are then assigned to the class corresponding
to the (smallest) median. moca’s allocation rule is guaranteed to minimise
the mean absolute error (see equation 2.3.7) computed on the training data.

We compared moca to the related osdl algorithm [21, 77], both on
artificial and real-world data sets, and showed that moca often outperforms
osdl with respect to mean absolute prediction error.

Because the posterior probability estimates used by osdl and moca

are often based on very few observations, we conjectured that both meth-
ods might be prone to overfitting. Therefore we used in both methods a
smoothed version of the basic estimates which take into account observa-
tions near to where an estimate is required. We then performed a second
round of experiments to verify whether this improved either classifier’s per-
formance.

This chapter is organised as follows:
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• In section 3.1, we introduce the pattern recognition problem of clas-
sification and how it can be solved in a probabilistic setting.

• In section 3.2, we formalise the concept of monotonic classification.
We introduce how moca estimates the posterior class probabilities for
each training observation, formulate the moca allocation rule, and
show that this allocation rule minimises L1 loss on the training data;
we then illustrate the interpolation scheme used to extend to new,
unlabelled observations the estimates computed during the training
step.

• In section 3.3, we discuss related work, focusing in particular on the
osdl algorithm by establishing similarities with and differences from
moca.

• In section 3.4, we provide a small example to illustrate how both
methods operate.

• In section 3.5, we describe the experimental comparison we performed
of osdl and moca on both artificial and real-world data sets.

• In section 3.6, we propose a strategy to smooth the basic estimates
that are used by osdl and moca.

• In section 3.7, we show the results of a second round of experiments
conducted to test whether significant differences in predictive perfor-
mance can be found between the original algorithms and their adapted
counterparts.

• In section 3.8 we draw our conclusions on moca and osdl and, in
particular, on the use of smoothed class-probability estimates in them.

3.1 Classification

Classification is the predictive data mining task of identifying to which of
a set of categories (sub-populations) a new observation belongs based on a
training set of data comprising observations (or instances) whose category
membership is known. One way to solve this problem is by casting it as a
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pattern recognition problem (see section 2.4) in which what is predicted is
a class label y ∈ Y . A classification algorithm is also called a classifier.

The goal of a classification algorithm is therefore to learn how to assign a
label y ∈ Y to an element x ∈ X . Assuming that the descriptive attributes
have an influence on the target attribute, the algorithm observes a collection
of training data S in order to infer the underlying and unknown allocation
or decision rule

c : X → Y

which maps any element x ∈ X to one of the classes y ∈ Y . A decision rule
partitions the feature space X into k regions Ω1, . . . ,Ωq such that if x ∈ Ωi

then x is assigned to class yi.

As shown in section 2.4, this problem can be conveniently solved by
applying statistical decision theory because it allows to quantify the uncer-
tainty associated with the possible classification decisions by using proba-
bilities and because it allows to quantify the costs that accompany classi-
fication decisions by using an loss functions. A way to chose the optimal
decision rule consists of the minimal Bayes risk principle (see definition 21).

A loss function is chosen to express the cost incurred for choosing to
assign an observation x to class yi when its true class is yj ; the cost shall
be equal to 0 if j = i. This makes it possible to deal with situations in
which some kinds of classification mistakes are more costly than others; for
instance, in a medical diagnosis problem, it is far worse to classify a patient
with severe thyroid abnormality as healthy (or having acid reflux) than the
other way round.

Frequently, wrong classification decisions are assumed equally costly for
all classes. One does not weigh a loss concerning misclassification of each
label; rather, one is only interested in judging whether or not a classification
is correct. The loss function of interest for this case is therefore the zero-one
loss function (2.3.8) as it assigns a loss of 0 for correct classification and a
loss of 1 to any kind of classification error regardless of the class chosen.

Using the result mentioned at the end of section 2.3, when the zero-one
loss is used, the minimal risk Bayes allocation rule consists of assigning
an observation x the class label corresponding to the conditional mode
ModY |X. Therefore, in the case of the 0/1 loss, the minimal risk Bayes
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allocation rule coincides with the Bayes rule for minimum error

cbayes(x) = argmax
i=1,...,k

Pi(x), (3.1.1)

which minimises the probability of error [33,109].
Estimating the posterior class probabilities Pj(x) becomes infeasible if

the number p of features is large or when there are features which can take
on a large number of values. On the other hand, estimating the probabil-
ities PY (yi) and PX|Y=yi(x) is a more tractable problem. Therefore, since
because of the Bayes theorem we have that

Pi(x) =
PY (yi)PX|Y=yi(x)

PX(x)
,

the Bayes rule for minimum error actually used is

c′bayes(x) = argmax
i=1,...,k

PY (yi)PX|Y=yi(x). (3.1.2)

An example of a classifier adopting allocation rule (3.1.2) is represented by
the Naïve Bayes classifier [33,109].

The Naïve Bayes classifier is an example of probabilistic classifier. Al-
gorithms of this category use statistical inference to find the best class for a
given instance, and, instead of simply returning the “best” class for a given
observation, they output a probability of the instance being a member of
each of the possible classes.

In particular, the Naïve Bayes classifier is an example of generative
classifier as it is based on estimating the joint distribution of (X, Y ). moca,
instead, is an example of discriminative classifier as it is based on directly
estimating the posterior class probabilities Pi(x).

3.2 Monotonic Classification with moca

Assuming that the feature space X is partially ordered, that the set of la-
bels Y is totally ordered, and that the unknown functional relationship be-
tween X and Y is monotonic, the objective of a monotonic or monotonicity-
preserving classifier is to infer a monotonic or monotonicity-preserving al-
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location rule c : X → Y , with

x ≤X x′ ⇒ c(x) ≤Y c(x′) ∀x,x′ ∈ X , (3.2.1)

namely such that a lower ordered input is not allowed to have a higher class
label.

Notation. Without loss of generality and for the sake of convenience, we
shall assume that

Y = {1, 2, . . . , k}.

Moreover, we shall assume that the total order on Y is the usual order on
integers, and, therefore, we shall use the standard sign ≤ for inequalities
between integers.

The monotonicity constraint on the allocation rule being learned rep-
resents additional information that a monotonic classifier should try to ex-
ploit. Monotonic classification is halfway between classification and regres-
sion because, as is the case with classification, the output space is finite, and
because, as is the case with regression, the output space is totally ordered.
Nonetheless, direct application of classification or regression methods to
monotonic classification is not an appropriate choice for several reasons.
First of all, traditional classification and regression algorithm shall ignore
the monotonic relationship between input and output spaces. Secondly,
classification algorithms shall ignore the ordering on the input and output
spaces, while regression algorithms shall only exploit the ordering on the
output space, unnecessarily assuming meaningful distances between output
values.

Monotonic classification should not be confused with ordinal classifica-
tion, whose only difference from general classification in that it is assumed
that the set of labels is linearly ordered [45].

The crucial aspects to deal with in order to build a probabilistic classifier
which is also monotonic are translating monotonicity in the population be-
ing analysed into constraints on the estimated probability distributions and
incorporating this knowledge into the allocation rule used by the classifier.

The first goal can be achieved by imposing a stochastic ordering on
the estimated posterior class probabilities Pi(x), namely an ordering which
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quantifies the concept of one (estimated) distribution being “bigger” than
another. The form of stochastic ordering which is enforced in our algo-
rithm is weak (first order) stochastic dominance, which can be formulated
as follows:

PY1 ≺ PY2 ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ R : FY1(x) ≥ FY2(x), (3.2.2)

for every two random variables Y1 and Y2 defined on the same probability
space.

Although there exist other forms of stochastic ordering [74], we have
chosen stochastic dominance because, when applied to the posterior class
probabilities Pi(x), it enforces the idea that increasing values of x shift
the posterior class probabilities Pi(x) upwards ∀i = 1, . . . , k. This form of
stochastic ordering is frequently adopted in decision theory and risk man-
agement and has been used in the context of Bayesian networks [107].

moca produces estimates of the posterior class probabilities Pi(x) which
satisfy the following stochastic monotonicity constraint :

∀x,x′ ∈ X : x ≤X x′ ⇒ PY |X=x ≺ PY |X=x′ , (3.2.3)

namely

∀x,x′ ∈ X : x ≤X x′ ⇒ ∀x ∈ R : FY |X=x(x) ≥ FY |X=x′(x),

which, due to (2.2.4), is equivalent to

∀x,x′ ∈ X : x ≤X x′ ⇒ ∀i = 1, . . . , k : Fi(x) ≥ Fi(x
′). (3.2.4)

Constraint (3.2.4) is key to achieving the goal of incorporating mono-
tonicity in the population being analysed into an allocation rule: in the
following it shall be shown that if it is enforced, then the allocation rule
consisting in assigning an observation x to the class corresponding to a
consistently-chosen median of the posterior class distribution Pi(x) is mono-
tonic.
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3.2.1 Training Phase

In this section we introduce the monotonicity-preserving estimator which
moca uses to estimate the posterior-class cumulative distribution functions
for the distinct feature vectors SX observed in a training data set S.

Definition 34 (Maximum Likelihood Probability Estimate). For x ∈ SX ,
the unconstrained maximum likelihood estimate of Pi(x) for all i = 1, . . . , k

is
P̂i(x) =

n(x, i)

n(x)
. (3.2.5)

Definition 35 (Maximum Likelihood CDF Estimate). For x ∈ SX , the
unconstrained maximum likelihood estimate of Fi(x) for all i = 1, . . . , k is

F̂i(x) =
∑
j≤i

P̂j(x). (3.2.6)

Equation (3.2.6) represents the proportion of observations of a feature
vector x included in the training data whose label is less than or equal to i.

Definition 36 (moca Estimator). For x ∈ SX and ∀i = 1, . . . , k, the moca

estimator of Fi(x) is the function

F ∗
i (x) =

⎧⎨
⎩g∗i (x), if i = 1, . . . , k − 1

1 otherwise
, (3.2.7)

where g∗i (x) is the antitonic regression of F̂i(x), ∀x ∈ SX , with weights
w(x) = n(x). (Only k − 1 isotonic regressions are required, for obviously
F ∗
k (x) = 1, ∀x ∈ SX .)

Proposition 13. F ∗
i (x), ∀i = 1, . . . , k, is a cumulative distribution func-

tion for a discrete random variable.

Proof. F ∗(x) is a distribution function for a discrete random variable be-
cause it satisfies the following properties:

1. 0 ≤ F ∗
i (x) ≤ 1, for i = 1, . . . , k;

2. i ≥ j ⇒ F ∗
i (x) ≥ F ∗

j (x).
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As F ∗
i (x) is a weighted average of observed relative frequencies (see defini-

tion 26), the first condition follows. Moreover, since we have that F̂i(x) ≥
F̂j(x) for i ≥ j, it follows that for every set A

Av F̂i
(A) ≥ Av F̂j

(A).

Hence, it follows from proposition 9 that F ∗
i (x) ≥ F ∗

j (x).

The moca estimator satisfies stochastic monotonicity constraint (3.2.4)
by construction, namely ∀x,x′ ∈ SX :

x ≤ x′ ⇒ F ∗
i (x) ≥ F ∗

i (x
′) i = 1, . . . , k.

This estimator has already been used for estimation under stochastic
order constraints in the past. It was proposed for linear orders already
by Hogg [64], and later analysed by Barmi and Mukerjee [36]; it was also
used by Feelders [38] for parameter estimation in Bayesian networks under
a stochastic order constraint.

3.2.2 Prediction Phase

This section describes how the posterior-class cumulative distribution func-
tions of new, unlabelled feature vectors are estimated by interpolation of
the cumulative distribution functions estimated for the set of distinct fea-
ture vectors SX observed labelled in the training data set SX during the
training phase.

For every x0 ∈ X , we define the quantities Fmin
i (x0) and Fmax

i (x0) as
follows:

Fmin
i (x0) = max

x∈↑x0

F ∗
i (x) i = 1, . . . , k, (3.2.8)

and
Fmax
i (x0) = min

x∈↓x0

F ∗
i (x) i = 1, . . . , k. (3.2.9)

If ↑x0 is empty, we then define

Fmax
i (x0) = 1 i = 1, . . . , k, (3.2.10)
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and, if ↓x0 is empty, we then define

Fmin
i (x0) =

{
0 i = 1, . . . , k − 1

1 i = k
(3.2.11)

Theorem 4. For every x0 ∈ X

Fmax
i (x0) ≥ Fmin

i (x0), ∀i = 1, . . . , k.

Proof. Let us suppose that both ↓x0 and ↑x0 are non-empty, and let us
consider two elements x′ ∈↓x0 and x′′ ∈↑x0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Because
x′ ≤ x′′, it follows that

F ∗
i (x

′) ≥ F ∗
i (x

′′).

Since this is true for any x′ ∈↓x0 and x′′ ∈↑x0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the
theorem follows in particular.

If ↓x0 is empty, the theorem also follows in this case because

Fmin
i (x0) = 0 ≤ Fmax

i (x0) ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1

and because, by the definition of cumulative distribution function,

Fmin
k (x0) = 1 = Fmax

k (x0).

Finally, if ↑x0 is empty, the theorem follows because

Fmin
i (x0) ≤ 1 = Fmax

i (x0) ∀i = 1, . . . , k.

From theorem 4, it follows that any element of the interval

[Fmin
i , Fmax

i ]

is an estimate of Fi(x0) which satisfies the stochastic order constraint con-
sistently with the values of Fi(x) for x ∈ SX estimated with the moca

estimator.
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The way moca selects a value from the interval [Fmin
i , Fmax

i ] is by con-
sidering a convex combination of Fmin

i and Fmax
i , that is

F̃i(x0) = αFmin
i (x0) + (1− α)Fmax

i (x0), α ∈ [0, 1]. (3.2.12)

choosing the value of α by minimising the empirical loss on a test sample.
It should be noted that for x0 ∈ SX , we have that

F̃i(x0) = F ∗
i (x0)

since both Fmin
i (x0) and Fmax

i (x0) coincide with F ∗
i (x0).

Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of the interpolation scheme adopted
by moca.

0.6

0.3

x0

0.2

0.4

x1

x2

0.4

0.3

Figure 3.1: moca interpolation scheme example. Since Fmin
i (x0) =

maxx≤x0 F
∗
i (x) = max{0.2, 0.3} = 0.3 and Fmax

i (x0) = minx0≤x F
∗
i (x) =

min{0.6, 0.4} = 0.4, any element of the interval [0.3, 0.4] is an estimate of Fi(x0)
which satisfies the stochastic order constraint with respect to the values of Fi(x)
for x ∈ SX estimated with the moca estimator.

Besides being convenient, the interpolation scheme (3.2.12) is guaran-
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teed to produce globally-monotonic estimates, as we prove in the following.

Lemma 2. For all x1 and x2 in X , if x1 ≤ x2 then

Fmin
i (x1) ≥ Fmin

i (x2) ∀i = 1, . . . , k, (3.2.13)

and
Fmax
i (x1) ≥ Fmax

i (x2) ∀i = 1, . . . , k. (3.2.14)

Proof. Since x1 ≤ x2, we have that

↑x2 ⊆↑x1.

Therefore,
max
x∈↑x1

F ∗
i (x) ≥ max

x∈↑x2

F ∗
i (x),

and, as a consequence,

Fmin
i (x1) ≥ Fmin

i (x2)

by definition.
Because x1 ≤ x2, ↑x1 is not empty as it contains x2. On the other

hand, x1 can be empty; if that is the case, then

Fmin
i (x1) ≥ Fmin

i (x2)

because in this case Fmin
i (x2) dominates every other distribution.

The proof of equation (3.2.14) is analogous.

Theorem 5. For all x1 and x2 in X we have that

x1 ≤ x2 ⇒ F̃i(x1) ≥ F̃i(x2), ∀i = 1, . . . , k.

Proof. For α ∈ [0, 1], from lemma 2 it follows that

F̃i(x1) = αFmin
i (x1) + (1− α)Fmax

i (x1) ≥
≥ αFmin

i (x2) + (1− α)Fmax
i (x2) = F̃i(x2) ∀i = 1, . . . , k
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Finally, we notice that, given the two random variables X,X ′ and their
respective interval of medians [m�,mu], [m′

�,m
′
u], then [77]

PX ≺ PX′ ⇒ m� ≤ m′
�, mu ≤ m′

u.

As a consequence, in order to obtain a monotonicity-preserving allocation
rule, it suffices to choose the label corresponding to the same position in
the interval of medians (e.g. the lower end point, the upper end point, or
the midpoint).

Definition 37 (moca allocation rule). The moca allocation rule cmoca

consists of assigning a new observation x the label corresponding to the
smallest median of the estimates F̃ (x), namely

cmoca(x) = min
i

: F̃i(x) ≥ 0.5. (3.2.15)

It should be noticed that the choice of the smallest median in (3.2.15)
is purely arbitrary and only made for the sake of consistency.

Another possible allocation rule would be assigning a new observation
x to the class corresponding to the conditional expectation EY (x) because
we have that [86]

PY |X=x ≺ PY |X=x′ ⇒ EY (x) ≤ EY (x
′)

and because the expectation minimises the squared loss function (see sec-
tion 2.4.3). This choice, though, would require the transformation of the
ordinal scale on the set of possible labels Y into an interval scale [102].
The consequence would be a limitation of the possible applicability of our
algorithm, whose only assumption about Y is that it is totally ordered.

3.2.3 Empirical L1 Loss Minimisation

In the previous section we proved that the moca allocation rule preserves
monotonicity. In this section we shall prove that it minimises the empirical
absolute risk (2.4.4) within the class of monotonic classification functions.

Although this result is not immediate to prove, it seems plausible be-
cause, as already mentioned in section 2.3, predicting a median minimises
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the L1 loss function. This property makes the moca allocation rule the
correspondent of the Bayes allocation rule (3.1.1) with the 0/1 loss function
replaced by the L1 loss function. The reason to prefer the L1 loss function
to the 0/1 loss function has been expressed in section 2.4.3, where it has also
been stated that another appropriate choice in the presence of monotonicity
is represented by the squared loss function (2.3.3). Nevertheless, the L1 loss
function was a reasonable candidate, so we focused our attention on it.

We base our proof on Dykstra et al. [35], which was one of the first
publications to have addressed the problem of exact minimisation of an em-
pirical risk in the context of monotonic classification. The authors describe
two ways to derive a monotonic allocation rule via the isotonic regression
which minimises the empirical squared risk (2.4.3) and the empirical ab-
solute risk (2.4.4) respectively. To minimise the empirical squared risk, a
single isotonic regression and a rounding to the nearest integer is sufficient,
whereas, in order to minimise the empirical absolute risk, k − 1 isotonic
regressions and roundings are required. Therefore, in order to show that
cmoca minimises the empirical absolute risk (2.4.4) within the class of mono-
tonic integer-valued functions c(·), it suffices to prove that it satisfies all the
requirements of Dykstra et al.’s method.

To describe their result, let us first define the relation  as follows:

Bi  Bj ⇔ ∃xi ∈ Bi, ∃xj ∈ Bj : xi ≤ xj , ∀Bi, Bj ⊂ Z,

that is, Bi  Bj if block Bi contains an element which precedes an element
from block Bj . Is should be noted that  is not transitive.

Definition 38 (Maximal Partition). Let Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zn} be a non-
empty, partially-ordered, finite set of constants, each of which is associated
with a real number g(zi) and with a positive real weight wi, and let �

denote the transitive closure of . A maximal partition of Z with respect
to the isotonic regression g∗ of g is a partition B1, . . . , Bm of Z such that
for all j = 1, . . . ,m:

1. ∀z ∈ Bj : g
∗(z) = Avg(Bj)

2. (B,�) is a partially-ordered set
3. m is as large as possible
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Definition 38 is slightly different from the one used in [35] because the
latter does not guarantee the uniqueness of the maximal partition [101].

Intuitively, a maximal partition splits Z into the smallest possible blocks
which have the property that the isotonic regression is obtained by taking
the block average.

To compute the maximal partition, Dykstra et al. [35] suggest a variant
of the Minimum Lower Sets algorithm (see section 2.5.1) in which in line 3
a minimum lower set of smallest size rather than the largest one is picked.
This corresponds to rewriting line 3 of the algorithm as

B ← argmin
|A|

{A ∈ L | Avg(A) = min
L∈L

;Avg(L)}. (Alg. 1; 3’)

The problem with this approach is that the number of lower sets can
grow exponentially with the size of the partial order. For example, the
number of lower sets of the product order on the space spanned by just six
binary attributes is approximately 8 million. As an alternative to the mls

algorithm, which is therefore of no practical use in problems of realistic
size, Stegeman and Feelders propose in [101] a more efficient alternative
to compute a maximal partition for g∗ which is based on the divide and
conquer algorithm (see section 2.5.2).

Next, we state the result of Dykstra et al. from which the optimality of
the moca allocation rule follows.

Proposition 14 (Dykstra et al. [35]). For all x ∈ SX , let p∗i (x) denote the
isotonic regression of pi(x) = 1 − F̂i(x). An isotonic allocation rule c(x)

minimises the empirical absolute risk (2.4.4) if and only if the following
three conditions are met for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1:

1. If p∗i (x) <
1
2 , then c(x) ≤ i

2. If p∗i (x) >
1
2 , then c(x) > i

3. c(x) is constant and equal to either of i and i + 1 on each element
of the maximal partition with respect to p∗i which is a subset of {x :

p∗i (x) =
1
2}

Theorem 6. For all x ∈ SX , let p∗i (x) denote the isotonic regression of
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pi(x) = 1− F̂i(x) and let F ∗
i (x) denote the moca estimator. Then

p∗i (x) = 1− F ∗
i (x), ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1. (3.2.16)

Proof. It holds that

Av(A, pi) =

∑
x∈Aw(x)(1− F̂i(x))∑

x∈Aw(x)

= 1−
∑

x∈Aw(x)F̂i(x)∑
x∈Aw(x)

= 1− Av(A, F̂i) (3.2.17)

Therefore, from (2.5.4) and (3.2.17), it follows that

p∗i (x) = min
L:x∈L

max
U :x∈U

Av(L ∩ U, pi)

= min
L:x∈L

max
U :x∈U

1− Av(L ∩ U, F̂i)

= min
L:x∈L

{
1− min

U :x∈U
Av(L ∩ U, F̂i)

}

= 1−
{
max
L:x∈L

min
U :x∈U

Av(L ∩ U, F̂i)

}
,

where, because of (2.5.5), the quantity

max
L:x∈L

min
U :x∈U

Av(L ∩ U, F̂i)

is the antitonic regression F ∗
i (x) of F̂i(x).

Corollary 2. For all x ∈ SX , let F ∗
i (x) denote the moca estimator (3.2.7).

An isotonic allocation rule c(x) minimises the empirical absolute risk (2.4.4)
if and only if the following three conditions are met for all i = 1, . . . , k− 1:

1. If F ∗
i (x) >

1
2 , then c(x) ≤ i

2. If F ∗
i (x) <

1
2 , then c(x) > i

3. c(x) is constant and equal to either of i and i + 1 on each element
of the maximal partition with respect to F ∗

i which is a subset of {x :

F ∗
i (x) =

1
2}
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Therefore, to show that the moca allocation rule cmoca(x) minimises the
empirical absolute risk (2.4.4), it suffices to show that the three conditions
stated in corollary 2 are satisfied.

The first two conditions follow directly from the definition of cmoca (3.2.15):

1. F ∗
i (x) >

1
2 ⇒ cmoca(x) ≤ i

2. F ∗
i (x) <

1
2 ⇒ cmoca(x) > i

The third condition of corollary 2 is necessary because attribute vectors
that belong to the same element of the maximal partition must have the
same class label in an optimal solution. Hence, if there is a choice of round-
ing to i or i + 1, it must be done in such a way that vectors belonging to
the same element of the maximal partition are rounded to the same class
label. It follows from definition 37 that for x ∈ SX :

cmoca(x) = min
i

: F ∗
i (x) ≥ 0.5.

As a consequence, moca rounds all attribute vectors in {x : F ∗
i (x) = 1

2}
to the lower value, and, therefore, cmoca is constant on each element of the
maximal partition which is a subset of {x : F ∗

i (x) =
1
2}. Hence, cmoca also

satisfies the third condition of corollary 2.
As an illustration, let us consider the data set described in table 3.1,

whose feature space is ordered according to the graph given in figure 3.2.
Note that the maximal partition for both F ∗

1 and F ∗
2 is {{x1,x2}, {x3,x4}}.

According to condition (3) of Corollary 2, c(·) must be constant and equal
to 1 or 2 on {x1,x2}, and, likewise, c(·) must be constant and equal to 1,
2 or 3 on {x3,x4}. Table 3.2 lists the isotonic classifications which satisfy
this condition together with the respective values of the loss function. There
are 5 optimal solutions corresponding to assignments 1 to 5. Assignment 6
is suboptimal because it is not constant on block {x3,x4}. Assignment 1
corresponds to cmoca.

3.3 Related work

Dykstra et al [35] propose a non-parametric monotonic classification proce-
dure which minimises L1 loss on the training data set subject to monotonic-
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n(x, y) F̂ F ∗

1 2 3 1 2 1 2

x1 4 0 6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7
x2 6 4 0 0.6 1 0.5 0.7
x3 4 0 6 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
x4 6 0 4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5

Table 3.1: Optimality of the moca allocation rule example. Summary of the data
set.

x1 x4

x3

x2

Figure 3.2: Optimality of the moca allocation rule example. Graph of the partial
order on the distinct feature vectors.

x1 x2 x3 x4 absolute error

1 1 1 1 1 12+4+12+8=36
2 1 1 2 2 12+4+10+10=36
3 1 1 3 3 12+4+8+12=36
4 2 2 2 2 10+6+10+10=36
5 2 2 3 3 10+6+8+12=36
6 1 1 2 3 12+4+10+12=38 (suboptimal)

Table 3.2: Optimality of the moca allocation rule example. Loss of different
isotonic classifications. There are 5 optimal solutions corresponding to assignments
1 to 5. Assignment 6 is suboptimal because it is not constant on block {x3,x4}.
Assignment 1 corresponds to cmoca.
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ity constraint (3.2.1). Their algorithm requires performing k − 1 isotonic
regressions to find an optimal solution. The authors also provide an al-
gorithm which minimises L2 loss on the training data set which requires
performing a single isotonic regression. Dykstra et al. indicate possibilities
to extend the relabelled training data to a monotonic prediction rule for the
entire input space but without using any information in the training data
beyond the ordering of the data points.

Kotlowski [72] shows that if a collection of probability distributions sat-
isfies the stochastic order constraint (3.2.4), then the Bayes allocation rule
cbayes (3.1.1) satisfies monotonicity constraint (3.2.1) provided the loss func-
tion is convex. This encompasses many reasonable loss functions but not
0/1 loss, unless the class label is binary. Kotlowski et al. [71] consider
the problem of ordinal classification with monotonicity constraints in the
context of rough sets; they also consider the loss-optimal relabelling prob-
lem and establish a connection with the isotonic regression. Kotlowski and
Slowinski [73] use optimal relabelling as part of a boosting approach to the
construction of monotonic classifiers.

Ryu et al. [24, 96] present a monotonic classification technique called
isotonic separation. Also this technique involves the minimisation of empir-
ical loss subject to the monotonicity constraint. The authors express this
optimization problem as a linear program and show that the dual of the
linear program is in fact a maximum-flow problem.

moca is related to the Ordinal Stochastic Dominance Learner (osdl)
developed by Cao-Van [21] and then generalized by Lievens et al. in [77];
therefore, we shall now give a short description of osdl in order to point
out similarities and differences between that algorithm and moca.

To obtain a collection of distribution functions which satisfy the stochas-
tic monotonicity constraint, Cao-Van [21] defines for every x0 ∈ X the
quantities Fmin

i (x0) and Fmax
i (x0) as follows:

Fmin
i (x0) = min

x∈SX ,x≤x0

F̂i(x) i = 1, . . . , k, (3.3.1)

and
Fmax
i (x0) = max

x∈SX ,x0≤x
F̂i(x) i = 1, . . . , k. (3.3.2)
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If there is no x in SX such that x ≤X x0, then he defines

Fmin
i (x0) = 1 i = 1, . . . , k

and, if there is no x in SX such that x0 ≤X x, then he defines

Fmax
i (x0) =

{
0, i = 1, . . . , k − 1

1 i = k

It should be noted that ∀x,x′ ∈ X such that x ≤X x′ the following
inequalities are true:

Fmin
i (x) ≥ Fmin

i (x′) (3.3.3)

Fmax
i (x) ≥ Fmax

i (x′) (3.3.4)

Inequality (3.3.3) follows from the fact that the minimum of a partially-
ordered set is never above the minimum of one of its subsets. Inequal-
ity (3.3.4) follows similarly.

In the “constant interpolation” version of osdl (this is the version we
have taken into consideration for our comparison; details on the more so-
phisticated “balanced” and “double balanced” interpolation schemes can be
found in [77]), the cumulative distribution functions of x0 are estimated
using the same interpolation schema used by moca, namely as

F̃i(x0) = αFmin
i (x0) + (1− α)Fmax

i (x0),

with α ∈ [0, 1].

These estimates satisfy the stochastic monotonicity constraint because
of inequalities (3.3.3) and (3.3.4). This rule is used both for observed data
points and for new data points. Similarly to moca, the value of the free
parameter α can be selected by minimising cross validation error.

moca and osdl are similar in the sense that they both make use of the
same interpolation scheme. Nonetheless, an important difference between
osdl and moca is that, while in the former the interpolation scheme is
based on the direct use of the maximum likelihood estimates F̂ , in the
latter it is based on the use of the moca estimator F ∗, namely the antitonic
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regressions of the estimates F̂ . The most important consequence of this
difference is that moca is guaranteed to minimise the empirical absolute
risk (2.4.4), whereas this is not the case for osdl. On the other hand, it
should be noted that if F̂ already satisfies the stochastic order constraint,
then both methods are identical, for the isotonic regression shall not make
any changes to F̂ due to the absence of order violations.

Another important difference between osdl and moca is represented by
their respective allocation rules. Originally, Cao-Van [21] assigned an unla-
belled individual x to the expected value of F̃ (x), rounded to the nearest
integer. In [77] the allocation rule is changed to the class label correspond-
ing to the median of the estimated posterior class probabilities P̂i(x), but
the choice of median is left unspecified provided that it is made so that
the monotonicity constraint is satisfied. This could be interpreted as an
attempt to minimise the empirical absolute risk, but this is not stated ex-
plicitly. In contrast, moca assigns x the class label corresponding to the
smallest median.

3.4 Example

In this section we present an example to illustrate how moca and osdl

operate. Let us suppose we train both algorithms on a training data set S

in which feature vectors take values in the 2-dimensional feature space

X = {1, 2, 3} × {1, 2, 3}

and have one of the class labels in the totally-ordered set

Y = {1, 2, 3}.

The distinct features observed in the data set are

SX = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 3), (3, 2)}.

The partial order on SX is depicted in figure 3.3.
Table 3.3 lists, for every x ∈ SX , the number of occurrences n(x, y) of

x having label y, the total number of occurrences n(x), and the values of
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x4

x1 x5

x3

x2

Figure 3.3: moca vs osdl example. Graph of the partial order on the distinct
feature vectors.

the maximum likelihood estimate F̂i(x) of the posterior-class cumulative
distribution function Fi(x), i = 1, 2 (F̂3(x) is not included because it is
equal to 1.)

Table 3.4 contains the moca and osdl estimates of the cumulative
distribution functions for the observed attribute vectors together with their
median values. In the case of osdl, we set α = 1/2, while for moca the
value of α is immaterial since the estimate shall always be equal to F ∗ at
the attribute vectors comprising the training data set.

It should be noted that the occurrences of (2, 1) in S, which have class
labels 2 and 3, and the occurrence of data point (3, 2), which has class
label 1, induce monotonicity violations in F̂1 and in F̂2 respectively. moca

resolves the violation in in F̂1 by replacing the original values F̂1(2, 1) and
F̂1(3, 2) with their weighted average:

F̃moca
1 (2, 1) = F̃moca

1 (3, 2) =
3× 0 + 1× 1

3 + 1
=

1

4
.

The violation in F̂2 is resolved similarly.
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(x1, x2) n(x, y) n(x) F̂

1 2 3 1 2

x1 (1, 1) 2 0 0 2 1 1
x2 (1, 2) 1 2 0 3 1/3 1
x3 (2, 1) 0 2 1 3 0 2/3
x4 (1, 3) 0 0 1 1 0 0
x5 (3, 2) 1 0 0 1 1 1

Table 3.3: moca vs osdl example. Summary of the labelled data set used. For
each distinct feature vector x observed in the data set, the second column contains
the coordinates of x, the third column the number of occurrences of x observed
with each of the three possible labels, the fourth column contains the overall
number of occurrences of x observed in the data set, and the fifth column contains
the values of the maximum likelihood estimate F̂ of the posterior-class cumulative
distribution function Fi(x), i = 1, 2. (The estimates of F̂3(x) are omitted because
they are equal to 1.)

F̃moca Median F̃osdl Median

1 2 1 2

x1 1 1 1 1 1 1
x2 1/3 1 2 2/3 1 1
x3 1/4 3/4 2 1/2 5/6 {1,2}
x4 0 0 3 0 0 3
x5 1/4 3/4 2 1/2 5/6 {1,2}

Table 3.4: moca vs osdl example. moca estimates F̃moca and osdl estimates
F̃ osdl of the posterior-class cumulative distribution function Fi(x), i = 1, 2 (the
estimates of F̂3(x) are omitted because they are equal to 1) together with their
median values.
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To illustrate osdl, we now show how F̃osdl
1 (1, 2) is computed. We have

Fmin
1 (1, 2) = min{1/3, 1} = 1/3

Fmax
1 (1, 2) = max{1/3, 0, 1} = 1

F̃osdl
1 (1, 2) = 1

2 × 1
3 + 1

2 × 1 = 2
3

The L1 error of moca on SX is

Lmoca
1 = 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 3,

and it is the minimum possible L1 error on the training data for a monotonic
classifier.

For osdl we have a choice of medians for the third and fifth observation.
The lowest in-sample error is attained by assign both feature vectors label
2:

Losdl
1 = 0 + 2 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 4.

3.5 Experiments

As we have shown in section 3.2.3, unlike osdl, moca is guaranteed to min-
imise the empirical absolute risk. Although this is an important property, it
remained to be seen how moca compares to osdl on new, unlabelled data.
Therefore, we performed a series of experiments on a number of data sets
in order to compare moca to osdl in terms of their mean absolute error.
We used both artificial and real-world data sets, and the results for each
of the two categories of data sets are discussed separately in sections 3.5.1
and 3.5.2 respectively.

In all of our experiments we assumed that, like moca, osdl assigns x

the label corresponding to the smallest median according to its estimates
of the posterior class probabilities Pi(x).
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3.5.1 Artificial Data Sets

To compare the performance of moca and osdl in controlled circum-
stances, we generated artificial data from the monotonic function

f1(x1, x2) = 1 + x1 +
1
2(x

2
2 − x21), (3.5.1)

and from the non-monotonic function

f2(x1, x2) = 3 + sin
(π
2
x1

)
(2 + sin(2πx2)), (3.5.2)

drawing the features x1 and x2 independently from the uniform distribution
on the unit interval. Non-monotonic function f2 was considered in order to
test the robustness of both algorithms against violations of the monotonicity
assumption.

We sampled 100 points for training and another 10,000 for testing in
order to obtain a reliable estimate of the mean absolute prediction error.
To create ordered class labels, the values of the continuous target of the
overall sample were discretised into four intervals by using equal-frequency
binning.

For each data set, we selected the best α value from the set

{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}

for each of moca and osdl by using 10-fold stratified cross validation. We
then picked the best result obtained for each method in terms of mean
absolute error (2.3.7) and compared them by performing a paired-sample
t−test.

We added a normally distributed error term with mean zero and variance
σ2 and studied the behaviour of the algorithms for different levels of noise,
namely for all σ2 ∈ { j

10M}10j=0, where M is the maximum observed value
of either function. As a result of adding noise, the samples of f1 were used
may have contained non-monotonic pairs. On the other hand, the samples
of f2 contained with certainty non-monotonic pairs even at zero-noise level
because f2 was non-monotonic function.

The results of our experiments are given in tables 3.5 and 3.6. It can be
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observed that moca has consistently lower error, except of course for the
monotonic data without noise: in that case, F̂ already satisfies the stochas-
tic order constraint, and, hence, moca and osdl give identical results.

3.5.2 Real-World Data Sets

We performed tests on the following real-world data sets (see Appendix A
for details):

• Australian Credit Approval
• Auto MPG
• Boston Housing
• Car Evaluation
• Computer Hardware
• ESL
• Haberman’s Survival
• Pima Indians
• Windsor Housing

The numeric target attribute of the Auto MPG, Boston Housing, Com-
puter Hardware, and Windor Housing data sets were discretised into four
labels using equal-frequency binning.

For each data set, we selected the best α value from the set

{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}

for each of moca and osdl using 10−fold stratified cross validation. We
then selected the best result obtained for each method in terms of the
average L1 error and compared them by performing a paired sample t-
test, the results of which are given in Table 3.7. We note that moca has
lower error in 7 out of 9 cases, and in 4 cases this result is significant at
α = 0.05. In two cases osdl is better, and significantly so in the case of
the Car Evaluation data set.
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σ2 Lmoca
1 Losdl

1 p-value

0 0.3009 0.3009 −
(1/10)M 0.3359 0.3688 0
(2/10)M 0.5039 0.5441 0
(3/10)M 0.6472 0.7096 0
(4/10)M 0.7736 0.8641 0
(5/10)M 0.8453 0.9616 0
(6/10)M 0.9623 1.1389 0
(7/10)M 0.9297 1.2999 0
(8/10)M 0.9762 1.3428 0
(9/10)M 1.0263 1.3558 0
M 1.0195 1.4251 0

Table 3.5: moca vs osdl. Experimental results for monotonic function f1. The
first column contains the different levels of noise σ2 ∈ { j

10M}10j=0 added to f1,
where M is the maximum observed value of f1, the second and third columns con-
tain the errors registered by moca and osdl respectively, and the fourth column
contains the p-value of a paired-sample t−test.

σ2 Lmoca
1 Losdl

1 p-value

0 0.621 0.6549 1.3962e− 008
(1/10)M 0.7297 0.8974 0
(2/10)M 0.811 0.9991 0
(3/10)M 0.8727 1.2763 0
(4/10)M 1.0004 1.3331 0
(5/10)M 1.0207 1.4066 0
(6/10)M 1.0964 1.4556 0
(7/10)M 1.0463 1.3733 0
(8/10)M 1.0245 1.4614 0
(9/10)M 1.0944 1.4259 0
M 1.0248 1.4583 0

Table 3.6: moca vs osdl. Experimental results for non-monotonic function f2.
The first column contains the different levels of noise σ2 ∈ { j

10M}10j=0 added to f2,
where M is the maximum observed value of f2, the second and third columns con-
tain the errors registered by moca and osdl respectively, and the fourth column
contains the p-value of a paired-sample t−test.
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Data set Lmoca
1 Losdl

1 p-value

Australian Credit 0.1609 0.3362 0∗

Auto MPG 0.2526 0.2551 0.6550
Boston Housing 0.4565 0.5020 0.1120
Car Evaluation 0.04051 0.0318 0.0010∗

Computer Hardware 0.3397 0.3828 0.0390∗

ESL 0.3340 0.3443 0.4930
Haberman’s Survival 0.2614 0.2582 0.8350
Pima Indians 0.2604 0.2656 0.4330
Windsor Housing 0.5385 0.5934 0.0060∗

Table 3.7: moca vs osdl. Experimental results on real-world data sets. The
second and third columns contain the errors registered by moca and osdl re-
spectively (lower error is shown in boldface), and the fourth column contains the
p-value of a paired-sample t−test (the superscript ∗ indicates a significant differ-
ence at α = 0.05).

3.6 Weighted kNN probability estimation

In many applications, the training data set S comprises only one observation
of most attribute vectors x ∈ X , especially in case of numeric attributes;
as a consequence, the maximum-likelihood estimates of the posterior class
probabilities Pi(x) tend to be overfitted. In order to prevent this from
happening, we developed a weight-based estimator based on the nearest
neighbours principle along the lines of the one introduced by Hechenbichler
and Schliep in [60], where the estimates obtained are used to perform ordinal
classification (without monotonicity constraints) by predicting the median.

In the following, we first discuss kNN as a classification technique and
then illustrate how to use it to estimate probabilities.

3.6.1 kNN Classification

k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classification is an example of instance-based or
lazy pattern recognition: the training data set S is stored, and a new feature
vector x0 is assigned a label depending the k most similar elements included
in S.
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Similarity is measured by means of a distance metric or function, namely
a real-valued function d which verifies the following properties for any fea-
ture vectors x,y, z ∈ X :

1. d(x,y) > 0, d(x,x) = 0

2. d(x,y) = d(y,x)

3. d(x, z) ≤ d(x,y) + d(y, z)

The distance measure that we opted for is the Euclidean distance:

d(x,y) =

√√√√ p∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2.

In order to prevent attributes which have large values from having a
stronger influence than attributes measured on a smaller scale, it is impor-
tant to normalise the attribute values. We opted for Z−score standardisa-
tion: for each x ∈ S, the j−th attribute xj is replaced with

xj − x̄j
sj

,

where x̄j and sj denote respectively the mean and the sample standard
deviation of values of the j−th attribute of the feature vectors present in
the training sample S.

Having selected a distance measure to determine its neighbourhood, the
allocation rule adopted in kNN classification is typically represented by
(unweighted) majority voting : x0 is assigned the label y0 ∈ Y occurring
most frequently among its k nearest neighbours {xi}ki=1, namely

y0 = argmax
y∈Y

k∑
i=1

1y(yi),

where yi is the label of the i−th neighbour xi, and 1y is the indicator
function for the set {y}, ∀y ∈ Y , that is

1y =

{
1 if yi = y

0 otherwise
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3.6.2 Weighted kNN Classification

In kNN classification it is reasonable to request that neighbours that are
close to x0 have a greater role in determining its class than those that are
distant. This assumption is at the basis of weighted k−NN classification,
in which a new observation x0 is assigned the class label y0 which has a
weighted majority among its k nearest neighbours, that is

y0 = argmax
y∈Y

k∑
i=1

ωi1y(yi).

Each of the k nearest neighbours xi of x0 is assigned a weight ωi which
is inversely proportional to its distance d = d(x0,xi) from x0 and which is
obtained by means of a weighting function or kernel Kλ(x0,xi) [59]:

ωi = Kλ(x0,xi) = G

(
d(x0,xi)

λ

)
. (3.6.1)

Kernels are at the basis of the Parzen density estimation method [59]. In
that context, the smoothing parameter or bandwidth λ dictates the width
of the window considered to perform the estimation; a large value of λ

implies low variance (averages are computed over more observations) but
also higher bias (the true density function is assumed to be constant within
the window).

Function G(·) in (3.6.1) can be any function which has maximum in
d = d(x,y) = 0 whose values gets smaller as the value of d grows. Thus the
following properties must hold [60]:

1. G(d) ≥ 0 for all d ∈ R

2. G(d) gets its maximum for d = 0

3. G(d) descends monotonically for d → ∞

In the one-dimensional case, a popular kernel is obtained by using the
Gaussian density function φ(t) as G(·), with the standard deviation playing
the role of the parameter λ. In the p−dimensional case, with p > 1, its
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natural generalisation is represented by

Kλ(x0,xi) =
1√
2πλ

exp

{
−1

2

(‖x0 − xi‖
λ

)2
}
,

and this is the kernel that we have adopted.
Although the kernel used is in a sense a parameter of wkNN, experience

has shown that its choice (with the exception of the rectangular kernel,
which gives equal weights to all neighbours) is not crucial [59].

In equation (3.6.1) it is assumed that the value of λ remains constant
over the whole of the training data set. On the other hand, it would more
appropriate if the value of λ were location-dependent, with larger values
for regions where the training observations are sparse and smaller values for
regions of the training data sample which are densely populated. This is the
idea behind adaptive windows : given the width function hλ(x0) (indexed by
λ), which determines the width of the neighbourhood at x0, we have

Kλ(x0,xi) = G

(
d(x0,xi)

hλ(x0)

)
.

In our implementation, we set hλ(x0) equal to the distance d(x0,xk+1)

of x0 from the first neighbour xk+1 which is not taken into consideration [59,
60].

3.6.3 wkNN Probability Estimates

Definition 39 (wkNN Probability Estimator). Given x ∈ SX , the set N

of the k nearest neighbours of x in SX , the set of the indices Nk(x) in S of
all observations of the feature vectors comprising N , the wkNN estimator
P̂wkNN
i (x) of the posterior class probability Pi(x), i = 1, . . . , k, is defined

as follows:

P̂wkNN
i (x) =

∑
j∈Nk(x)

ωj1yi(yj)∑
j∈Nk(x)

ωj
. (3.6.2)

It should be noted that the set of indices in (3.6.2) Nk(x) may comprise
more than k elements in case of repeated occurrences in S of some of the
feature vectors comprising N . It should also be noted that x is included in
its own neighbourhood and that, as a consequence, its occurrences have a
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relatively large weight ωi in (3.6.2). Finally, it should be noted that if k = 1,
then the values returned by equation (3.6.2) coincide with the maximum
likelihood estimates (3.2.5).

3.7 New Experiments on Real-World Data Sets

In order to determine whether and to what extent moca and osdl, both
in the “constant interpolation” and in the “balanced” and “double balanced”
versions (see [77]), would benefit from estimating the posterior class prob-
abilities they require using the estimator (3.6.2) instead of the maximum-
likelihood estimator, we implemented the algorithms using the new estima-
tor. In the case of moca, the adoption of the wkNN probability estimator
has an impact on the computation of the moca estimator (3.2.7) not only
in terms of the probability estimates on which the antitonic regression is
performed but also on the weights used, for their cardinality is now equal
to that of the indices Nk(x) (see equation 3.6.2) for each x ∈ SX .

We then performed new tests on the following real-world data sets (see
Appendix A for details about them):

• Australian Credit
• Auto MPG
• Boston Housing
• Car Evaluation
• Computer Hardware
• ERA
• ESL
• Haberman’s Survival
• KC1
• KC4
• LEV
• PC3
• PC4
• Pima Indians
• SWD
• Windsor Housing
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The numeric target attribute of the Auto MPG, Boston Housing, Com-
puter Hardware, and Windor Housing data sets were discretised into four
labels using equal-frequency binning.

Each of the data sets was randomly divided into two parts: the first
half, consisting of approximately two thirds of the data, was used as the
training data set, and the second half was used as the validation data set.

The training set was used to determine the optimal values of the neigh-
bourhood size k and of the nuisance parameter α for each of moca and osdl

through 10-fold stratified cross validation. Starting with k = 1, the value
was incremented by one until the difference of the average L1 error between
two consecutive iterations was less than or equal to 1−6. For each value of
k considered, the optimal α in {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} was determined. Once
the optimal parameter values were determined for each algorithm, they were
used to train them on the complete training set and then to test them on
the validation data set.

The average L1 error rate attained on the validation sets by the algo-
rithms was registered, and then a paired t−test of the L1 errors was per-
formed in order to determine whether observed differences were statistically
significant.

Table 3.8 lists the results of the experiments involving moca and “con-
stant interpolation” osdl implemented using the MLE and the wkNN es-
timator of the posterior class probabilities Pi(x). The wkNN version of
osdl performed significantly better (at α = 0.05) than the MLE version
four times, whereas it performed significantly worse once (on the SWD data
set); furthermore, the former almost never registered estimated error latter
than the former. On the other hand, the wkNN version of moca was sig-
nificantly better than the MLE version only once (on the ERA data set);
all other observed differences were not statistically significant.

Table 3.9 shows the results of the investigation into the effect of on the
“balanced” and “double balanced” versions of osdl (for details on these
other version of osdl, see [77]). wkNN estimation of the posterior class
probabilities Pi(x) did not have much effect on both versions of the algo-
rithm; the only one significant improvement was registered in the case of
the KC1 data set.

Furthermore, comparing table 3.8 and table 3.9, we observe that con-
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Data Set moca
wkNN

osdl wkNN moca MLE osdl MLE 1 vs 3 2 vs 4

Australian Credit 0.1304 0.1130 0.1348 0.3565 0.3184 0
Auto MPG 0.2977 0.2977 0.2977 0.2977 − −
Boston Housing 0.5030 0.4675 0.4675 0.5207 0.4929 0.2085
Car Evaluation 0.0625 0.0556 0.0625 0.0556 − −
Computer Hardware 0.3571 0.3286 0.3571 0.3571 − 0.5310
ERA 1.2006 1.2066 1.2814 1.2814 0.0247 0.0445
ESL 0.3620 0.3742 0.3620 0.4110 1 0.2018
Haberman’s Survival 0.3529 0.3431 0.3529 0.3431 − −
KC1 0.1863 0.1977 0.1863 0.3940 1 0
KC4 0.8095 0.8095 0.8571 0.8571 0.4208 0.5336
LEV 0.4162 0.4162 0.4102 0.4102 0.8060 0.8060
PC3 0.1228 0.1228 0.1228 0.1228 − −
PC4 0.1872 0.1872 0.1872 0.1872 − −
Pima Indians 0.3008 0.3086 0.3008 0.3086 − −
SWD 0.5359 0.5479 0.5060 0.4940 0.1492 0.0092
Windsor Housing 0.5604 0.5220 0.5604 0.6044 − 0.0249

Table 3.8: Results of the experiments involving moca and “constant interpola-
tion” osdl implemented using the MLE and the wkNN estimator of the posterior
class probabilities Pi(x). The first four columns contain the average L1 errors of
both versions of both algorithms on the validation part of each data set. The
penultimate column contains the p−value resulting from the comparison of both
versions of moca, and the final column contains the p−value resulting from the
comparison of both versions of osdl.

stant interpolation osdl with smoothing tends to outperform its balanced
and double balanced counterparts.

3.8 Conclusions and Further Research

We have presented moca, a new non-parametric monotonic classification
algorithm which attempts to minimise the mean absolute prediction error
for classification problems with ordered class labels. We have shown that
moca minimises the L1 error on the training sample subject to monotonicity
constraints. Through experiments on artificial and real-world data sets, we
have shown that it compares favourably to osdl, a similar classification
algorithm also intended for the monotonic classification problems.

The maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates of the posterior class probabil-
ities used by both algorithms are typically based on very few observations,
so we conjectured that they both have a tendency to overfit the training
sample. As we thought that a point of possible improvement would be
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Data Set bosdl
wkNN

bosdl MLE dbosdl
wkNN

dbosdl
MLE

1 vs 2 3 vs 4

Australian Credit 0.3565 0.3565 0.3565 0.3565 − −
Auto MPG 0.2977 0.2977 0.2977 0.2977 − −
Boston Housing 0.5207 0.5207 0.5207 0.5207 − −
Car Evaluation 0.0556 0.0556 0.0556 0.0556 − −
ERA 1.8533 1.9760 1.8533 1.9760 0.1065 0.1065
ESL 0.5092 0.5092 0.5092 0.5092 − −
Haberman’s Survival 0.3431 0.3431 0.3431 0.3431 − −
KC1 0.1892 0.3030 0.3883 0.3940 0 0.2061
KC4 0.7619 0.8571 0.7857 0.8571 0.1031 0.1829
LEV 0.9251 0.9251 0.9251 0.9251 − −
Computer Hardware 0.4143 0.4143 0.4143 0.4143 − −
PC3 0.1228 0.1228 0.1228 0.1228 − −
PC4 0.1872 0.1872 0.1872 0.1872 − −
Pima Indians 0.2930 0.2930 0.2930 0.2930 − −
SWD 0.6617 0.6557 0.6617 0.6437 0.8212 0.4863
Windsor Housing 0.6044 0.6044 0.6044 0.6044 − −

Table 3.9: Results of the experiments involving the “balanced” (bosdl) and the
“double balanced” (dbosdl) versions of osdl implemented using the MLE and the
wkNN estimator of the posterior class probabilities Pi(x). The first four columns
contain the average L1 errors of both versions of both algorithms on the validation
part of each data set. The penultimate column contains the p−value resulting
from the comparison of both versions of bosdl, and the final column contains the
p−value resulting from the comparison of both versions of dbosdl.

to consider an alternative to the ML estimates, we introduced a weighted
k nearest neighbour (wkNN) approach to estimating the probabilities the
algorithms use, and then run a second set of experiments to measure the
improvements brought by using the wkNN estimates. Results showed that
smoothing is beneficial for osdl, for its predictive performance was sig-
nificantly better on a number of data sets and almost never worse. The
adoption of “balanced” and “double balanced” versions of osdl do not seem
to lead to an improvement over the constant interpolation version on the
data sets considered. As for moca, smoothing seems to have a much more
reduced effect. This is probably a consequence of the fact that the isotonic
regression already smooths the basic estimates by averaging them in case
of order reversals. Hence, moca is already rather competitive when using
wkNN probability estimates for k = 1, that is when using ML estimates of
the posterior class probabilities.

There are two interesting problems for further research which we men-
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tion in the following. We have looked at the L1 loss function, but this is
certainly not the only loss function suitable for ordinal classification prob-
lems. Hence, it would be interesting to try to derive similar results for more
general classes of loss functions. Another important issue is finding ways
to reduce moca’s execution time. One possibility might be represented by
using the O(n2) approximate solution of the isotonic regression problem
presented by Burdakov et al. in [20].





Chapter 4

Monotonic Instance Ranking
with mira

Preference learning is an emerging subfield of machine learning concern-
ing the learning of preference models from observed (or extracted) prefer-
ence data; a preference can be considered as a relaxed constraint which,
if necessary, can be violated to some degree [46]. The learned models are
used to predict preferences of new, unseen individuals or groups or to pre-
dict preferences in new situations in which the learner has not been be-
fore. Preference learning is an interdisciplinary research field connecting
machine learning with other areas in which preferences play a key role such
as operations research, social sciences, and decision theory. More generally,
that of “preferences” is an important topic in current artificial intelligence
research. Automatic discovery of preferences of individuals is useful in vari-
ous fields in which increasing personalisation has been taking place, such as
recommender systems, adaptive user interfaces, adaptive retrieval systems,
autonomous agents, and gaming.

Preference learning problems arise quite naturally in many application
areas. A widely studied preference learning problem occurring in infor-
mation retrieval is the ranking of the results returned by a search engine:
given a query q and a set of Web pages P , the goal is to find a ranking
of P reflecting their relevance with respect to q. The learned ranking is
based on an unknown preference relation �q inferred from user feedback
on past rankings of retrieval results for different queries [79]. Because users
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are typically unwilling to provide explicit feedback by stating how relevant
a retrieved page is, research has been carried out on how to collect user
feedback indirectly. For instance, Joachims et. al propose several ways to
gather user feedback through clicking behaviour [68,69], and Arens [5] em-
ploys active learning (see chapter 5 of this thesis) to automatically select
the most appropriate training examples to feed into the ranking algorithm
he proposes in that same paper.

In many ranking problems, common sense dictates that the rank as-
signed to an instance should be increasing (or decreasing) in one or more
of the attributes describing it. Let us consider, for example, the problem
of ranking documents as not relevant, somewhat relevant, and relevant with
respect to a particular query; in this case, typical attributes are counts of
query terms in the abstract or title of the document, so one would expect
an increasing relationship between these counts and document relevance.

In this chapter we present a new instance ranking algorithm named
mira (Monotonic Instance Ranking Algorithm) which learns a monotonic
ranking model from a set of labelled training examples. This algorithm
builds on the ideas formulated by Fürnkranz et al. in [51] and on our own
work on non-parametric monotonic classification (see chapter 3 of this the-
sis). Monotonicity is enforced in mira by applying the isotonic regression to
the training sample, and an interpolation scheme is used to rank new data
points. The basic ranking model is then combined with logistic regression
in an attempt to remove unwanted rank equalities. Through experiments
we showed that mira produces ranking functions having predictive perfor-
mance comparable to that of a state-of-the-art instance ranking algorithm;
this makes mira a valuable alternative when monotonicity is desired or
mandatory.

This chapter is organised as follows:

• In section 4.1, we describe the three main ranking tasks which are
addressed in the literature on preference learning by adopting the
terminology proposed by Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier in [46]. In par-
ticular, in section 4.1.3 we introduce instance ranking, which is the
specific ranking problem solved by mira.

• In section 4.2, we introduce a general approach to preference learning
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based on binary decomposition techniques which have previously been
used for multi-class and ordinal classification, and in section 4.2.1
we outline the aggregation scheme that mira builds on, which was
proposed by Fürnkranz et al. [51].

• In section 4.3, the monotonic instance ranking problem is defined and
an initial formulation of mira is presented.

• In section 4.4, we illustrate how the initial version of mira compares
to the best-performing algorithm presented in [51] both on artificial
and on real-world data in terms of ranking accuracy.

• In section 4.5, an improved and final version of our algorithm is in-
troduced

• In section 4.6, the results of additional experiments to evaluate the
performance of the second version of mira are presented.

• In section 4.7, conclusions are drawn and possibilities for future work
are suggested.

4.1 Preference Learning Tasks

Given a set of training instances for which preferences are known, a prefer-
ence learning task consists of learning a function which predicts preferences
for a new set of items or for the same set of items but in a different context.
Preferences typically consist of a total order (called in this case a ranking)
� on a finite set of alternatives

A = {a1, . . . , ar},

where, for all distinct i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r},

ai � aj

indicates that alternative ai is preferred to alternative aj , or, equivalently,
that ai has higher rank than aj .
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It should be noted that a ranking � of a the set of r alternatives A can be
identified with a permutation π of A (or, equivalently, of the set {1, . . . , r})
such that π(i) < π(j) whenever ai � aj , where π(i) is the position of an
alternative ai in the ranking. Therefore, the higher the degree of preference
for an alternative, the smaller its index in the permutation. This equivalence
shall play a fundamental role in the following.

Notation. We shall denote the set of all permutations of {1, . . . , r} as

Pr

for any non-negative integer r.

If instances are represented as feature vectors taking values in a p−dimen-
sional feature space X , a ranking problem can be cast as the pattern recogni-
tion problem of learning a function mapping a subset of X to a permutation
π ∈ Pr of the r possible alternatives A for the subset. The target function
is called a ranking function.

In the following we describe the three main ranking tasks which are
addressed as pattern recognition problems in the literature on preference
learning, adopting the terminology proposed by Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier
in [46]. Each task is different in terms of the type of training data it makes
use of, which is not required to contain complete or consistent information.
Moreover, each task differs in terms of type of alternatives that the learned
ranking function returns a ranking of and in terms of the size of the subset
of X that the ranking is learned for.

4.1.1 Label Ranking

Given a set of possible alternatives consisting of a set of labels Y = {y1, . . . , yk}
and a set of training instances (x, (y, y′)), where x is a feature vector and
the pair of labels (y, y′) indicates that alternative y is preferred to alter-
native y′ for x, a label ranking task consists of learning a ranking function
(label ranker)

r : X → Pk

mapping any new instance x ∈ X to a permutation πx of Y.
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Label ranking can be seen as a generalisation of classification in which
a total ordering of the class labels Y

yπ−1
x (1) �x yπ−1

x (2) �x . . . �x yπ−1
x (k)

is associated with an instance x instead of only a single class label, where
π−1
x (i) is the position of label yi in the ranking associated with x.

One of the main application areas of label ranking is represented by
the prediction of orderings of a fixed set of elements, such as predicting
the ranking of the cars sold by a retailer for a potential customer based on
their demographics and income, or ranking a set of genes according to their
expression level (as measured by microarray analysis) based on their phy-
logenetic profile features [8]. Moreover, many conventional learning prob-
lems, such as classification and multilabel classification, may be formulated
in terms of label preferences [49].

To measure the predictive performance of a label ranker, a loss function
is required, and its choice depends on the purpose the predicted ranking
serves. The following two settings are the most covered in the literature
due to their numerous practical applications [65].

In the first setting, which is the most frequent and probably most obvi-
ous label ranking scenario, what is relevant is the complete ranking, namely
the positions assigned to all of the labels. The quality of a predicted rank-
ing is assessed by using a distance measure quantifying the deviation of the
predicted ranking from the true one, which is called ranking error. Any
distance or correlation measure on rankings (e.g. Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient or Kendall tau correlation coefficient) can be used for this
purpose.

The second setting corresponds to the situation in which what is as-
sumed is the existence of a single target label and not of a target ranking;
the objective in this case is to predict a label ranking where the target item
appears as high as possible. Labels in this scenario correspond for example
to the causes of a technical failure, and the predicted ranking represents a
search process testing the possible fault until the real one is found. In this
setting, the quality of a predicted ranking is the number of labels which
precede the target item in it. This type of error, namely the distance in the
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predicted ranking of the target label from the top-rank, is called position
error.

4.1.2 Object Ranking

Given a set of pairwise preferences of the form x � x′ indicating that object
x should be ranked higher than object x′, an object ranking task consists
of learning a ranking function (called an object ranker)

r : 2X → Pn

mapping any non-empty, finite set of objects X ⊆ X of cardinality n to
a permutation π of X. This is typically accomplished by assigning a real-
valued score to each object x and then ranking the objects according to the
scores: the larger the score, the higher the rank. Therefore, what is actually
learned is a scoring function

s : 2X → R

assigning a score to the elements of a subset X ⊆ X .
This preference learning task, which is one of the first to have been

studied, is also known as learning to order things [27]. An example is
represented by the problem of learning to rank the query results returned
by a search engine tackled by Joachims in [68]. The training information
is provided implicitly by the user who clicks on some of the links in the
query result and not on others; this information can be turned into binary
preferences by assuming that the selected pages are preferred over nearby
pages that are not clicked on [69].

Similarly to a label ranker, one way to measure the performance of an
object ranker consists of measuring the ranking error, namely comparing
the predicted ranking with the target ranking. Frequently, though, the
number of items to be ordered in an object ranking task is likely to be
much larger than in a label ranking task, so one is typically not interested
in predicting a full ranking but only, for instance, the top-k ranks; this
occurs, for instance, in the task of ranking Web search engine results. In
this case, top-k measures comparing the top positions of rankings are used
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instead.
Finally, in some applications one is not interested in predicting a ranking

but in distinguishing between positive and negative examples or between
relevant and irrelevant items (such as, which documents are relevant to a
query). In this case, performance is measured by adopting measures typical
of information retrieval such as precision, recall, or normalised discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG) [67].

4.1.3 Instance Ranking

Given a set of possible alternatives consisting of a set of totally ordered la-
bels Y = {y1, . . . , yk} (or, without loss of generality, Y = {1, 2, . . . , k}) rep-
resenting preference degrees and a collection of labelled training instances
{〈xi, yi〉}Ni=1, an instance ranking task consists of learning a ranking func-
tion (called an instance ranker)

r : 2X → Pn

mapping a non-empty, finite set of unlabelled individuals X ⊆ X of car-
dinality n to a permutation π of X such that, ideally, the instances with
preference degree yk precede those with preference degree yk−1, which in
turn precede those with preference degree yk−2, etc. As in object ranking,
this is typically accomplished by learning a scoring function

s : 2X → R,

which is used to assign a real-valued score to each element of X to then rank
them according to their scores, with higher ranks corresponding to larger
scores.

Instance ranking is therefore similar to object ranking in terms of the
type of ranking returned but proceeds from the setting of ordinal classifi-
cation in terms of the training data used (see section 3.2). Moreover, the
ranking predicted by an instance ranker is in a way a refinement of the order
information provided by an ordinal classifier because, unlike the latter, it
distinguishes between objects within the same category.

As an example, consider a bank possessing a data set describing past
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loan applicants in terms of their demographic characteristics and categorised
as highly reliable, reliable, and unreliable. The goal for the bank is ranking
new loan applicants according to their risk level from the most likely reli-
able to the most likely unreliable and, therefore, not just partitioning the
applicants into the three categories above.

For k = 2, this learning problem corresponds to the well-known bipartite
ranking problem. It consists of learning a ranking function from a training
set of positively and negatively labelled examples which, when applied to
a set of unlabelled instances, totally orders them from most likely positive
to most likely negative. For k > 2 this learning problem has been studied
by Fürnkranz et al. in [51] and by Rajaram et al. in [93] with the name
of multi-partite ranking and k-partite ranking respectively. Similarly to
bipartite ranking, the goal is not to learn a good classifier but a good ranker,
that is, a function which systematically ranks “high” classes ahead of “low”
classes.

Different types of accuracy measures have been proposed for instance
ranking. As the goal is to produce a ranking in which instances from higher
classes precede those from lower classes, these measures count the number
of ranking errors, namely the number of pairs (x,x′) ∈ X × X such that
x is ranked higher than x′ even though the former belongs to a lower class
than the latter.

In the two-class case, this corresponds to the area under the ROC curve
(AUC)

AUC (s,X) =
1

|P ||N |
∑
x∈P

∑
x′∈N

S(s(x), s(x′)), (4.1.1)

where P ⊂ X and N ⊂ X are the positive and negative instances in X,
and S(·, ·) is defined as follows:

S(a, b) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if a > b

1 if a < b

1/2 if a = b

(4.1.2)

Mapping (4.1.2) outputs 1 when a positive instance is ranked before the
negative one and 0 in the reverse case; the value returned is 1

2 when the
instances are assigned the same score.
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The AUC can be interpreted as the probability that a randomly chosen
instance belonging to the positive class is ranked higher than a randomly
chosen instance belonging to the negative class. Its generalisation to more
than two classes is represented by the probability that a randomly chosen
pair of observations (x, y) and (x′, y′) belonging to different classes is ranked
consistently by the ranking function, namely

P (s
(
x) < s(x′) | y < y′

)
. (4.1.3)

If the training examples are independently and identically drawn from a
probability distribution on X × Y , an unbiased estimator of (4.1.3) is rep-
resented by the concordance index (C-index ) [54]

C (s,X) =
1∑

i<j ninj

∑
i<j

∑
(x,x′)∈Xi×Xj

S(s(x), s(x′)), (4.1.4)

where Xi and Xj are the subsets of instances x ∈ X having class yi and yj

respectively, ni = |Xi|, and S(·, ·) is the mapping defined in (4.1.2).

4.2 Learning Preference Relations

Preferences can be expressed in several ways, two of which are very natural
and have been investigated in the literature on choice and decision theory;
they form the basis for the two main approaches to tackling the preference
learning tasks illustrated in the previous section.

The first approach to modelling preferences consists of evaluating indi-
vidual alternatives by means of a utility function, which assigns an abstract
utility degree to each alternative under consideration. This approach trans-
lates into the problem of learning utility functions given a training data set
representing preferences. Learning utility functions can be challenging be-
cause utility degrees tend to be difficult to elicit; for example, it is difficult
to ensure a consistent scale even if all utility evaluations are performed by
the same user, and the situation becomes even more problematic if utility
scores are elicited from different users, which may not have a uniform scale
of scores [27].

A second main approach to modeling preferences consists of comparing
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pairs of alternatives in terms of preference relations, that is learning one
or more binary preference predicates comparing pairs of alternatives. This
second approach is more appealing: instead of choosing one alternative from
a set of options or ranking all alternatives according to their desirability di-
rectly, it is often easier to first compare the possible alternatives in a pairwise
fashion and then choose the best alternative or rank all possible alternatives
in a second step on the basis of these pairwise comparisons. This intuition
is supported by cognitive psychology research [103] and forms the basis for
many decision theory methodologies. Crucially, this approach is also attrac-
tive from a machine learning point of view as it allows a preference learning
task to be carried out as a two-step procedure: first a binary comparison
relation is learned, and then the pairwise comparisons the learned relation
returns are combined to make predictions. The training phase is much
simpler compared to that of learning utility functions because comparative
preference information is used directly instead of having to translate it into
a set of constraints on a latent utility function to be learned and because it
translates into a set of learning problems which can typically be solved in
a more accurate and efficient way. Moreover, different prediction problems
may be performed using the results of the training phase simply by choosing
a different aggregation method.

A third approach to learning ranking functions is based on making spe-
cific assumptions about the structure of the preference relations, e.g. that
the target ranking of a set of objects can be represented as a lexicographic
order.

Finally, another possibility is to use local estimation techniques such as
the nearest neighbour principle [50].

4.2.1 Instance Ranking by Learning Preference Relations

Initial methods to solve the instance ranking problem were based on the
idea of learning the optimal scoring function s by turning the initial training
data set into a set of order constraints on it and then learning a function in
agreement as much as possible with them. Each pair of observed examples
(xi, yi) and (xj , yj) such that yi > yj gives rise to a constraint

s(xi) > s(xj). (4.2.1)
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In order to use existing learning algorithms, one common approach consisted
of expressing these constraints as classification examples and then learning
a binary probabilistic classifier whose probability estimates are then used as
a scoring function. One important example of this approach is represented
by the algorithm introduced by Herbrich et al. in [63].

One drawback to these methods is that the number of constraints, and,
therefore, the size of the training data derived for training the binary clas-
sifier is usually larger than the original training data set. Moreover, these
methods are not specifically designed for instance ranking, although they
are applicable to it; their input is a set of order constraints (4.2.1) which,
in this case, are derived from inequalities between pairs of labels.

Fürnkranz et al. introduced in [51] two pairwise learning techniques
specifically designed for instance ranking which make better and more ex-
plicit use of the class label information contained in the training data. In-
stead of transforming the original problem into a single binary classification
problem, the authors suggested decomposing it into several binary problems
by applying well-established decomposition techniques which had already
been used successfully in multi-class classification. Several binary classifiers,
therefore several scoring functions, are learned from the training instances.
Given a set of individuals X to rank, both approaches submit each x ∈ X

to all learned models and aggregate the corresponding predictions into an
overall score. The set X is then ranked based on these aggregate scores. One
key advantage of this decomposition technique is that the resulting learning
problems are simpler and usually much smaller than a single binary prob-
lem, for they avoid the combinatorial explosion caused by considering all
pairs of the original training examples. Roughly speaking, by exploiting
class information, a large number of order constraints can be satisfied in
an implicit way: a classifier which separates n0 negative from n1 positive
instances, and which is hence trained on n0 + n1 examples, automatically
satisfies n0n1 order constraints.

Fürnkranz et al. also motivate the use of binary decomposition meth-
ods to tackle instance ranking by their successful application to similar
problems, such as classification [47,48], ordinal classification [45], and label
ranking [66]. Moreover, as Fürnkranz et al. point out, an ordinal classifier
might indeed be used as a scoring function by interpreting the fact that an
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instance x is assigned label yi as x being given score i; the resulting scoring
function, though, is not very good as it produces a large number of ties. On
the other hand, a ranking function s can be turned into an ordinal classifier
by using thresholding : given m+1 threshold values ti, i = 1, . . . , k+1, class
yi is predicted for an instance x if the score s(x) is between ti and ti+1.

Fürnkranz et al. show that their decomposition methods are compet-
itive, if not superior, to a state-of-the-art ranking method introduced by
Joachims in [68] in terms of predictive accuracy while having much lower
computational cost. Of the algorithms they introduce, we now describe the
algorithms which builds on the decomposition technique aimed at ordinal
classification presented by Frank and Hall in [45], for our own algorithm is
based on the same aggregation scheme.

The ordinal classification algorithm presented by Frank and Hall in [45]
solves a problem involving k > 2 classes by training k− 1 binary classifiers.
The model si learned by the i-th classifier, for i = 1, . . . , k−1, separates the
meta-classes C− = {1, . . . , i} and C+ = {i+1, . . . , k}. Given a new instance
x, a prediction si(x) is interpreted as an estimate of the probability

P (y > i |x),

that is the probability that the class y of x is in C+. An estimate of
the posterior class probabilities P (y|x) are then derived from the above
cumulative probabilities as follows:

Pi(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1− P (y > i |x), if i = 1

max{(P (y > i− 1 |x)− P (y > i |x)), 0}, if i = 2, . . . , k − 1

P (y > i− 1 |x), if i = k

(It should be noted that in Frank and Hall’s aggregation scheme Pi(x) for
i = 2, . . . , k − 1 is set equal to 0 if P (y > i − 1 |x) ≤ P (y > i |x) because
the collection of binary classifiers it is based on does not preclude that from
happening.) The class predicted is the class corresponding to the highest
posterior probability.

To obtain a ranking function, Fürnkranz, Hüllermeier and Vanderlooy
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suggest aggregating the models si as

sagg(x) =
k−1∑
i=1

si(x) =
k−1∑
i=1

P (y > i | x) (4.2.2)

because (4.2.2) systematically assigns higher scores to instances from higher
classes [51].

Notation. When the si in this aggregation scheme are logistic regression
models [59] as is the case in [18, 51], we shall denote this ranking function
as sfhv and the resulting ranking model as fhv.

It should be noted that logistic regression models produce linear class
boundaries.

4.3 Monotonic Instance Ranking

Assuming that the feature space X is partially-ordered, that the set of
preference degrees Y is totally ordered, and that there exists an unknown
monotonic functional relationship between X and Y , a monotonic instance
ranking task is an instance ranking task in which the learned scoring func-
tion s : X → R is monotonic, that is

x ≤ x′ ⇒ s(x) ≤ s(x′), ∀x,x′ ∈ X . (4.3.1)

In other words, a lower ordered input is not allowed to have a higher score.
It should be noted that if we have that

x ≤ x′ ⇒ P (y > i | x) ≤ P (y > i | x′) ∀x,x′ ∈ X , ∀i = 1, . . . , k,

which, as shown in section 3.2, is equivalent to

x ≤ x′ ⇒ Fi(x) ≥ Fi(x
′) ∀x,x′ ∈ X , ∀i = 1, . . . , k, (4.3.2)

where Fi(x) denotes the cumulative probability P (y ≤ i | x), then scoring
function (4.2.2) satisfies condition (4.3.1), namely

x ≤ x′ ⇒ sagg(x) ≤ sagg(x
′),
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since P (y > i | x) = 1 − Fi(x). Therefore, to obtain a monotonic scoring
function using aggregation scheme (4.2.2), it is sufficient that stochastic
order constraint (4.3.2) holds.

In order to achieve this goal, we propose adopting the moca estima-
tor F̃i (see equation 3.2.7), for it satisfies the stochastic monotonicity con-
straint (4.3.2) by construction (see section 3.2.1).

Definition 40 (mira Scoring Function).

smira(x) =

k−1∑
i=1

1− F̃i(x), ∀x ∈ X . (4.3.3)

The mira scoring function is guaranteed to produce globally-monotonic
estimates, as the following proposition shows.

Proposition 15. The mira scoring function is monotonic.

Proof. Given two feature vectors x,x′ ∈ X such that x ≤ x′, it follows from
theorem 5 on page 65 that

1 ≥ F̃i(x) ≥ F̃i(x
′) ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1,

and then

0 ≤ 1− F̃i(x) ≤ 1− F̃i(x
′) ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1,

from which the proposition follows immediately.

4.3.1 Example

To illustrate the differences between them, we apply the original scoring
function (4.2.2) and the mira scoring function (4.3.3) to a monotonic la-
belled data set S, interpreting the labels as degrees of preference. We as-
sume the former to employ maximum-likelihood estimates of the cumulative
probabilities and denote it as f̂ . The examples comprising S consist of fea-
ture vectors taking values in the 2-dimensional feature space

X = {1, 2, 3} × {1, 2, 3}
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and having one of the class labels in the totally-ordered set

Y = {1, 2, 3}.

Figure 4.1 depicts the partial order on SX .

Table 4.1 lists, for every x ∈ SX , the number of occurrences n(x, y) of x
having label y, the total number of occurrences n(x), the maximum likeli-
hood estimate F̂i(x) of the posterior-class cumulative distribution function
Fi(x), i = 1, 2, and, finally, the antitonic regression F̃ of Fi(x). F̂3(x) and
F̃3(x) are not included because they are equal to 1; moreover, it should be
recalled that F̃ = F ∗ for the elements of the training data set.

The maximum-likelihood estimates F̂ violate the stochastic order con-
straint because (2, 1) ≤ (3, 2), but F̂1(2, 1) < F̂1(3, 2); moreover, (1, 2) ≤
(3, 2), but F̂1(1, 2) < F̂1(3, 2). The antitonic regression resolves these vio-
lations by assigning the weighted average of F̂1(2, 1) and F̂1(3, 2) to both
attribute vectors:

F̃1(2, 1) = F̃1(3, 2) =
3× 0 + 2× 1/2

3 + 2
=

1

5
.

x4

x1 x5

x3

x2

Figure 4.1: mira example. Graph of the partial order on the distinct feature
vectors observed in the training data set.
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(x1, x2) n(x, y) n(x) F̂ F̃

1 2 3 1 2 1 2

x1 (1, 1) 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1
x2 (1, 2) 1 2 0 3 1/3 1 1/3 1
x3 (2, 1) 0 2 1 3 0 2/3 1/5 2/3
x4 (1, 3) 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
x5 (3, 2) 1 0 1 2 1/2 1/2 1/5 1/2

Table 4.1: mira example. Summary of the labelled data set used. For each
distinct feature vector x observed in the data set, the second column contains the
coordinates of x, the third column the number of occurrences of x observed with
each of the three possible labels, the fourth column contains the overall number of
occurrences of x observed in the data set, the fifth column contains the values of
the maximum likelihood estimate F̂ of the posterior-class cumulative distribution
function Fi(x), i = 1, 2, and the sixth column contains the antitonic regression F̃
of Fi(x). (The estimates of F̂3(x) and of F̃3(x) are omitted because they are equal
to 1.)

The conflict between (1, 2) and (3, 2) is resolved by this averaging as well.

In table 4.2, we see the effect of the estimator choice on score values.
Since scoring function ŝ is based on F̂ , that is, since we filled F̂ into equa-
tion (4.3.3) instead of F̃ , we have

ŝ(2, 1) > ŝ(3, 2),

which violates the monotonicity constraint. This violation is resolved in
smira as smira(2, 1) < smira(3, 2).

(x1, x2) ŝ smira

(1, 1) 0 0
(1, 2) 0.67 0.67
(2, 1) 1.33 1.13
(1, 3) 2 2
(3, 2) 1 1.3

Table 4.2: mira example. Scores based on F̂ and F̃ respectively.
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To compute F̃ for feature vector x0 = (2, 2), we proceed as follows. As
the points in the training data smaller than x0 are (1, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 1),
we have that

Fmax
2 (x0) = min{F ∗

2 (1, 1), F
∗
2 (1, 2), F

∗
2 (2, 1)} = min{1, 1, 2/3} = 2/3.

The only feature vector in the training data bigger than x0 is (3, 2), so we
have that

Fmin
2 (x0) = max{F ∗

2 (3, 2)} = max{1/2} = 1/2.

So for α = 1
2 we would have

F̃2(x0) =

(
1

2

)(
1

2

)
+

(
1

2

)(
2

3

)
=

7

12
.

F̃1(x0) is computed in a similar fashion.

4.4 Experiments

In order to verify that the desired monotonicity property does not come at
the cost of a decrease in predictive performance, we performed an empirical
comparison of the performance of scoring function smira with that of sfhv
in terms of the concordance index (see equation 4.1.4). The comparison
involved both artificial and real data.

4.4.1 Artificial Data

To show that mira can improve the performance of the fhv logistic re-
gression model, we performed tests on data sets generated from a mono-
tonic non-linear model. The class boundaries of this model are depicted
in figure 4.2. For example, given a feature vector (x1, x2) if x1 > 0.4 and
x2 > 0.4, then the vector is assigned to class 3. The two features x1 and
x2 were drawn independently from the uniform distribution on the interval
[0,1].

We considered two different training set sizes and four different noise
levels. For example, a noise level of 0.1 indicates that an observation from
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0 1

1

x1

x2

3

1

1

2

2

0.2 0.4

0.4

0.2

Figure 4.2: mira experiments on artificial data. Class boundaries according to
which the data was generated. For example, given a feature vector x = (x1, x2),
if x1 > 0.4 and x2 > 0.4, then the vector is assigned to class 3.

class 1 is flipped to class 2 with probability 0.05, and is flipped to class 3
with probability 0.05 as well. The concordance index of trained models was
estimated on a test set of size 10,000.

We performed five-fold stratified cross validation to select the best value
of α ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}.

Table 4.3 gives the concordance index, averaged over five repetitions, of
mira and fhv for two different training set sizes and four different noise
levels; a noise level of ε indicates that the probability that the true label
is flipped to one of the other two labels is equal to ε. The results conform
to our expectations: since the class boundaries are monotonic but non-
linear, mira has some advantage over the linear fhv model (with the odd
exception of n = 100 and ε = 0.2). mira’s advantage appears to become
smaller as the noise level increases; this makes sense, for a non-parametric
technique such as mira is more sensitive to noise.

The results also conform to the expectation that bigger training sets
tend to give better results for both methods.

4.4.2 Real Data

We also performed tests on the following real-world data sets (see Ap-
pendix A for more details on them):

• Auto MPG
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Size n 100 500

Noise ε fhv mira fhv mira

0.0 0.9013 0.9856 0.9041 0.9942
0.1 0.8379 0.8957 0.8416 0.8906
0.2 0.7802 0.7431 0.7842 0.8256
0.3 0.7148 0.7484 0.7271 0.7578

Table 4.3: mira experiments on artificial data. Concordance index of mira and
fhv for two different training set sizes and four different noise levels. A noise level
of ε indicates that the probability that the true label is flipped to one of the other
two labels is equal to ε.

• Boston Housing
• Computer Hardware
• ERA
• ESL
• Haberman’s Survival
• LEV
• Ohsumed
• Pima Indians
• SWD
• Windsor Housing

The numeric target attributes of the Auto MPG, Boston Housing, Com-
puter Hardware, and Windor Housing data sets were discretised into five
labels using equal-frequency binning. Moreover, we did not use the whole of
the Ohsumed data but instead only the data for query 3 and only considered
the descriptive attributes 5, 6, 7, 18, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, and 37.

For each data set, the concordance index of both algorithms was esti-
mated as the average of the concordance indices registered during five rep-
etitions of a 10−fold stratified cross validation. Within each fold, the best
value –in terms of the concordance index– for mira’s α in {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
was chosen by performing 5−fold stratified cross validation on the training
data set for the fold. The best value of α was then used to train mira and
complete the fold.
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Table 4.4 contains the concordance index attained for the best value
of α by mira and by fhv respectively averaged over the five repetitions
of a 10−fold stratified cross validation. We observe that the difference in
concordance index is typically very small. Hence, we conclude that the
desired property of monotonicity can be obtained without sacrificing much
in terms of predictive accuracy. Even though the difference mostly occurs
only in the second or third decimal place, we observe that fhv has the
higher concordance index 10 out of 11 times. When performing Wilcoxon’s
signed-ranks test, as recommended by Demšar [31], the p−value obtained
is 0.02.

We may summarise these findings by stating that fhv has a consistently
slightly better predictive performance.

4.5 An Improved Monotonic Ranking Function

Scoring function (4.3.3) has the potential disadvantage that violations of
monotonicity are resolved by averaging the conflicting (partial) scores, pos-
sibly leading to setting the scores equal altogether.

To illustrate this point, let us consider the simplest possible case of

Data set mira fhv

Auto MPG 0.9327 0.9494
Boston Housing 0.8773 0.9179
Computer Hardware 0.9064 0.9085
ERA 0.7326 0.7384
ESL 0.9572 0.9623
Haberman’s Survival 0.7024 0.6815
LEV 0.8617 0.8656
Ohsumed 0.6346 0.6680
Pima Indians 0.7697 0.8298
SWD 0.8070 0.8144
Windsor Housing 0.8529 0.8601

Table 4.4: mira experiments on real data. Concordance index attained for the
best value of α by mira and by fhv respectively averaged over five repetitions of
a 10−fold stratified cross validation.
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two examples (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in a binary problem where x1 ≤ x2

but y1 > y2. The isotonic regression resolves this monotonicity violation by
averaging the probabilities, giving both examples a probability of 0.5 for the
lower class; as a consequence, the two examples get the same score, giving a
concordance index on the training data of 0.5. However, the monotonicity
constraint expresses the belief that the higher ordered input x2 tends to
have higher class labels in general. Therefore, it would be more appropriate
to give x2 a higher score than x1. It should be noted that doing so would
actually yield a lower concordance index on the training data as it would
decrease to 0. If the monotonicity constraint is correct, however, then the
concordance index on unseen data improves by making the inequality a
strict one.

In an attempt to enforce strict inequalities, we try to break ties by
combining each of the probabilities added up in equation (4.3.3) with those
estimated using the logistic regression model [59]

log
Pi(C+|x)
Pi(C−|x) = β0 +

p∑
j=1

βjxj , (4.5.1)

where Pi(C+|x) and Pi(C−|x) are the posterior class probabilities that a
given instance belongs to the metaclasses C+ and C− for the i−th initial
rank respectively.

Definition 41 (mira+ Scoring Function).

smira+(x) =

k−1∑
i=1

γP lr
i (x) + (1− γ)(1− F̃i(x)) ∀x ∈ X , (4.5.2)

where each P lr
i (x) = Pi(C+|x) is the fitted probability of the logistic re-

gression model for the i−th metaclass C+, and γ ∈ [0, 1].

The reason for using correction (4.5.1) is that if βj > 0, then there is
a strictly positive monotonic relationship between xj and the probability
of belonging to the metaclass C+; consequently, this produces a ranking
function which is strictly monotonic in xj .

In order to only get positive coefficients in the logistic regression model,
the full logistic models (namely, including all descriptive attributes) are
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first estimated. If the models obtained contain negative coefficients, then
all of the corresponding descriptive attributes are removed, and the logistic
models are re-estimated with the remaining descriptive attributes. The
re-estimation of the logistic models is repeated until only attributes with
positive coefficients remain.

It should be noted that because attributes with negative coefficients are
removed, we may not be able to always enforce the desired strict monotonic-
ity. To illustrate this point, let us denote with x� the subset of x included
in the logistic regression model. If x ≤ x′ but x� = x′

�, then the logistic
regression model shall obviously assign the same probabilities to x and x′,
that is Pi(C+|x) = Pi(C+|x′).

Finally, it should also be noted that if γ = 0 in (4.5.2), then the scoring
function being used effectively is (4.3.3), and that if γ = 1, then only the
logistic regression correction (4.5.1) is being used. Moreover, even if γ = 1,
then smira is not identical to sfhv because mira enforces positive coefficients
in order to obtain the required monotonicity directions.

4.6 Additional Experiments

We performed new experiments to evaluate the performance of the mira+

scoring function using the same experimental set-up used in the experi-
ments reported in section 4.4.2. Table 4.5 reports the concordance index
attained for the best value of α by mira+ for different values of γ and by
fhv respectively averaged over five repetitions of a 10−fold stratified cross
validation.

To test the null-hypothesis that all methods have the same performance,
we carried out a Friedman’s test as recommended by Demšar [31]. The test
yielded a p-value of 0.0003, leading to rejection of this hypothesis at any
reasonable value of α, so we proceeded with a Nemenyi post-hoc test in
which we compared mira+ at different levels of γ with fhv, using the
latter as the baseline or control ranker in this experiment. The p-values of
the null-hypothesis of no difference are given in the final row of table 4.5
for each value of γ. To control for family-wise error, we performed the
Bonferroni correction. Taking α = 0.1, we divided this by the number of
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comparisons performed, which was eight; hence, only p-value smaller than
0.0125 are considered to indicate a significant difference.

Summarising the results, it seems fair to say that striking a balance
between the isotonic regression and the logistic regression components works
best for mira, for the best results are obtained for γ = 0.5 and γ = 0.7.
This can be inferred from the high p-values and low average ranks for these
values of γ. Finally, the fact that results for γ = 0 and γ = 1 are among
the worst proves that both components of mira’s scoring function must be
present in order to achieve the best performance.

4.7 Conclusion and further research

We presented mira, a monotonic instance ranking algorithm. mira extends
our earlier work on non-parametric monotonic classification [10] to ranking
problems and builds on the best-performing decomposition and aggregation
scheme among those proposed by Fürnkranz et al. in [51].

By performing experiments on real data, we showed that mira’s predic-
tive accuracy measured by means of the concordance index is comparable to
that of the algorithm by Fürnkranz et al. Moreover, experiments performed
on an artificial data set show that mira can outperform the linear model the
fhv algorithm is based on if class boundaries are monotonic and non-linear.
More importantly, mira is guaranteed to produce a monotonic ranking func-

Data set γ = 0 γ = 0.05 γ = 0.1 γ = 0.2 γ = 0.5 γ = 0.7 γ = 0.9 γ = 1 fhv

Auto MPG 0.9327 0.9389 0.9398 0.9427 0.9488 0.9504 0.9491 0.9479 0.9494
Boston Housing 0.8773 0.8817 0.8844 0.8887 0.9000 0.9020 0.9006 0.8951 0.9179
Computer Hardware 0.9064 0.9134 0.9140 0.9145 0.9194 0.9187 0.9141 0.9097 0.9085
ERA 0.7326 0.7333 0.7337 0.7348 0.7369 0.7379 0.7365 0.7356 0.7384
ESL 0.9572 0.9579 0.9583 0.9579 0.9469 0.9374 0.9366 0.8601 0.9623
Haberman’s Survival 0.7024 0.7003 0.7000 0.6992 0.6951 0.6949 0.6915 0.6841 0.6815
LEV 0.8617 0.8626 0.8634 0.8647 0.8669 0.8674 0.8664 0.8656 0.8656
Ohsumed 0.6346 0.6434 0.6444 0.6478 0.6583 0.6660 0.6688 0.6700 0.6680
Pima Indians 0.7697 0.7924 0.7949 0.7989 0.8126 0.8205 0.8279 0.8288 0.8298
SWD 0.8070 0.8082 0.8091 0.8105 0.8129 0.8081 0.8008 0.7949 0.8144
Windsor Housing 0.8529 0.8570 0.8578 0.8594 0.8609 0.8616 0.8592 0.8582 0.8601

Average rank 7.7 6.6 5.7 4.9 3.5 3.3 4.5 5.6 3.1
p−value 0.0000 0.0005 0.0066 0.0491 0.3476 0.4481 0.0887 0.0094 −

Table 4.5: mira+ experiments on real data. Concordance index attained for the
best value of α by mira+ for different values of γ and by fhv respectively averaged
over five repetitions of a 10−fold stratified cross validation.
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tion. Monotonicity is desired or even required for many applications, so this
represents a valuable addition to existing ranking algorithms.

One issue for future research is determining whether mira’s predictive
accuracy can be further improved by using a different estimator capable of
attaining higher concordance index values. We tried to do so by using the
weighted kNN estimator introduced by Barile and Feelders in [11] and also
described in this thesis without obtaining any improvements. Another way
to improve the performance of the algorithm to investigate is the adoption
of different aggregation schemes.



Chapter 5

Active Learning in Monotonic
Classification

In order to learn accurate classification models from data, traditional su-
pervised approaches typically require a large collection of labelled training
vectors. There are many applications, however, in which data are abun-
dant but class labels are difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to obtain.
In such cases, we would like to be able to select the examples (the query
points) whose labels are in some sense most informative about the location
of the decision boundary between classes. This problem setting has been
studied in the relatively new field of active learning [97]. At each step, an
active learning algorithm can ask an oracle (e.g., a human annotator, a do-
main expert, or a device which is expensive to query such as a satellite) to
label an example, which may be drawn from a set of unlabelled examples
or synthesised ad hoc.

As part of our project, we investigated how to exploit prior knowledge
in the form of monotonicity constraints for active learning in monotonic
classification (see section 3.2). We focused on the pool-based active learning
setting, in which there is an initial pool of unlabelled data points and the
learner is allowed ask an oracle for the label of (a limited number of) data
points. In this setting, the central problem is how to choose the data points
to query the oracle for; ideally, the learner should submit queries whose
answers allow it to draw conclusions about the labels of as many other
unlabelled points as possible.
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Many active learning approaches to classification use a specific type of
classifier (e.g. support vector machines, classification trees, or logistic re-
gression models) relative to which good query points are determined. In our
case, instead, we have decoupled active learning from a specific classification
model. Our approach is based on the observation that if the class label of
an object a is given, then it is possible to infer that all objects which score
worse than a on all attributes cannot have a higher class label and that, on
the other hand, all those that score better than a on all attributes cannot
have a lower class label. Therefore, thanks to the monotonicity constraints,
we hypothesised that we might be able to infer the labels of a substantial
subset of the training vectors from just a few well-chosen query points.

The most important research question was how we could use the known
monotonicity of the “true” class labels to determine good query points. Is
it possible to find optimal strategies to select query points? Are these
strategies computationally feasible? If not, can we develop easy-to-compute
heuristics for selecting good query points? As a result of our investigation,
we devised heuristics which, next to a theoretical analysis, were imple-
mented in two new active learning algorithms. We determined the quality
of our approach empirically by performing tests on both artificial and real-
life data sets; in each test we used the training data set returned by each
algorithm to fit a classification model and then estimated the error rate
of each learned model on a test sample. We do not enforce monotonicity
constraints on the trained models because we are only interested in using
monotonicity to infer the labels of data points as a way of augmenting the
training sample. The fitted models are merely instrumental in determining
the relative quality of the training samples produced using the proposed
heuristics.

This chapter is organised as follows:

• In section 5.1 we introduce the active learning paradigm, providing
some theoretical arguments to support it in section 5.1.1.

• In section 5.2 we discuss the basic ideas of active learning with mono-
tonicity constraints, then we propose two heuristics to select good
query points and two algorithms, each operating in a different set-
ting, which are designed to make use of the introduced heuristic.
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• In section 5.3, we discuss related work.

• In section 5.4 we provide and interpret the results of experiments
performed on artificial as well as real data sets.

• Finally, in section 5.5, we draw conclusions and indicate possibilities
for further research.

5.1 Active Learning

In order to learn accurate classification models from data, traditional su-
pervised approaches typically require a large collection of labelled training
vectors. There are many applications, however, in which data are abundant
but class labels are difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to obtain. For
instance, learning to classify documents (e.g., articles or Web pages) or any
other kind of media (e.g., image, audio, and video files) requires that users
label hundreds or thousands of instances with labels such as “relevant” or
“not relevant”. Instance labelling by manual annotation is typically unlikely
to be carried out on the required scale because of its tediousness; moreover,
it can lead to redundancy or contradiction. In such cases, we would like to
be able to select the examples (the query points) whose labels are in some
sense most informative about the location of the decision boundary between
the classes.

This problem setting has been studied in the relatively new field of
active learning (also called query learning or optimal experimental design
in statistical literature) [97]. It is an iterative type of pattern recognition
based on the idea that, if the learning algorithm is allowed to choose the
data from which it learns, then it shall perform better with fewer training
examples. At each step, an active learning algorithm can ask an oracle
(e.g., a human annotator, a domain expert, or a device which is expensive
to query such as a satellite) to label an informative example which may be
drawn from a set of unlabelled examples or synthesised ad hoc.

Several scenarios have been studied in the literature on active learn-
ing [97]. In our investigation, we focused our attention on the pool-based
sampling setting because of its relevance to data mining applications. In
this scenario (see figure 5.1), which was first introduced in the context of
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text mining by Lewis et al. in [75], it is assumed that a small set of labelled
feature vectors L and a large set (or pool) of unlabelled feature vectors U
are available. The active learning algorithm begins with L as the initial
training data set and then selects the most informative instance from U
and queries the oracle for its label; this choice is typically made according
to a greedy querying strategy based on an informativeness measure which
is used to evaluate all feature vectors in the pool U or, if U is very large,
a sample thereof. The newly labelled example is added to L, which the
algorithm then uses in a standard supervised way. The process is repeated
until the maximum number of queries allowed has been performed.

Active learning research mainly focuses on the strategy to choose the
data points to be queried. The most common querying strategy is uncer-
tainty sampling, where the unlabelled instance chosen to be queried is the
instance that the learner is the least certain how to label. Other strate-
gies try to reduce the subset of all hypotheses that are consistent with the
observed training tuples. Finally, a decision-theoretic approach may fol-
low which estimates expected error reduction, and the selected tuples are
the ones that would result in the greatest reduction in the total number of
incorrect predictions such as by reducing the expected entropy over U .

Figure 5.1: The pool-based active learning cycle [97].
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5.1.1 Theoretical Justification

A theoretical argument for why and when active learning can produce better
results than traditional supervised pattern recognition is an active research
topic. The goal is to find, given a learning problem, a bound on the number
of queries required to learn an accurate enough model and a guarantee that
this number is smaller than in the traditional supervised setting.

To illustrate the kind of argument sought, let us consider the problem
of learning a binary threshold function f parametrised by an unknown con-
stant θ for points lying on a one-dimensional line:

f(x, θ) =

{
1 if x > θ,

0 otherwise

According to the probably approximately correct (PAC) learning frame-
work, given a desired maximum error rate ε, if the underlying data distri-
bution can be classified without error by an hypothesis from the class of
hypotheses we consider (that is, the realisable case), then it is enough to
draw randomly O(1/ε) labelled instances.

On the other hand, if this problem is solved in a pool-based active
learning setting, the instances labelled by querying the oracle can be seen
as an array sorted based on their labels, namely as a sequence of zeros
followed by ones. The goal of the active learning algorithm can therefore be
seen as discovering the level at which the transition from zero to one occurs
while asking for as few labels as possible. A classification error smaller than
ε can therefore be attained only requiring O(log 1/ε) queries by conducting
a binary search through the unlabelled instances.

Generalisations to higher dimensions of the example above within the
active learning literature have focused on linear separators (see for example
Balcan et al. [9]) rather than general monotonic classifiers as we did in our
research.

5.2 Active Learning and Monotonicity

Many active-learning approaches to classification make use of a specific type
of classifier (e.g. support vector machines, classification trees, or logistic re-
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gression models) relative to which good query points are determined. For
example, one possibility is to learn a logistic regression model on the set
of examples labelled at a certain point and then apply this model to the
unlabelled examples to determine the one about which the classifier is most
uncertain (as measured, for example, by the entropy of the probability dis-
tribution over the classes). This would determine the next query point, and
so on.

In our case, instead, we decoupled active learning from a specific classifi-
cation model, for we investigated how prior knowledge about the application
domain in the form of monotonicity constraints can be exploited for active
learning.

The basis of our approach is the observation that if the class label of
an object a is given, then it is possible to infer that all objects that score
worse than a on all attributes cannot have a higher class label and that, on
the other hand, all those that score better than a on all attributes cannot
have a lower class label. Therefore, thanks to the monotonicity constraints,
we might be able to infer the labels of a substantial subset of the training
vectors from just a few well-chosen query points.

To show how monotonicity constraints can be exploited in active learn-
ing, let us consider the problem of ranking loan applicants based on their
disposable income and on the number of years they have worked with their
current employer. In this example, a monotonicity relation between the
descriptive attributes and the target is expected to hold. In particular, it
is reasonable to assume that the higher an applicant’s disposable income,
the lower the risk that they shall not be able to pay back the loan; likewise,
experience shows that, caeteris paribus, the more years an applicant has
been working for his or her current employer, the smaller their probability
of defaulting on a loan. Let us then consider the collection of unlabelled
examples given in table 5.1. If we know that applicant a2 has been accepted
by the loan officer, since a3 and a4 score not worse than a2 on both decision
criteria, it can be inferred that the loan officer shall also accept these other
applicants. Hence, there’s no point in querying the loan officer about them.
On the other hand, learning the loan officer’s opinion on a2 does not allow
to infer anything about a1 because the two points are incomparable: a2

scores better on income, but a1 scores better on years of employment.
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Applicant Disposable Income Years Employed

a1 3000 15
a2 3500 8
a3 5000 10
a4 4000 8
a5 3000 6

Table 5.1: Monotonicity constraints exploitation in active learning example. Un-
labelled loan applicant data.

In the following, we introduce two querying strategies which make ex-
plicit use of the monotonic constraints assumed to be present in the data.
We then present two new active learning algorithms for monotonic classifica-
tion named mal (Monotonic Active Learner) and nd-mal (Non-Deterministic
Monotonic Active Learner) designed to make use of the introduced heuris-
tics. Each algorithm operates in a different setting.

In order to be able to deal with the possibility of repeated occurrences of
the same feature vector with the same label, the pool of unlabelled vectors
U is assumed to be a multiset. Moreover, both the heuristics and the
algorithms have knowledge of the number of occurrences of each distinct
feature vector occurring in U and of the partial ordering on them.

Notation. We shall indicate the set of distinct feature vectors in U as UX .

5.2.1 Querying with Monotonicity Constraints

Notation. Given a feature vector x ∈ UX , we shall denote the size of ↓x
as d(x) and the size of ↑x as u(x).

Notation. Given a feature vector x ∈ UX , we shall denote the number of
lower sets of UX which include x as L(x) and the number of upper sets of
UX which include x as U(x).

In order to develop some intuition, let us begin by studying the special
case of a chain

x1 ≤ x2 . . . ≤ xn
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comprising n feature vectors, each having a binary class label y ∈ {1, 2}. In
general, if the oracle states that the label of the i−th element of the chain
is yi = 1, then it is possible to infer that yj = 1 for all j < i; similarly, from
knowing that yi = 2, it can be inferred that yj = 2 for all j > i.

Let us suppose that we query the oracle for the label of the smallest
element of the chain x1. If the result of the query is that y1 = 2, then it
can be inferred that the labels of all other elements of the chain is also 2;
on the other hand, if y1 turns out to be 1, then no inference can be made
about the labels of the other elements of the chain. It seems unlikely that
the label of x1 may be 2 because there is only one monotonic classification
such that y1 = 2; hence, the odds that this case occurs seem very small.

Let us make the ideas expressed above more precise. First of all, it
should be noted that the number of monotonic binary classifications of a
chain with n points is n + 1, since label 1 can be assigned to any initial
segment (including the empty one and the complete chain) and label 2 to
the remaining upper segment. Moreover, the number of monotonic classifi-
cations in which a point x is assigned label 1 is equal to the size of its upset
↑x, for assigning label 1 to the downset of each element of ↑x yields one
such monotonic classification. Likewise, the number of monotonic classifi-
cations which assign label 2 to a point x is equal to the size of its downset
↓x.

If we assume that the latent monotonic decision function being inferred
has been drawn at random from the set of all possible monotonic functions
on the chain, then

P (yi = 1) =
u(xi)

d(xi) + u(xi)
, P (yi = 2) =

d(xi)

d(xi) + u(xi)
.

If the label of the i−th element of the chain xi is 1, then it can be
inferred that the label of all the points comprising its downset also have
label 1; therefore, the number of labels which can be inferred is equal to
d(xi). This makes it possible to compute the expected number of labels
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N(xi) that can be inferred by querying xi as

E[N(xi)] = P (yi = 1)d(xi) + P (yi = 2)u(xi) (5.2.1)

=
u(xi)d(xi)

d(xi) + u(xi)
+

d(xi)u(xi)

d(xi) + u(xi)

Maximising it with respect to u(xi) and d(xi), we find that (5.2.1) is largest
when d(xi) = u(xi). As a consequence, the most informative feature vector
to query is the one in the middle of the chain.

The reader must have noted the similarity with the problem of searching
for an element in a sorted list: using the well-known binary search strategy,
all labels can be inferred by asking the oracle for the value of log2(n)+ 1 of
them.

The generalisation to arbitrary partial orders is conceptually straight-
forward. In order to obtain it, it should be noted that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between lower sets and monotonic binary classifications: as-
signing label 1 to all elements of the lower set and label 2 to its complement
upper set yields a monotonic classification, and, for any monotonic classifi-
cation, the set of points assigned label 1 is a lower set. Hence, the number
of monotonic classifications in which xi is assigned label 1 (respectively la-
bel 2) is equal to the number of lower sets (respectively upper sets) which
include xi. Therefore

P (yi = 1) =
L(xi)

L(xi) + U(xi)
, P (yi = 2) =

U(xi)

L(xi) + U(xi)
. (5.2.2)

It follows that filling probabilities (5.2.2) into equation (5.2.1) would
make it possible to determine the feature vector having the highest expected
number E[N(xi)] of inferred labels.

Unfortunately, as proved by Provan and Ball in [92], counting the num-
ber of lower sets of a partial order is a #P-complete problem. A problem is
#P-complete if and only if it is in #P, and all problems in #P are reducible
to it by a polynomial-time counting reduction. This class is harder than
NP-complete, and a polynomial-time solution to a #P-complete problem
would imply P=NP. Therefore, the choice of the point to query can only be
made heuristically. For the binary case, a reasonable heuristic in terms of
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computational cost consists of maximising the number of values which can
be inferred in the worst case, that is selecting the query point x∗ such that

x∗ = argmax
x∈UX

min{d(x), u(x)}. (5.2.3)

It should be noted that this heuristic selects the middle element of a chain.
In the non-binary case, selecting a feature vector to query becomes

slightly more complex and requires some extra notation.

Notation. Given a feature vector x ∈ UX , we shall denote the interval of
possible labels for an unlabelled instance x as [�x, hx].

Assuming we start with no labelled examples, initially it is

[�x, hx] = [1, k] ∀x ∈ UX .

As the oracle is queried, the bounds of the label intervals are adjusted based
on the monotonicity constraint in the following way: if the oracle returns
label y for query point x, then it can be inferred that

1. for all x′ ∈↓x : hx′ ← min(hx′ , y);
2. for all x′′ ∈↑x : �x′′ ← max(�x′′ , y).

Let N(x, y) denote the overall number of candidate labels which can be
scrapped for the feature vectors comprising U after learning from the oracle
that the label of x is y. It clearly is

N(x, y) =
∑
x′∈↓x

(hx′ − y)+ +
∑
x′′∈↑x

(y − �x′′)+,

where z+ = max(0, z). By maximising the worst case, we obtain the follow-
ing heuristic.

Definition 42 (Heuristic 1). Given a pool of unlabelled observations, query
the oracle for the label of

x∗ = argmax
x∈U

min
y∈[�x,hx]

{N(x, y)}. (5.2.4)
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To illustrate this heuristic, let us consider an unlabelled data set S com-
prising observations of the four, two-dimensional feature vectors described
in table 5.2. The feature space is ordered according to the product order in-
duced by the total order on the domain of each attribute (see equation 2.4.7),
which are both assumed to be the set of integers. The ordered set of possible
labels is Y = {1, 2, 3}

The distinct feature vectors comprising the data set are plotted in fig-
ure 5.2; by looking at the plot, it is clear that the data set contains an
incomparable pair, namely (x2,x3) (see definition 5).

Figure 5.3 depicts the graph of the partial order on SX ; since the number
of possible labels is 3, each point is initially labelled with the interval [1, 3].
In table 5.3 we indicate, for each feature vector, the overall number of
candidate labels which can be eliminated after observing each of the three
possible labels. Both x2 and x3 satisfy equation (5.2.4), so either can be
chosen. Let us suppose that x2 is selected and that the label that the oracle
returns for it is y2 = 2.

Figure 5.4 shows the new intervals after processing the first query. Ta-

x1 x2

x1 2 2
x2 4 6
x3 8 3
x4 12 10

Table 5.2: Heuristic 1 example. Distinct feature vectors.

y = 1 y = 2 y = 3 min

x1 2 5 8 2
x2 4 4 4 4
x3 4 4 4 4
x4 8 5 2 2

Table 5.3: Heuristic 1 example. Overall number of candidate labels which can be
eliminated for every feature vector after observing each of the possible labels.
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Figure 5.2: Heuristic 1 example. Plot of the distinct feature vectors.
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x3

x3

[1, 3]

[1, 3]

[1, 3]

[1, 3]

Figure 5.3: Heuristic 1 example. Order graph for the distinct feature vectors
labelled with the interval of possible labels.

ble 5.4 contains the updated information concerning the number of can-
didate labels which can be eliminated after observing each of the possible
labels; based on the information contained in the table, the second point
selected to query the oracle for is x3. If the oracle returns label y = 1 for
x3, then it is possible to infer that y = 1 and only the label of x4 remains
uncertain.

Another possible criterion consists of fitting a classification model to
examples which have been labelled at the current stage, either by querying
the oracle or by making inferences based on mononiticity, and then using
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x1

x2

x3

x3

[2, 2]

[1, 2]

[1, 3]

[2, 3]

Figure 5.4: Heuristic 1 example. Order graph for the distinct feature vectors
labelled with the interval of possible labels after observing y2 = 2.

y = 1 y = 2 y = 3 min

x1 1 2 - 1
x2 - 0 - 0
x3 3 2 3 2
x4 - 2 1 1

Table 5.4: Heuristic 1 example. Overall number of candidate labels which can be
eliminated for every feature vector after observing each of the three possible labels
after observing y2 = 2.

the learned model to estimate the posterior class probabilities P (y|xi) for
the remaining unlabelled data points. The selected query point shall be
the one which maximises the expected number of label inferences based on
these probability estimates.

Definition 43 (Heuristic 2). Given a pool of unlabelled observations, query
the oracle for the label of

x∗ = argmax
x∈U

∑
y∈[�x,hx]

P̂ (y|x)N(x, y). (5.2.5)

5.2.2 mal

The mal algorithm operates in the ideal situation in which the oracle an-
swers a query for the label a feature vector always returning the same label
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and in which the oracle is guaranteed to return labels so that monotonicity
is satisfied; in other words, when queried for the labels of two feature vectors
x and x′, the oracle assigns them the label y and y′ respectively so that

x ≤ x′ ⇒ y ≤ y′.

It follows that, in case of repeated occurrences of the same feature vector x
in U , the oracle needs only be queried once for it.

Our active learning algorithm for this setting is described in Algorithm 4:
given the multiset U of unlabelled feature vectors, mal returns a multiset
L of training examples labelled by querying the oracle at most max times
for the labels of points chosen according to a heuristic H. In line 3, the best
query point according to H is selected from UX . The label of the selected
point is then returned by the oracle, and the new labelled example is added
to the training set. In lines 7-11, the intervals of possible labels for the
feature vectors comprising ↓x∗ and ↑x∗ are updated based on the answer
provided by the oracle. Then, if the label of a point x ∈ UX is uniquely
determined, i.e. �x = hx = y, then n(x) examples (x, y) are added to L, and
x is removed from UX . The algorithm iterates until a maximum number of
iterations max has been performed or UX is empty.

5.2.3 nd-mal

The nd-mal algorithm operates in the situation where the monotonic re-
lation between the descriptive attributes and the class label is assumed to
be of a probabilistic nature: for a given feature vector x, the class label
y is distributed according to a probability distribution P (y|x), and, when
queried for the label of x, the oracle replies by producing a random draw
from P (y|x).

This second setting contemplates the possibility that the oracle may
make errors or, more generally, that the class label is not uniquely de-
termined by the chosen descriptive attributes. For example, heavy smok-
ers have indeed a higher probability of developing lung cancer than non-
smokers; nonetheless, not every smoker develops lung cancer, and some
non-smokers do develop lung cancer.
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Algorithm 4 L = MAL(U ,max)
1: L ← ∅
2: while max > 0 ∧ UX �= ∅ do
3: x∗ ← argmaxx∈UX H(x)
4: y∗ ← O(x∗)
5: LD ← LD ∪ {(x∗, y∗)}
6: GL ← GL ∪ {((x∗, y∗), n(x∗))}
7: UX ← UX \ {x∗}
8: for all x ∈↓x∗ do
9: hx ← min(hx, y

∗)
10: end for
11: for all x ∈↑x∗ do
12: �x ← max(�x, y

∗)
13: end for
14: for all x ∈ UX do
15: if �x = hx then
16: y ← �x
17: LD ← LD ∪ {(x, y)}
18: GL ← GL ∪ {((x, y), n(x))}
19: UX ← UX \ {x}
20: end if
21: end for
22: max ← max− 1
23: end while
24: return L

Similarly to the moca algorithm, we shall express the constraint that
Y is increasing in X in terms of the stochastic order constraint (3.2.3).

Because of the stochastic nature of the oracle, the set of examples con-
structed from its answers may contain monotonicity violations (see defini-
tion 23), which must be therefore repaired. In order to do so, we notice
that if the prediction error is measured by means of a convex loss function
(e.g. absolute error or squared error), then the Bayes allocation rule (21),
namely

f∗(x) = argmin
y′∈Y

∑
y∈Y

L(y, y′)P (y|x)

is monotonic when the stochastic order constraint is satisfied [72]. Hence,
it makes sense to relabel L by means of f∗.
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We estimate f∗ by using the relabelling algorithm proposed by Feelders
in [39], which is based on the empirical risk minimisation principle (see
definition 22) with the hypothesis space H equal to the class of monotonic
functions. In other words, the algorithm estimates f∗ as

f̂(x) = argmin
f∈H

N∑
i=1

L(yi, f(xi)). (5.2.6)

The relabelling algorithm runs in polynomial time, so this appears to be a
feasible tool to be used in this second setting.

After applying the relabelling algorithm to a set of labelled examples,
an interval [�x, hx] of optimal labels is determined for each feature vector x

occurring in the set. If �x = hx = y, then y is the label of x in every optimal
relabelling. Hence, a very conservative inference strategy is to consider the
collection of relabelled examples for which �x = hx.

Algorithm 5 outlines our algorithm for this second active learning set-
ting: given the multiset U of unlabelled feature vectors, nd-mal returns
a multiset L of training examples labelled by querying the oracle at most
max times for the labels of points chosen according to a heuristic H. Q

denotes the collection of examples that have been labelled by querying the
oracle, and QX the set of distinct feature vectors in Q.

For each x ∈ UX , nd-mal expects the oracle to return n(x) possibly
distinct labels for x. Every time the oracle is queried for the label of a
feature vector x∗, it replies with a label which is interpreted as a random
draw from the labels of the labelled observations of x∗ which have not been
used yet, that is from the examples which are not in Q yet.

In line 1 the first query point x∗ is chosen as the one which maximises
H over UX . After the oracle returns the label y∗ of x∗ (line 2), the la-
belled example (x∗, y∗) is added to Q (line 3), and the number of remaining
unlabelled occurrences of x∗ is decreased by one (line 4). If there are no
more labelled occurrences, then x∗ is removed from UX (line 5-7). The
next query vector x∗ chosen from Q is the vector which maximises the av-
erage of the values of the heuristic H corresponding to the minimal and
the maximal optimal relabelling of Q respectively (line 10); the alternative
of maximising the average over all optimal relabellings of Q is not viable
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because the number of optimal relabellings can grow exponentially in the
size of Q [39]. After the oracle returns the label y∗ of the chosen query
point x∗, the labelled example (x∗, y∗) is added to Q (lines 14 and 15). In
line 16, possible monotonicity violations in Q are resolved by applying the
relabelling algorithm by [39]. The algorithm returns, for each feature vector
x in Q, an interval [�x, ux] of optimal labels; assigning each x ∈ Q the label
�x produces the minimal optimal monotonic relabelling of Q, and assigning
ux produces the maximal optimal monotonic relabelling of Q. The number
of remaining unlabelled occurrences of x∗ is decreased by one; if there are no
more labelled occurrences of x∗, then x∗ is removed from UX (lines 17-20).
When the maximum number of queries has been performed or UX is empty,
for each queried vector x ∈ Q, the respective intervals of possible labels
for the vectors comprising ↓x and ↑x are updated based on monotonicity
constraints (lines 23-30). The algorithm then returns n(x) examples (x, y)

of a feature vector x such that �x = ux = y if

1. x ∈ QX , for x has label y in every optimal relabelling;
2. x ∈ UX , and its interval of possible labels has reduced to y because of

the monotonicity constraint.

Hence, the labelled data returned by the algorithm consists of the set of
examples which receive the same label in every optimal relabelling together
with the set of the points whose labels can be uniquely inferred from the
former.

5.3 Related Work

Torvik et al. [104] consider the problem of learning monotonic Boolean func-
tions

f : X → Y ,

which in our setting corresponds to the case that Xi = {0, 1} and Y = {0, 1}.
Loosely speaking, their objective is to determine for each x ∈ X the value
of f(x) by asking as few queries as possible. They propose an algorithm
which computes the minimum average number of queries, where the average
is taken over all monotonic Boolean functions on X . This algorithm is
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Algorithm 5 L = ND-MAL(U , max)
1: x∗ ← argmaxx∈UX H(x)
2: y∗ ← O(x∗)
3: Q ← {(x∗, y∗)}
4: n(x∗) ← n(x∗)− 1
5: if n(x∗) = 0 then
6: UX ← UX \ {x∗}
7: end if
8: while max > 0 ∧ UX �= ∅ do
9: for all x ∈ UX do

10: H�(x) ← heuristics value for x corresponding to the minimal optimal
relabelling of Q

11: Hu(x) ← heuristics value for x corresponding to the maximal optimal
relabelling of Q

12: end for
13: x∗ ← argmaxx∈UX (H�(x) +Hu(x))/2
14: y∗ ← O(x∗)
15: Q ← Q ∪ {(x∗, y∗)}
16: Relabel(Q)
17: n(x∗) ← n(x∗)− 1
18: if n(x∗) = 0 then
19: UX ← UX \ {x∗}
20: end if
21: max ← max− 1
22: end while
23: for all x ∈ QX do
24: for all x′ ∈↓x do
25: hx′ ← min(hx′ , y)
26: end for
27: for all x′ ∈↑x do
28: �x′ ← max(�x′ , y)
29: end for
30: end for
31: L ← ∅
32: for all x ∈ UX ∪QX do
33: if �x = hx then
34: y ← �x
35: LD ← LD ∪ {(x, y)}
36: GL ← GL ∪ {((x, y), n(x))}
37: end if
38: end for
39: return L
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intractable for p > 5; nonetheless, based on the optimal solutions found for
p ≤ 5, the authors develop a heuristic which proves to be rather effective.
Their proposed heuristic, which is based on the observation that in a chain
poset, it is optimal to query the middle element, whereas in a sawtooth
poset it is optimal to query an endpoint, corresponds to querying the oracle
for the label of a vector x∗ such that

x∗ = argmin
x∈X

|u(x)− d(x)|. (5.3.1)

The authors show that heuristic (5.3.1) produces optimal results for p ≤ 4

and compares favourably to other heuristics for p > 4.

It should be noted, though, that there are several important differences
between our problem setting and that addressed by Torvik et al. Firstly,
we are not allowed to query the oracle for any arbitrary x ∈ X but only
for x ∈ SX ; moreover, SX usually is only a small subset of X . Secondly,
the objective of Torvik et al. is to determine f(x) for all x ∈ X , either by
querying the oracle or by making inferences from labelled points. In our
setting this is not possible; instead, we want to construct a good training
sample by asking as few queries as possible. A third important difference
is that we do not restrict ourselves to binary attributes and class labels.
Instead, in our setting attributes can be numeric or discrete with ordered
values; moreover, class labels are allowed to be non-binary as long as their
values are ordered.

We pointed out in section 5.2.1 the equivalence of learning a determin-
istic binary monotonic function on a chain, and the problem of searching
an element in a sorted list. Work has been done on searching elements in
partially-ordered lists as well ( [22, 78]), and it stands to reason that this
problem is strongly related to learning a binary monotonic function on a
partial order in the deterministic setting.

Carmo et al. [22] define an optimal search strategy as one where the
longest search is as short as possible and prove that in general determining
such a strategy is NP -hard. Nevertheless, they show that there are efficient
approximation algorithms under the random graph model and the uniform
model. It would be interesting to be able to apply this work to learning non-
binary monotonic functions, for example by decomposing it into a collection
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of binary problems. The following differences, though, need be taken into
account:

1. Due to the nature of the problem, the work concerned with searching
in partial orders only considers the deterministic setting.

2. The mapping of our problem to the problem of search only applies to
the case of binary classification.

3. The work concerned with search focuses on finding algorithms with
the best worst case complexity. Translated to the problem of learning
a binary monotonic classification, this amounts to developing query
strategies which minimise the number of queries that have to be asked
in the worst case to infer the complete function. In the context of
active learning, it is not so obvious that this should be a good criterion.

5.4 Experiments

To determine the quality our approach, we used the training data sets re-
turned by the algorithms we proposed, each implemented with the proposed
heuristics, to fit a classification model and then estimated the error rate of
each learned model on a test sample. It should be noted that we do not
enforce the monotonicity constraint on the trained models because we are
interested in using monotonicity to infer the labels of data points as a way of
augmenting the training sample; the fitted models are merely instrumental
in determining the relative quality of the training samples inferred by using
the proposed heuristics. We performed our evaluation on both artificial and
real data sets.

Both algorithms were implemented employing Heuristic 1 (see defini-
tion 42) and Heuristic 2 (see definition 43). As for the latter, the posterior
class probabilities P̂ (y|xi) were estimated by using the weighted kNN prob-
ability estimation strategy discussed in section 3.6 with k = 5; since to
compute the kNN estimates at least 5 labelled data points are needed, until
that number was reached, Heuristic 1 was used instead.

Each data set, whether real or artificial, was partitioned into two parts.
The first part was used as the knowledge that the oracle used to answer the
queries of both algorithms. Each learned data set was then used to perform
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weighted kNN classification of the second part of the original data set, with
k = 5 (see section 3.6 for details); the classification took place only if the
learned data set contained labelled instances of at least 5 distinct feature
vectors. We repeated this 20 times and compared all the variants in terms
of the average mean absolute error registered over the repetitions performed
by the weighted kNN classifier.

The 20 experimental rounds on each data set were repeated three times,
each time setting the maximum number of iterations max for each algorithm
equal to 5, 10, and 20 per cent of the number of the individuals selected for
active learning respectively.

For each algorithm, we used as baselines the average mean absolute error
attained by

1. a kNN classifier based on the whole of the labelled observations set
aside for active learning;

2. the algorithm itself with the heuristic choice of the next individual
to query the oracle about replaced with random picking, with and
without the interval of allowed labels updated based on monotonicity.

5.4.1 Artificial Data

We generated data from two monotonic non-linear models with two-dimen-
sional feature vectors x = (x1, x2), the first having three class labels and
the second having two. The class boundaries of both models are depicted in
figure 5.7; for example, in the first model if x1 > 0.4 and x2 > 0.4, then the
observation is assigned to class 3. To evaluate nd-mal, we used the same
data sets, perturbing them by adding a noise level of 0.1, which indicates
that an observation from class 1 is flipped to class 2 with probability 0.05

and flipped to class 3 with probability 0.05 as well.
Moreover, it stands to reason that the impact of the monotonicity con-

straint depends on the shape of the partial order: if all attribute vectors are
incomparable to each other, then the constraint brings no benefits because
any label assignment is vacuously monotonic; on the other hand, if the train-
ing vectors form a chain, then we profit maximally from the monotonicity
constraint. To verify this hypothesis, we generated different versions of the
data sets each with a different degree of comparability among feature vec-
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tors. We did so by sampling the two descriptive attributes from the uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 1] with different degrees of correlation: if the
attributes are positively correlated, then there tend to be more compara-
ble pairs than if they are not correlated, while there tend to be even fewer
comparable pairs if there is a negative correlation. This phenomenon can
be visualised easily: if the descriptive attributes are positively correlated,
then feature vectors tend to cluster around a line with positive slope (see
figure 5.5), which leads to a relatively high proportion of comparable pairs;
on the other hand, in case of negative correlation, feature vectors tend to
cluster around a line with negative slope (see figure 5.6), which leads to a
relatively small proportion of comparable pairs.

For each of the 20 repetitions performed, from each of the two monotonic
models considered we drew a random sample of 300 observations to use for
active learning and another sample of size 1000 for testing.

The results for mal (i.e. the deterministic case) are illustrated in ta-
bles 5.5 and 5.6. It is interesting to note how the correlation between the
descriptive attributes and, hence, the number of comparable pairs, influ-
ences the results. If we consider the results for the data set with three class
labels where we query 5% of the points, the trend is clear: higher correlation
(namely, more comparable pairs) translates into better performance. For
example, for ρ = −0.9, the lowest error was 0.2362, whereas the error using
the complete training set was 0.0592. For ρ = 0.9, on the other hand, the
best active learning result was 0.0597 versus 0.0368 when the whole training
set was used. The effect of correlation becomes less relevant as the percent-
age of points queried becomes bigger, for the average error goes down for all
active learning variants. With a few exceptions, both heuristics registered
better performance than random querying with monotonicity inference on
larger training samples. Random querying without monotonicity inference
was clearly worse than all other options, as was expected. It should be
noted that in some cases the number of points queried is smaller than the
size of the part of the training set used because the algorithm simply ran
out of unlabelled attribute vectors before the limit was reached.

The results for the data set with two class labels paint a similar picture,
although the influence of correlation on performance is in this case rather
small. On the other hand, the effect is still easily seen in the size of the
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Figure 5.5: Artificial data used to test the active learning algorithms having strong
positive correlation (ρ = 0.9). There are long chains from the bottom left to the
top right corner. Of all pairs, 85% are comparable.

Figure 5.6: Artificial data used to test the active learning algorithms having strong
positive correlation (ρ = −0.9). There are no long chains from the bottom left to
the top right corner. Only 13% of the pairs are comparable.
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Figure 5.7: Class boundaries of the two monotonic non-linear models from which
the artificial data used to test the active learning algorithms was generated. Both
models have two-dimensional feature vectors x = (x1, x2); the first has three class
labels, and the second has two.

training sample. For example, for ρ = −0.9 and 5%, Heuristic 1 allowed to
obtain a training set of size 173.05 on average; for ρ = 0.9, the average size
was 293.

For both data sets, when querying 20% of the points, the error attained is
equal or slightly larger than when using the whole of the points. Surprisingly
enough, in three-label data sets, for ρ = 0 the active learning actually leads
to better performance than using the whole data set.

The results for nd-mal (i.e. the non-deterministic case) are shown in
table 5.7 and 5.8. Also in this case it is clear that higher correlation
corresponds to better performance. For the data set with three class labels,
for ρ = −0.9 and using 5% of the training data for active learning, Heuristic
2 performed best, for it attained an average error of 0.4853 against 0.3317
when the whole training set is used; on the other hand, for ρ = 0.9 and
using 5% of the data, Heuristic 1 provided the best performance, for it
allowed the algorithm to attain an average error of 0.3767 against 0.3297
when the whole training set is used. Similarly, for the data set with two class
labels, for ρ = −0.9 and using 5% of the training data, Heuristic 2 was the
best performing one as it attained an average error of 0.4114 against 0.2879
when the whole training set was used. For ρ = 0.9 and using 5% of the
training data, random querying with monotonicity inference gives the best
performance, attaining an average error of 0.2918, against 0.2618 when the
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Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size

Correlation = −0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0592
Random pick (no Monotonicity) 0.4099 0.2091 0.1433 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2362 0.1210 0.0709 " " " 95.75 159.10 243.30
Heuristic 1 0.2641 0.1047 0.0636 " " " 105.70 164.90 239.15
Heuristic 2 0.3160 0.0880 0.0595 " " 59.5 100.65 214.05 285.50

Correlation = −0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0608
Random pick (no Monotonicity) 0.4266 0.2620 0.1507 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2087 0.1094 0.0665 " " 59.80 126.65 205.70 276.95
Heuristic 1 0.1826 0.0910 0.0661 " " 60 159.75 225.75 281.80
Heuristic 2 0.2915 0.1238 0.0630 " " 59.55 124.95 207.75 291.35

Correlation = 0 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0603
Random pick (no Monotonicity) 0.3888 0.2449 0.1547 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2167 0.1097 0.0601 " " 59.2 158.45 229.25 291.05
Heuristic 1 0.1354 0.0773 0.0628 " " 59.8 196.35 252.90 293.70
Heuristic 2 0.2252 0.0987 0.0602 " " 58.3 166.30 240.35 294.50

Correlation = 0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0503
Random pick (no Monotonicity) 0.3392 0.2257 0.1303 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.1677 0.0863 0.0519 " " 57.30 183.35 243.25 295.30
Heuristic 1 0.1216 0.0682 0.0504 " " 54.65 223.80 269.75 299.60
Heuristic 2 0.1628 0.0866 0.0506 " " 57.05 193.30 256.15 298.85

Correlation = 0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0368
Random pick (no Monotonicity) 0.2017 0.1027 0.0824 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0851 0.0502 0.0372 " " 47.75 206.05 271.50 299.55
Heuristic 1 0.0597 0.0447 0.0368 " " 42.85 258.55 285.85 300
Heuristic 2 0.0800 0.0464 0.0368 " " 44.50 241.85 283.45 300

Table 5.5: Experimental results of MAL on the artificial data set with three labels
without noise. Lowest mean absolute error is shown in boldface, and mean absolute
errors for an actively-learned data set smaller than or equal to that of the whole
data set are shown in italics.

whole training set is used. Unlike in the deterministic case, though, the two
heuristics introduced registered worse performance than random querying
with monotonicity inference on larger training samples; when using 20% of
the labelled data, random querying with monotonicity inference generally
has better performance than the other options, with an average error very
close to that of the classifier trained on the whole training data set.

5.4.2 Real Data

We performed tests on the following real-world data sets (see Appendix A
for more details on them):

• Auto MPG
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Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size

Correlation = −0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0327
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2363 0.1121 0.0766 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0844 0.0391 0.0332 " " 59.15 159.90 234.35 293.20
Heuristic 1 0.0545 0.0388 0.0332 " " 60 173.05 231.65 281.30
Heuristic 2 0.1308 0.03370.0327 " " 47.65 192.65 278.95 299.90

Correlation = −0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0359
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2897 0.1676 0.1051 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0761 0.0449 0.0357 " " 46.25 204.50 269.10 299.25
Heuristic 1 0.0590 0.0369 0.0359 " " 49.15 232.15 277.70 300
Heuristic 2 0.1585 0.0390 0.0359 " " 44.45 189.55 279.35 300

Correlation = 0 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0344
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2508 0.1638 0.0884 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0710 0.0384 0.0344 " 29.90 42.10 238.75 284.90 300
Heuristic 1 0.0505 0.0358 0.0344 " 30 38.85 262.65 290.05 300
Heuristic 2 0.0810 0.03510.0344 29.95 38.80 " 238.20 289.15 300

Correlation = 0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0277
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.1731 0.1208 0.0658 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0606 0.0310 0.0277 " 28.10 34.10 255.70 294.25 300
Heuristic 1 0.0410 0.02810.0277 " 28.30 28.90 282.05 299.40 300
Heuristic 2 0.0659 0.0297 0.0277 " 29.75 35.75 262.30 293.50 300

Correlation = 0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.0186
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.1085 0.0518 0.0407 15 30 60 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.0283 0.0197 0.0186 " 25.45 23.60 280.50 298.95 300
Heuristic 1 0.02140.0186 0.0186 " 21.65 21.65 293 300 300
Heuristic 2 0.0255 0.0186 0.0186 " 23.75 23.75 289.80 300 300

Table 5.6: Experimental results of MAL on the artificial data set with two labels
without noise. Lowest mean absolute error is shown in boldface, and mean absolute
errors for an actively-learned data set smaller than or equal to that of the whole
data set are shown in italics.

• Computer Hardware
• ESL
• Haberman’s Survival
• KC4
• Ohsumed
• Pima Indians
• Windsor Housing
• Wisconsin Breast Cancer

The numeric target attribute of the Auto MPG, Boston Housing, Com-
puter Hardware, and Windsor Housing data sets were discretised into four
labels using equal-frequency binning. Moreover, we did not use the whole of
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Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size

Correlation = −0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3317
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.6162 0.4849 0.4079 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.5845 0.4582 0.3678 16 31 61 83.80 129.05 169.85
Heuristic 1 0.5697 0.5136 0.4455 " " " 112.50 169.15 233.35
Heuristic 2 0.4853 0.4018 0.3711 " " " 141.90 232.15 276

Correlation = −0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3425
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.6157 0.5015 0.4207 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.5851 0.4683 0.3679 16 31 61 108.95 164.60 206.75
Heuristic 1 0.5235 0.4444 0.4272 " " " 170.55 224.50 254
Heuristic 2 0.4851 0.4149 0.4029 " " " 189.05 262.45 282.05

Correlation = 0 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3559
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.6427 0.5081 0.4345 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.5376 0.4617 0.3890 16 31 61 108.60 167.95 219.95
Heuristic 1 0.4622 0.4180 0.3964 " " " 195.10 250.60 263
Heuristic 2 0.4825 0.4343 0.4094 " " " 198 265.35 283.85

Correlation = 0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3529
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.5460 0.4750 0.4204 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.4988 0.4368 0.3713 16 31 61 141.80 188 228.75
Heuristic 1 0.4125 0.3784 0.3735 " " " 231.05 268.90 270.75
Heuristic 2 0.4213 0.3900 0.3851 " " " 236.10 275.45 286.40

Correlation = 0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3297
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.4672 0.4069 0.3723 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.4107 0.3792 0.3434 16 31 61 180.80 223.95 246.50
Heuristic 1 0.3767 0.3666 0.3508 " " " 264.15 274.30 279.40
Heuristic 2 0.3799 0.3675 0.3542 " " " 265.30 289.80 281.55

Table 5.7: Experimental results of ND-MAL on the artificial data set having three
labels with added noise. Lowest mean absolute error is shown in boldface.

the Ohsumed data but only the data for query 3 the descriptive attributes
1 and 16.

For each data set, we randomly drew 20 samples consisting of 70 per
cent of the observations. Each experimental round consisted of applying our
algorithms, which were implemented with Heuristic 1, Heuristic 2, random
pick with and without monotonicity, to the drawn samples using 5%, 10%,
and 20% of the data respectively. Each actively-learned data set and the
whole of the sample were then used to perform kNN classification of the
remaining 30% of the observations.

To make sure that the oracles used by the MAL algorithm be monotonic,
we relabelled each original data set by using the algorithm presented by
Feelders in [39] so that mean squared error was minimised. The choice of
the mean squared error was purely arbitrary, for our only goal was to relabel
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Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size

Correlation = −0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2879
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.4378 0.3588 0.3233 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.4537 0.3583 0.3081 16 31 61 76.90 124.90
Heuristic 1 0.5384 0.4619 0.4160 " " " 83.65 151.60 231.70
Heuristic 2 0.4114 0.3434 0.3327 " " " 160.30 255.15 276.70

Correlation = −0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2914
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.4695 0.3806 0.3480 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.4692 0.3942 0.3161 16 31 61 114.35 157.55 216.25
Heuristic 1 0.4953 0.4469 0.4173 " " " 147.25 219.80 259.95
Heuristic 2 0.4553 0.3976 0.3908 " " " 209.70 275.35 284.30

Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size
Correlation = 0 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2944
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.4443 0.3681 0.3459 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.3933 0.3547 0.3084 16 31 61 134.75 170.30 233.75
Heuristic 1 0.4757 0.4443 0.4274 " " " 190.75 249.45 265.60
Heuristic 2 0.4727 0.4305 0.3996 " " " 218.40 278.40 288.55

Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size
Correlation = 0.5 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2874
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.3793 0.3474 0.3077 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.3404 0.3204 0.2954 16 31 61 152.60 219.15 248.25
Heuristic 1 0.4302 0.4058 0.3958 " " " 219.90 269.15 262.40
Heuristic 2 0.4205 0.4007 0.3924 " " " 249.75 289.75 291.35

Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size
Correlation = 0.9 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2618
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.3416 0.2996 0.2784 30 60 120 15 30 60
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2918 0.2790 0.2619 16 31 61 225.50 250.60 265.40
Heuristic 1 0.4035 0.3723 0.3681 " " " 270.70 272.20 284.30
Heuristic 2 0.3937 0.3893 0.3724 " " " 283.75 292.70 292.85

Table 5.8: Experimental results of ND-MAL on the artificial data set having two
labels with added noise. Lowest mean absolute error is shown in boldface.

the data sets in order to make them monotonic. Other loss functions such
as mean absolute error might as well have been used. For example, to make
the KC4 data set monotonic, 10 points were relabelled, with a total squared
error of 13 (see table 5.9).

Change -2 -1 0 1

Frequency 1 5 115 4

Table 5.9: Tests of the active learning algorithms on real data. Detailed relabelling
results of the KC4 data set.
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The results for mal on the relabelled data sets are displayed in ta-
ble 5.10. Firstly it should be noted that using the monotonicity constraint
to infer new labels almost invariably results in a lower mean absolute error.
Comparing the three implementations of the algorithm which use mono-
tonicity inference, the implementations based on Heuristic 1 and Heuristic
2 usually lead to better results than querying points at random. The sin-
gle, slight exception to this is represented by the Haberman’s Survival data
set when querying 20% of the data. In that case, the error attained by
using the complete training set is only 0.1000, and the random pick with-
out monotonicity inference has an error of 0.0973. Nonetheless, all other
variants have slightly higher error; in particular, Heuristic 2 registered an
error equal to 0.1000. In general, the models trained on the whole of each
relabelled data set attained lower error, although sometimes the difference
compared to using active learning is rather small, namely with Auto MPG
at 20%, Haberman’s Survival at 20%, and Windsor Housing at 20%. In the
case of three relabelled data sets, namely Haberman’s Survival, Pima Indi-
ans, and Wisconsin Breast Cancer, active learning actually lead to better
performance than using the whole relabelled data set. It is hard to find
a satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon. The expectation was also
that on data sets with many class labels the results of active learning would
be worse, since in that case it is harder to infer labels of attribute vectors.
This intuition was confirmed by the results of our experiments: mal’s per-
formance on ESL (9 labels) was relatively bad, whereas its performance on
binary classification data sets was rather satisfactory. It can also noticed
that on a data set with many comparable pairs such as Auto MPG mal

is able to infer plenty of labels: Heuristic 1 allowed the algorithm to infer
a labelled data set with on average 171.55 data points when using 5% of
the data set by querying just 14 attribute vectors. On the other hand, on
data sets such as Wisconsin Breast Cancer which have very few comparable
pairs, the algorithm was able to infer hardly any training points.

Finally, the results for nd-mal on the original real data sets are shown
in table 5.11. On the whole, the results are aligned with those of the
other cases, but of course the results are worse than for the determinis-
tic case. Nevertheless, using monotonicity inference almost always pays
off, the Ohsumed data set being the only exception. Again, we note that
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Heuristic 1 and Heuristic 2 almost invariably allow to infer a larger training
set compared to random querying with monotonicity inference.

5.5 Conclusion

We introduced monotonicity constraints into active learning for supervised
classification by proposing algorithms selecting instances to query the oracle
which maximise the number of labels that can be inferred based on mono-
tonicity. When the oracle is ensured to return monotonicity-preserving an-
swers and in the presence of many comparable pairs, experiments show that
active learning can drastically reduce the number queries necessary to infer
a labelled data set capable of ensuring high levels of predictive accuracy;
this is especially true when the number of class labels is not too large.

In order to deal with the realistic scenario in which the oracle does not
always return monotonic labels, we have proposed an algorithm based on
relabelling the set of queried points to make it monotonic while minimising
absolute error. Only the attribute vectors whose label is uniquely deter-
mined after relabelling and vectors whose label can be inferred from them
are included in the learned training sample.

Also the experiments we performed to test our second algorithm gave
promising results; on the other hand, we think there is room for improve-
ment. Firstly, as the number of class labels k increases, it becomes more
and more difficult to infer unique class labels from points that the oracle
has been queried for; consequently, the training set returned is likely to
be relatively small. As there are expected to be several points whose set
of possible labels is reduced considerably by means of monotonicity-based
inference, by only considering points whose label has been uniquely deter-
mined in the training set the algorithm might end discarding potentially
valuable information. Therefore, one possibility to improve the algorithm’s
performance could consist of exploiting this partial label information by
also including into the inferred training sample examples corresponding to
data points whose label has not been uniquely determined. Secondly, the
model-based inference used in one of the many active learning approaches
described in [97] could be used to complement the monotonicity-based in-
ference the algorithm is based on.
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Mean Absolute Error Learned Data Set Size

Auto MPG 5% 10% 20% 5% (14) 10% (27.9) 20% (54.9)
Whole Data Set (275) 0.0889
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.3235 0.1496 0.1017 14.10 28.05 55.45
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.1637 0.1073 0.0957 122.65 177.20 238.95
Heuristic 1 0.1098 0.0991 0.0932 171.55 217.30 254.95
Heuristic 2 0.1368 0.0966 0.0897 143.65 216.30 259.15

Computer Hardware 5% 10% 20% 5% (7) 10% (14) 20% (27.7)
Whole Data Set (147) 0.2718
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.8048 0.6097 0.4387 7.55 15 30.15
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.6621 0.4573 0.3726 19.10 37.50 59.20
Heuristic 1 0.4419 0.3306 0.3242 31.90 45 72.50
Heuristic 2 0.4911 0.3742 0.3323 23.20 36.85 61.65

ESL 5% 10% 20% 5% (8.85) 10% (16.95)20% (33.35)
Whole Data Set (342) 0.1640
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.9493 0.6384 0.4445 17.15 34.55 69.60
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.9007 0.5966 0.4089 22.60 48.25 112.95
Heuristic 1 0.5685 0.4658 0.3349 51.55 97.65 172.95
Heuristic 2 0.5870 0.4271 0.3158 46.45 65.95 144.55

Haberman’s Survival 5% 10% 20% 5% (10.9) 10% (20.9) 20% (41.20)
Whole Data Set (215) 0.1000
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.1593 0.1571 0.1154 11.50 21.80 43.50
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.1203 0.1077 0.0973 119.30 162.55 205.40
Heuristic 1 0.1088 0.0995 0.1016 145.45 176.70 201.25
Heuristic 2 0.1060 0.1027 0.1000 147.20 181.75 210.85

KC4 5% 10% 20% 5% (5) 10% (9) 20% (17)
Whole Data Set (88) 0.4892
Random pick (No Monotonicity) NA 0.7297 0.6662 5.45 9.50 17.85
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.7127 0.7027 0.6297 9.65 14.35 25.80
Heuristic 1 0.7311 0.7284 0.7284 13.25 17.45 26.05
Heuristic 2 0.7824 0.6581 0.5838 13.20 20.05 30.65

Ohsumed 5% 10% 20% 5% (3) 10% (5.15) 20% (10.1)
Whole Data Set (165) 0.0450
Random pick (No Monotonicity) NA 0.1333 0.1650 9.45 16 34.65
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.1624 0.1014 0.0600 75.60 123.15 148.85
Heuristic 1 0.0721 0.0643 0.0493 137.25 146.90 162.35
Heuristic 2 0.1886 0.0993 0.0507 105.80 125.20 153.35

Pima Indians 5% 10% 20% 5% (27) 10% (54) 20% (108)
Whole Data Set (538) 0.2085
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2470 0.2530 0.2165 27 54 108
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.2343 0.2215 0.2133 123.85 186.50 283.35
Heuristic 1 0.2283 0.2209 0.1970 154.15 197.25 261.85
Heuristic 2 0.2239 0.2185 0.2063 176.95 244.35 337.80

Windsor Housing 5% 10% 20% 5% (19) 10% (38) 20% (75.45)
Whole Data Set (383) 0.3334
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.6307 0.5025 0.4337 19.45 38.20 77.70
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.5724 0.4577 0.3969 54.95 97.85 166.60
Heuristic 1 0.4926 0.4037 0.3715 83.60 133.25 198
Heuristic 2 0.5000 0.4227 0.3626 57.90 104.10 176.25

Wisconsin Breast Cancer 5% 10% 20% 5% (7) 10% (14) 20% (28)
Whole Data Set (136) 0.2414
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2621 0.2448 0.2397 7 14 28
Random pick (With Monotonicity) 0.2853 0.2655 0.2422 8.45 17.55 33.7
Heuristic 1 0.2957 0.2638 0.2397 7 14 28
Heuristic 2 0.2957 0.2422 0.2509 7 24.85 42.2

Table 5.10: Experimental results of MAL on the relabelled real data sets. Low-
est mean absolute error is shown in boldface, and mean absolute errors for an
actively-learned data set smaller than or equal to that of the whole data set are
shown in italics. The impossibility to perform kNN classification due to the lack
of enough observations in the actively-learned data set is indicated as NA. The
average number of queries performed is indicated in brackets.
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Mean Absolute Error Queries Performed Learned Data Set Size

Auto MPG 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2355
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.5145 0.3620 0.3004 14 28 55 14 28 55
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.4303 0.4094 0.3026 " " " 52.60 83 119.65
Heuristic 1 0.3962 0.3350 0.2927 " " " 80.25 121.85 160.25
Heuristic 2 0.4239 0.3838 0.3274 " " " 71.35 88 126.95

Computer Hardware 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3798
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.8798 0.6790 0.5323 7 14.05 27.80 7.60 15.35 30
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.8285 0.6629 0.4968 " " " 26 38.80 58.50
Heuristic 1 0.5702 0.4944 0.4685 " " " 39.95 59.25 83.05
Heuristic 2 0.5702 0.4992 0.4774 " " " " 56.15 81.20

ESL 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.3452
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 1.0062 0.7342 0.6099 8.9 16.75 31.90 16.40 31.85 63.40
Random pick (Monotonicity) 1.1175 0.7161 0.6038 8.8 16.85 31.75 26.15 65.05 110.10
Heuristic 1 0.8295 0.6024 0.4918 8.9 17.05 33.35 54.40 102.65 184.55
Heuristic 2 0.6932 0.6257 0.5116 " " " 61 107.90 177.25

Haberman’s Survival 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2808
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.2923 0.2989 0.2885 10.8 21 40.65 11.50 21.95 43.25
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2918 0.2874 0.2527 " " 40.75 103.40 132.50 157.15
Heuristic 1 0.2725 0.2648 0.2648 " " " 137.15 170.80 186.25
Heuristic 2 0.2676 0.2484 0.2357 " " 40.80 144.55 191.95 204.20

KC4 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.7419
Random pick (No Monotonicity) NA 0.7716 0.7365 5 9 17 5.2 9.35 17.65
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.7405 0.7162 0.7284 " 8.95 16.90 8.40 15.70 26.65
Heuristic 1 0.7959 0.7608 0.7676 " 9 17.05 14.80 17.80 20.25
Heuristic 2 0.7959 0.7608 0.7878 " 9 " " " 28

Ohsumed 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.6743
Random pick (No Monotonicity) NA 0.6214 0.7014 2.95 5.10 9.50 13 18.60 28.80
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.8107 0.7960 0.7343 3 5.05 9.30 73.10 61.55 100
Heuristic 1 0.7979 0.8736 0.8121 " 5.20 8.90 69.40 116.80 136.65
Heuristic 2 0.7827 0.8621 0.7586 " " 8.75 71.05 108.50 131.95

Pima Indians 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2630
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.3115 0.2946 0.2822 27 54 108 27 54 108
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2880 0.2778 0.2735 " " " 131.30 187.15 256.45
Heuristic 1 0.2848 0.2793 0.2761 " " " 155.90 195.75 248.55
Heuristic 2 0.2989 0.2807 0.2678 " " " 250.15 323.05 361.10

Windsor Housing 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.6123
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.7847 0.7003 0.6871 19 37.95 75.20 19.35 39.10 77.15
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.7417 0.6844 0.6227 " 37.90 " 69.25 114.05 158.85
Heuristic 1 0.7319 0.6831 0.6635 " 37.95 75.05 138.70 182.85 240.10
Heuristic 2 0.7552 0.6874 0.6304 " " 75.25 124.85 154.75 228.10

Wisconsin Breast Cancer 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
Whole Data Set 0.2448
Random pick (No Monotonicity) 0.3224 0.2759 0.2853 7 14 28 7 14 28
Random pick (Monotonicity) 0.2466 0.2440 0.2681 " " " 9.65 18.05 33.05
Heuristic 1 0.2259 0.2457 0.2974 " " " 7 14 28.75
Heuristic 2 0.2259 0.2560 0.2681 " " " " 25.05 39.70

Table 5.11: Experimental results of ND-MAL on the original real data sets. Low-
est mean absolute error is shown in boldface, and mean absolute errors for an
actively-learned data set smaller than or equal to that of the whole data set are
shown in italics. The impossibility to perform kNN classification due to the lack
of enough observations in the actively-learned data set is indicated as NA. The
average number of queries performed is indicated in brackets.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have presented pattern recognition algorithms tackling
three different data mining problems by making use of or enforcing the
monotonicity of the functional relation between the input and output spaces:

• We have presented moca, a new non-parametric monotonic classi-
fication algorithm which attempts to minimise the mean absolute
prediction error for classification problems with ordered class labels.
We have shown that moca minimises the L1 error on the training
sample subject to monotonicity constraints. Through experiments on
artificial and real-world data sets, we have shown that it compares
favourably to osdl, a similar classification algorithm also intended
for monotonic classification problems. Since the maximum-likelihood
(ML) estimates of the posterior class probabilities used by moca and
osdl are typically based on very few observations, we conjectured
that they both have a tendency to overfit on the training sample.
We thought that a point of possible improvement would be obtained
be considering an alternative to the ML estimates; therefore, we pro-
posed a weighted k nearest neighbour (wkNN) approach to estimating
the probabilities the algorithms use and then ran a second set of ex-
periments to measure the improvements brought by using the wkNN
estimates. Results showed that smoothing is beneficial for osdl as
its predictive performance was significantly better on a number of
data sets and almost never worse; the adoption of the “balanced” and
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“double balanced” versions of osdl do not seem to lead to an im-
provement over the constant interpolation version on the data sets
considered during the experiments. As for moca, smoothing seems
to have a much more reduced effect; this is probably due to the fact
that the isotonic regression already smooths the basic estimates by
averaging them in case of order reversals. Hence, moca is already
rather competitive when using wkNN probability estimates for k = 1,
that is when using ML estimates of the posterior class probabilities.
There are two interesting problems concerning moca which in our
view are worth investigating in future research. We have only looked
at the L1 loss function, but this is certainly not the only appropriate
loss function for ordinal classification problems; hence, it would be
interesting to try to derive similar results for more general classes
of loss functions. Another important issue is finding ways to reduce
moca’s execution time; one possibility might be represented by using
the O(n2) approximate solution of the isotonic regression problem
presented by Burdakov et al. in [20].

• We have then presented mira, a monotonic instance ranking algo-
rithm. mira extends our work on non-parametric monotonic classifi-
cation to ranking problems and builds on the best-performing decom-
position and aggregation scheme among those proposed by Fürnkranz
et al. in [51]. By performing experiments on real data, we showed
that mira’s predictive accuracy measured by means of the concor-
dance index is comparable to that of the algorithm by Fürnkranz et
al. Moreover, experiments performed on an artificial data set showed
that mira can outperform the linear model the other algorithm is
based on if class boundaries are monotonic and non-linear. More im-
portantly, mira is guaranteed to produce a monotonic ranking func-
tion. Monotonicity is desired or even required for many applications,
so this algorithm represents a valuable addition to existing ranking al-
gorithms. One issue for future research is determining whether mira’s
predictive accuracy can be further improved by using a different esti-
mator capable of attaining higher concordance index values. We tried
to do so by using the weighted kNN estimator introduced by Barile
and Feelders in [11] without obtaining any improvements. Another
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way to improve the performance of the algorithm to investigate is the
adoption of different aggregation schemes.

• Finally, we have introduced active learning algorithms for supervised
classification which, in the presence of monotonicity constraints, select
the feature vectors to query the oracle for in order to maximise the
number of labels that can be inferred based on monotonicity. When
the oracle is ensured to return monotonicity-preserving answers and
in the presence of many comparable pairs, experiments showed that
active learning can drastically reduce the number of queries necessary
to infer a labelled data set capable of ensuring high levels of predic-
tive accuracy; this is especially true when the number of class labels
is not too large. In order to deal with the realistic scenario in which
the oracle does not always return monotonic labels, we have proposed
an algorithm based on relabelling the set of queried points to make it
monotonic while minimizing absolute error. Only the attribute vec-
tors whose label is uniquely determined after relabelling and attribute
vectors whose label can be inferred from the former are included in
the learned training sample. The experiments we performed to test
our second algorithm also gave promising results; on the other hand,
we think there is room for improvement. Firstly, as the number of
class labels k increases, it becomes more and more difficult to infer
unique class labels from points that the oracle has been queried for;
consequently, the training set returned is likely to be relatively small.
As there are expected to be several points whose set of possible labels
is reduced considerably by means of monotonicity-based inference,
by only considering points whose label has been uniquely determined
in the training set, the algorithm might end discarding potentially
valuable information. Therefore, one possibility to improve the al-
gorithm’s performance could consist of exploiting this partial label
information by also including into the inferred training sample exam-
ples corresponding to data points whose label has not been uniquely
determined. Secondly, the model-based inference used in one of the
many active learning approaches described in [97] could be used to
complement the monotonicity-based inference the algorithm is based
on.
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As a result of our research, it can be concluded that using or enforcing
monotonicity in a predictive algorithm leads to performance comparable to
or even better than that of state-of-the art, non-monotonic counterparts.
Because this can be done at a computational cost which is affordable in
most realistic cases, enforcing monotonicity when it is a property of the
target concept or a requirement for the learned is a viable option.



Appendix A

Real-World Data Sets

To test the performance of our algorithms, we selected the following real-
world data sets from different sources on the basis that the presence of an
increasing (or decreasing) relation between the attributes and the response
variable was a plausible assumption:

• the ERA (Employee Rejection/Acceptance), ESL (Employee Selec-
tion), LEV (Lecturers Evaluation), and SWD (Social Workers Deci-
sions) data sets are available on the Web site of the Weka project 1

and have been donated by Dr. Arie Ben David [15];
• the Windsor Housing [3] data set is available on the Journal of Applied

Econometrics Data Archive 2;
• the KC1, KC4, PC3 and PC4 data sets are included in the NASA’s

Metrics Data Program Data Repository 3;
• the Ohsumed data set is included the LETOR (LEarning TO Rank for

information retrieval) collection of data sets 4, each of which contains
a wide variety of queries with user feedback in several domains. Much
of the research on preference learning is conducted on these data sets;

• the remaining data sets are included in the UCI machine learning
repository 5 [6].

1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/datasets.html
2http://econ.queensu.ca/jae/
3http://spinoff.nasa.gov/Spinoff2006/ct_1.html/
4http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/projects/letor/
5http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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The chosen data sets vary widely in size and number and type of fea-
tures in order to be representative of as wide range of data that may occur
in practical situations as possible. Moreover, due to the lack of ordinal clas-
sification data sets, we also included a few regression data sets, discretising
their target attributes using equal-frequency binning before running exper-
iments on them. This approach, which as has often been pursued in the
literature [45,48,51], is reasonable and has the advantage that, by changing
the number of labels to discretise a data set into, several ordinal data sets
can be obtained.

It should be emphasised that monotonicity judgements were only based
on common sense. For example, the Ohsumed attributes are data retrieval
metrics such as the counts of the number of times a query term appears
in the title and abstract of a document respectively, and the class label
indicates the relevance of the document to the query, where a higher label
indicates higher relevance (the class labels are “irrelevant”, “partially rele-
vant” and “highly relevant”); as a consequence, it is reasonable to assume
that the class label should be increasing in both attributes.

We did not always use the data sets in their original form. In general,
when common sense suggested that there should be a decreasing rather in-
creasing relationship between a feature and the response variable, we simply
inverted the attribute values. We tested this by looking at the correlation
between each attribute and the response. In case of a negative correlation
between an attribute x and the response, we transformed the values of x as
follows:

xi = xmax − xi + xmin, i = 1, . . . , n

with xmax = max(x), and xmin = min(x).
More specifically,

• in the case of the Australian Credit data set, we only used the de-
scriptive attributes 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the original data set.

• In the case of the Boston Housing data set, we excluded the Charles
River dummy variable;

• we did not use the whole of the Ohsumed data set but instead only the
data for query 3; in one case we only used the descriptive attributes
5, 6, 7, 18, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, and 37, and in the other the descriptive
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attributes 1 and 16;
• as for all of the NASA data sets, the attribute ERROR_COUNT was used

as the response. All attributes that contained missing values were
removed. Furthermore, the attribute MODULE was removed because
it is a unique identifier of the module and the ERROR_DENSITY was
removed because it is a function of the response variable. Finally,
attributes with zero variance were removed.

Table A.1 lists some basic properties of the data sets. Besides the case
of the Ohsumed data set, the table contains repeated entries for regression
data sets whose target attributes were discretised into a different number
of intervals. The first four columns of the table concern basis properties
of the data sets: the first column of the table contains the overall number
of labelled examples, the second column the number of distinct attribute
vectors (multiple labelled occurrences of the same feature vector are possible
in a data set), the third column contains the number of descriptive attributes
after preprocessing, and the fourth column specifies the type of the target
variable. The last two column of table A.1 contain some monotonicity
properties of the data sets. The fifth column gives the number of comparable
pairs (see definition 5) expressed as a percentage of the total number of
pairs. This quantity gives and indication of the potential benefit of applying
monotonicity constraints: the more the comparable pairs, the higher the
potential benefit of taking monotonicity constraints into account. If all
pairs are incomparable, the monotonicity constraint is satisfied vacuously.
Finally, the sixth column gives the percentage of pairs which do not give rise
to a monotonicity violation among the comparable ones; if this percentage
is low, then the monotonicity assumption becomes questionable.
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Data set N n Number of
Attributes

Target
Variable

Comparable
Pairs

Monotonicity

Australian Credit 690 360 4 Binary 71.62 95.34
Auto MPG1 392 392 7 Numeric 40.09 99.76
Auto MPG2 " " " " " 99.36
Boston Housing1 506 506 12 Numeric 19.10 97.17
Boston Housing2 " " " " " 96.99
Car Evaluation 1728 1728 6 4 Classes 14.36 99.96
Computer Hardware1 209 190 6 Numeric 49.53 98.49
Computer Hardware2 " " " " " 97.22
ERA 1000 44 4 9 Classes 16.77 85.08
ESL 488 199 4 9 Classes 70.65 98.85
Haberman’s Survival 306 283 3 Binary 31.23 87.76
KC1 2107 1190 21 3 Classes 14.82 98.62
KC4 125 116 13 3 Classes 2.62 92.61
LEV 1000 92 4 5 Classes 24.08 95.73
Ohsumed3 235 194 10 3 Classes 52.29 81.61
Ohsumed4 " 55 2 " 77.99 80.79
PC3 1563 1436 36 3 Classes 0.12 99.22
PC4 1458 1343 37 4 Classes 0.12 99.08
Pima Indians 768 768 8 Binary 7.32 97.76
SWD 1,000 117 10 4 Classes 12.62 94.20
Windsor Housing1 546 529 11 Numeric 27.37 96.77
Windsor Housing2 " " " " 27.37 96.37
Wisconsin Breast Cancer 194 194 32 2 Classes 0.56 96.19

Table A.1: Basic properties of the real-world data sets used to test our algorithms
on. Besides the case of the Ohsumed data set, the table contains repeated entries
for regression data sets whose target attributes were discretised into a different
number of intervals. The first column contains the overall number of labelled
examples, the second column the number of distinct attribute vectors (multiple
labelled occurrences of the same feature vector are possible in a data set), the
third column contains the number of descriptive attributes after preprocessing,
and the fourth column specifies the type of the target variable, the fifth column
the number of comparable pairs (see definition 5) expressed as a percentage of
the total number of pairs, and the sixth column the percentage of pairs which do
not give rise to a monotonicity violation (see definition 23) among the comparable
ones.

1Discretised; Number of distinct labels: 4
2Discretised; Number of distinct labels: 5
3Query 3; attributes 5, 6, 7, 18, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, and 37
4Query 3; attributes 1 and 16
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